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On behalf of the University of Dubai, I would like to welcome you to the new 
edition of the student handbook.

As you all know, the University of Dubai (UD) was established in 1997 by 
Dubai Chamber of Commerce & Industry (DCCI).  The main idea behind 
this was to establish an academic institution that will serve the business 
community in delivering state-of-the-art educational disciplines, human 
capital development and consultancy.

This commitment to deliver international educational standards led UD to 
take strong and stable steps to enhance the pedagogical capabilities of 
the university by recruiting highly qualified faculty and benchmarking its 
curricula with international higher education institutions and universities 
in order to guarantee a high quality of education producing high caliber 
graduates. UD is  
a student-centric institution which focuses on students and students only.

Thus, this question arises: What does UD need to do in order to produce 
skillful graduates who will serve the business community and who will 
have a true impact on the progress and development of the country?  To 
address this, UD has utilized all its resources to achieve the goal of excellence 
in student outcomes.

We are proud to announce that most organizations are very keen to recruit our graduates due to 
the ongoing maintenance of UD’s educational outcomes quality. We are also proud to announce 
that the School of Business is accredited by the international body AACSB. In addition, the 
Computing & Information Systems Bachelor degree program offered by the School of IT is again 
accredited by the international body ABET.

One of the strengths of UD is to deliver courses and offer professional development certificates to 
complement business needs and build on human capital capabilities.  The Center for Executive 
Development (CED) offers 40 courses in 7 tracks such as Finance, HR, Leadership, General 
Administration and others, in order to keep abreast of rapid changes and growth in the economy 
and the business world of the country. This has attracted many organizations and companies to 
CED to receive training and up-to-date professional development courses which allow professionals 
to gain business skills and achieve human capital enhancement.  

PResIDent’s MessAGe
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One of the major plans of UD is to establish a new campus in the Dubai Academic City. This campus 
will host the three Colleges (Business, IT and Law) in addition to facilities that will serve students, 
faculty and staff. We are expecting the completion of this project in September 2015. This new facility 
will represent a major step towards achieving excellence in campus design, construction and 
location as well as continued excellence in student outcomes, faculty quality, and curricula.

Finally, I’m glad to be a part of this renowned academic institution and hope to achieve the highest 
standards of education in the country.

You, the UD students, will remain the focus of our endeavors and your quality assured educational 
outcomes will be our objectives. UD has a strong student advising system in place to assist you in 
resolving any issues faced during your entire period of study up to graduation.  Feel free to contact 
your academic advisor for any assistance required.   

We will work with you to reach your goals and thus achieve the mega goal of our country.

I wish you a successful year 2013-14!

Dr. eesa M. Bastaki

President, University of Dubai 
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Dear Student,

This student handbook is a very helpful guide which will take you through the university’s academic and disciplinary 
rules, policies and enrollment procedures. It also provides you with essential rights and responsibilities as well as other 
activities which run in parallel with your academic life to enrich your stay at University of Dubai (UD).

The frequently asked questions we receive through our interaction with students can be answered by browsing 
different sections of this handbook. If you do not know what to do when you miss a class, or how to run for the 
position of the President of the Student Council, or what to do if you fail to attend the final exam, or how to secure an 
internship or job placement, kindly take a few minutes to review the index which directs you to the concerned topics. 
Yes, academics come first but there is more to university life than studying.

The Student and Alumni Affairs unit at UD, provides a wide range of services and programs to help students grow 
personally and professionally while enjoying your higher education experience at UD. Besides, we offer an incredible 
abundance of engagement opportunities inside and outside the classroom that meets diverse interests and needs. 
We believe that through engagement in these activities you will be challenged to think critically and act creatively 
and responsibly. You will also learn to appreciate diverse perspectives, and improve your interpersonal skills.

All of us at UD – faculty, administrators, and staff are standing by you to help you think through choices. The 
Department of Students Services is one of the critical departments which you will need to approach whenever 
you strive for excellence, seek help or look for support while facing any difficulty in your academic journey. To care 
about your physical and mental health, we also plan numerous activities, trips, sport games and tournaments. 
Moreover, the Internship and Career Development Center staff takes this trust at heart by providing you with several 
opportunities and steps toward a purposeful and fulfilling career. So, never be afraid to ask for some of their time.

Finally, please remember that we are all committed to make your higher educational journey at the University of 
Dubai not only exceptional but very special experience.

We take this opportunity to wish you a fruitful academic year 2013-14.

Amina El Marzak
Manager, Student & Alumni Affairs
Tel: 04  207 2671 (Direct)
E-mail: amarzak@ud.ac.ae

MessAGe FRoM tHe stUDent & ALUMnI AFFAIRs
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At the University of Dubai (UD), the educational process is a collaborative venture between the university as the 
education provider and students as the recognized beneficiaries.  Without the intentional engagement of students, 
little, if any, learning will take place.

•	 	Students	play	an	important	active	role	in	the	creation	of	high	quality	education.	They	cannot	be	passive,	nor	can	
their participation be superficial. 

•	 	The	outcomes	of	the	learning	process	in	the	form	of	projects,	assignments,	papers,	presentations,	examinations	
and other demonstrations of learning should show clear evidence of significant student engagement. 

•	 	In-depth	learning	requires	performance	over	time	and	continued	accumulation	of	knowledge	and	skills.	
Short-term experiences and engagement with the subject matter should not make up the whole of students’ 
experiences. 

•	 	Students	need	to	acknowledge	their	responsibilities	to	their	fellow	students	by	actively	participating	in	group	
learning experiences.

•	 	Students	who	fail	to	shoulder	the	above	responsibilities	and	take	up	challenging	tasks	are	considered	
inappropriate for the purpose of fulfilling the course learning outcomes. 

eDUCAtIonAL ResPonsIBILItIes
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AACsB International
Formed by Collegiate Institutions to establish standards for Business schools Worldwide

Modern business education can be traced back to the early 1800’s when The Ecole Supérieure de Commerce of 
Paris (ESCP), founded in 1819, became the first educational institution in France and one of the first in the world to 
offer business studies.  

In 1881, The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania was established in the United States, followed by the 
Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth College in 1900.  Canada’s first management school – HEC Montréal – was 
founded in 1907, followed by the Harvard Business School in 1908.

AACSB International – The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business – was formed in 1916 when a 
group of academic institutions, including Wharton, Tuck, and Harvard business schools, met in Chicago for the 
purpose of drawing up the first set of business school standards.  AACSB’s founding members were Columbia 
University, Dartmouth College, Harvard University, New York University, Northwestern University, The Ohio State 
University, Tulane University, the University of California, The University of Chicago, the University of Illinois, the University 
of Nebraska, the University of Pennsylvania, the  University of Pittsburgh, the University of Texas, the University of 
Wisconsin, and Yale University.

Much has changed since that first meeting.  Today, AACSB is the world’s premier accrediting organization 
for undergraduate, masters, and doctoral degree programs in business administration and accounting.  The 
association accredits 540 schools in 30 countries and is supported by a membership base of more than 1,000 
educational institutions and businesses.
AACSB sets and administers the standards that require its accredited schools to make a commitment to quality 
and continuous improvement. Earning AACSB accreditation places an institution among the world’s elite business 
schools.

AACsB works with its member schools to ensure that they:
•	 Manage	resources	to	advance	a	vibrant	and	relevant	mission
•	 Advance	business	and	management	knowledge	through	faculty	scholarship
•	 Provide	high-caliber	teaching	of	quality	and	current	curricula
•	 Cultivate	meaningful	interaction	between	students	and	a	quality	faculty
•	 Produce	graduates	who	have	achieved	specified	learning	goals.

www.aacsb.edu
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BACHeLoR oF BUsIness ADMInIstRAtIon

stRUCtURe oF DeGRee PRoGRAM
 In the first two years of the Bachelor program, The Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) is a four-year degree 
program, students follow a prescribed sequence of course. This sequence focuses on General Education and 
Supporting Business Requirements providing students with a broad-based and well-rounded knowledge through 
acquiring communication skills, problem-solving and IT skills, as well as an understanding of general business 
concepts. This solid background enables students to complete the specialization requirements in one of their areas 
of interest during the third and fourth year of BBA program. This is further supported by electives chosen from a 
selection of different courses, to broaden students’ knowledge and enhance their specialized skills.

In order to graduate, the student must complete the program successfully with a GPA of 2.25 or above, and must 
earn a total of 129 credit hours. 

BBA PRoGRAM oBjeCtIVes AnD LeARnInG oUtCoMes
At the end of the BBA program, the student is expected to accomplish the following general and management 
specific learning objectives.

General learning objectives
1.  Develop the ability to think critically and analytically, and behave & perform ethically across the areas of 

specialization. 
2.  Develop a global perspective and adapt to dynamic international and UAE cultural issues in business and 

management concepts. 
3. Apply written and oral communication skills in one’s area of professional interest. 
4.  Demonstrate competence to effectively utilize information technology. 

Management specific learning objectives
5.  Demonstrate knowledge of concepts in business functions in a variety of organizational settings. 
6.  synthesize information from the functional areas and apply business theory to practical-decision making 

situations. 

Accounting Learning outcomes
Students with a BBA in Accounting should be able to:
1.  Develop analytical skills and activities to perform the accounting role in various functional areas in business 

including; finance, marketing, management and information systems. 
2.  Use Information Technology to effectively perform their accounting role, encompassing all functional areas. 
3. Understand the process of decision-making and its implications. 
4. Assess existing accounting systems in the UAE and internationally. 
5. Understand the ethical dimension of business and accounting. 
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entrepreneurship Management Learning outcomes
Students with a BBA in Entrepreneurship Management should be able to: 
1. Demonstrate entrepreneur skills to start small & medium sized businesses
2. Develop business plan
3. Implement and evaluate business plan
4. Manage venture growth and transition.

Finance & Banking Learning outcomes
Students with a BBA in Finance & Banking should be able to:
1. Comprehend and apply finance and banking theories for analyzing business opportunities in these areas. 
2. Develop problem-solving strategies for financial decision-making. 
3. Work with corporate houses to further develop their skills. 
4. Promote multi-disciplinary research and consultancy with the local business community through standard work-
based projects and internship. 

Human Resources Management Learning outcomes
Students with a BBA in Human Resources in Management should be able to: 
1. Demonstrate skills in all areas of human resources management
2. Analyze HR systems in UAE and in international firms
3. Formulate & Implement HR strategies for competitive positioning of the firm
4. evaluate HR systems.

Management Learning outcomes
Students with a BBA in Management should be able to:
1.  Achieve organizational goals by utilizing human resources, material resources, and financial resources of the 

organization in the most efficient and effective manner possible. 
2.  Use their knowledge and skills in handling tasks and responsibilities faced by managers, including but not limited 

to delegating, communicating, team-building, decision-making, and problem-solving. 
3.  Perform managerial functions such as strategic planning, organizing, coordinating, leading, and motivating 

others to meet organizational goals. 
4.  Understand the complexities of domestic as well as international environments and to develop strategies to 

remain competitive in terms of cost and quality and to maintain high levels of productivity. 
5.  Guide organizations to meet challenges of today’s world and adapt to change. 

Marketing Learning outcomes
Students with a BBA in Marketing will be able to:
1. Apply marketing management skills in offline as well as online environments. 
2. Develop marketing strategies to meet the needs of the UAE organizational environment. 
3.  Improve the effectiveness of the marketing function in organizations, using marketing research and information. 
4. Design effective segmentation and positioning strategies, using the marketing mix. 
5. Demonstrate ability to formulate and assess international marketing strategies.
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supply Chain and Logistics Management Learning outcomes
Students with a BBA in Supply Chain and Logistics Management should be able to: 
1.  Demonstrate management of operations (value-adding) processes (i.e., manufacturing, service production and 

delivery, distribution, supply …)
2.  evaluate skill development that are focused in SCLM, i.e., TQM, continuous improvement, productivity 

enhancement, time based competition. 
3.  Analyze operations decisions such as new product development, supply chain capacity planning, process 

technology planning, factory automation, and production systems planning.
4.  Promote multi-disciplinary research and consultancy with the local business community through standard work-

based projects and internship.
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Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

1. General Educational Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

ENGL 100 English I 1&2 -------- 3

ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3

GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 -------- 3

GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3

ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2 -------- 3

ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3

GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2 -------- 3

GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1 -------- 3

GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3

2. Humanities and Social Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GUAG 100 UAE Government 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GCUS 100 Culture & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GCII 100 Contemporary International Issues 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GPSY 100 Psychology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GSOC 100 Sociology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GLAW 100 Law & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GEDU 100 Education & the Future 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GPUC 100 Planning for University & Career 
Success 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GTOR 100 Leisure & Tourism in a Contemporary Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

3. Natural And Applied Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GCEI 100 Contemporary Environmental Issues 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GHSO 100 Health & Society 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GARC 100 Architectural Culture 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GBIO 100 Biotechnology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GHUB 100 Human Biology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GGLB 100 Globalization 1or2 ENGL 100 3

4. Supporting Business Requirements (24 Cr.hrs)

GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3

GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT 200 3

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

5. Business Core Requirements (39 Cr.hrs)

BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 
GMAT 115 3

BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3

BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3

BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3

6. Major Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

BACC 301 Cost & Managerial Accounting 1 BACC 210 3

BACC 307 Accounting Information Systems 1 BACC 301 
BBUS 215 3

BACC 313 Intermediate Accounting 1 1 BACC 210 3

BACC 314 Intermediate Accounting 2 2 BACC 313 3

BACC 416 International Accounting 2 BACC 314 3

BACC 421 Principles of Taxation 1 BACC 313 3

BACC 424 Internal Auditing 2 BACC 313 3

BACC 426 Oil and Gas Accounting 2 BACC 314 3

BACC 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3

BACC 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3

BBA CURRICULA
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Bachelor of Business Administration in entrepreneurship Management (Total 129 C.H.)  
2009 Curriculum 

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

1. General Educational Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

ENGL 100 English I 1&2 -------- 3  

ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  

GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 -------- 3  

GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3  

ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2 -------- 3  

ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  

GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2 -------- 3  

GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1 -------- 3  

GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

2. Humanities and Social Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GUAG 100 UAE Government 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GCUS 100 Culture & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GCII 100 Contemporary International Issues 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GPSY 100 Psychology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GSOC 100 Sociology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GLAW 100 Law & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GEDU 100 Education & the Future 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GPUC 100 Planning for University & Career 
Success 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GTOR 100 Leisure & Tourism in a Contemporary 
Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

3. Natural And Applied Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GCEI 100 Contemporary Environmental Issues 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GHSO 100 Health & Society 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GARC 100 Architectural Culture 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GBIO 100 Biotechnology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GHUB 100 Human Biology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GGLB 100 Globalization 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

4. Supporting Business Requirements (24 Cr.hrs)

GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3  

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3  

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3  

GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3  

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200 
GCRT 200 3  

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3  

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

5. Business Core Requirements (39 Cr.hrs)

BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 
GMAT 115 3  

BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3  

BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3  

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3  

BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3  

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3  

6. Major Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

BBEM 301 Family Business(The Next Generation) 1 BMNG 200 
60C.H. 3  

BSCL 301 Supply Chain Operations 1 BMNG 310 
60C.H. 3  

BBEM 303 New Products & Services Development 1 BMNG 200 
60C.H. 3  

BBEM 307 Managing Venture Growth and 
Transition 1 BFIN 305 

60C.H. 3  

BFIN 328 Venture Capital Finance 2 BFIN 305 3  

BBEM 402 International Entrepreneurship 2 BFIN 305 
BMNG 315(Co-req) 3  

BMNG 406 Small Business Management 2
BFIN 200 
BMNG 200 
BBUS 305

3  

BMNG 445 Total Quality Management and 
Continuous Improvement 1&2 BMNG 310 3  

BBEM 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3  

BBEM 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3  
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Bachelor of Business Administration in Finance and Banking (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

1. General Educational Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

ENGL 100 English I 1&2 -------- 3

ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3

GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 -------- 3

GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3

ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2 -------- 3

ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3

GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2 -------- 3

GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1 -------- 3

GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3

2. Humanities and Social Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GUAG 100 UAE Government 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GCUS 100 Culture & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GCII 100 Contemporary International Issues 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GPSY 100 Psychology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GSOC 100 Sociology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GLAW 100 Law & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GEDU 100 Education & the Future 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GPUC 100 Planning for University & Career 
Success 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GTOR 100 Leisure & Tourism in a Contemporary 
Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

3. Natural And Applied Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GCEI 100 Contemporary Environmental Issues 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GHSO 100 Health & Society 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GARC 100 Architectural Culture 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GBIO 100 Biotechnology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GHUB 100 Human Biology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GGLB 100 Globalization 1or2 ENGL 100 3

4. Supporting Business Requirements (24 Cr.hrs)

GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3

GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT 200 3

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200  
GCRT 200 3

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

5. Business Core Requirements (39 Cr.hrs)

BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 
GMAT 115 3

BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3

BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3

BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3

6. Major Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

BFIN 309 Financial Mathematics 1 BFIN 305 3

BFIN 316 Financial Statements Analysis 1 BFIN 305 3

BFIN 317 International Finance & Banking 2 BFIN 309 3

BFIN 328 Venture Capital Finance 2 BFIN 316 3

BFIN 408 Investments Analysis 1 BFIN 316 3

BFIN 412 Managing Investment Portfolios 2 BFIN 408 3

BFIN 431 Management of Banks & Other 
Financial Institutions 1 BFIN 317 3

BFIN 437 Risk Management 1 BFIN 431 3

BFIN 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3

BFIN 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3
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Bachelor of Business Administration in Human Resources Management (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

1. General Educational Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

ENGL 100 English I 1&2 -------- 3

ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3

GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 -------- 3

GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3

ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2 -------- 3

ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3

GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2 -------- 3

GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1or2 -------- 3

GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3

2. Humanities and Social Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GUAG 100 UAE Government 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GCUS 100 Culture & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GCII 100 Contemporary International Issues 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GPSY 100 Psychology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GSOC 100 Sociology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GLAW 100 Law & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GEDU 100 Education & the Future 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GPUC 100 Planning for University & Career 
Success 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GTOR 100 Leisure & Tourism in a Contemporary 
Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

3. Natural And Applied Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GCEI 100 Contemporary Environmental Issues 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GHSO 100 Health & Society 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GARC 100 Architectural Culture 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GBIO 100 Biotechnology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GHUB 100 Human Biology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GGLB 100 Globalization 1or2 ENGL 100 3

4. Supporting Business Requirements (24 Cr.hrs)

GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3

GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT 200 3

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

5. Business Core Requirements (39 Cr.hrs)

BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 
GMAT 115 3

BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3

BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3

BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3

6. Major Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

BMNG 301 Human Resources Management 1 BMNG 200 3

BHRM 301 HR Planing & Development 1 BMNG 200 3

BHRM 303 Employment Law and Legal Aspects 2 BBUS 305 3

BHRM 307 Financial impacts of HR strategies 2 BMNG 200 
BACC210 3

BHRM 402 Performance Management 
Compensation and Employee Benefits 1 BHRM 303 

BACC 210 3

BHRM 404 Strategic HRM 1 BHRM 301 3

BHRM 406 International HR Management 2 BHRM 303 
BMNG 315 3

BHRM 408 Employee Relations 2 BHRM 303 3

BHRM 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3

BHRM 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3
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Bachelor of Business Administration in Management (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

1. General Educational Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

ENGL 100 English I 1&2 -------- 3  

ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  

GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 -------- 3  

GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3  

ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2 -------- 3  

ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  

GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2 -------- 3  

GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1 -------- 3  

GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

2. Humanities and Social Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GUAG 100 UAE Government 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GCUS 100 Culture & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GCII 100 Contemporary International Issues 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GPSY 100 Psychology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GSOC 100 Sociology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GLAW 100 Law & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GEDU 100 Education & the Future 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GPUC 100 Planning for University & Career 
Success 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GTOR 100 Leisure & Tourism in a Contemporary 
Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

3. Natural And Applied Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GCEI 100 Contemporary Environmental Issues 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GHSO 100 Health & Society 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GARC 100 Architectural Culture 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GBIO 100 Biotechnology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GHUB 100 Human Biology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GGLB 100 Globalization 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

4. Supporting Business Requirements (24 Cr.hrs)

GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3  

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3  

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3  

GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3  

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT 200 3  

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3  

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

5. Business Core Requirements (39 Cr.hrs)

BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 
GMAT 115 3  

BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3  

BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3  

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3  

BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3  

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3  

6. Major Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

BMNG 301 Human Resources Management 1 BMNG 200 3  

BMNG 303 Advanced Organization Behavior 1 BMNG 200 3  

BMNG 311 Management of Service Organizations 2 BMNG 303 3  

BMNG 406 Small Business Management 2 BFIN 200 
BBUS 305 3  

BMNG 416 Emerging Issues in Management 2 96C.H. 3  

BMNG 423 Leadership Development 1 BMNG 301 3  

BMNG 424 Change Management 1 BMNG 311 3  

BMNG 445 Total Quality Management and 
Continuous Improvement 1&2 BMNG 310 3  

BMNG 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3  

BMNG 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3  
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Bachelor of Business Administration in Marketing (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

1. General Educational Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

ENGL 100 English I 1&2 -------- 3  

ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  

GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 -------- 3  

GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3  

ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2 -------- 3  

ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  

GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2 -------- 3  

GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1 -------- 3  

GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

2. Humanities and Social Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GUAG 100 UAE Government 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GCUS 100 Culture & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GCII 100 Contemporary International Issues 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GPSY 100 Psychology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GSOC 100 Sociology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GLAW 100 Law & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GEDU 100 Education & the Future 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GPUC 100 Planning for University & Career 
Success 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GTOR 100 Leisure & Tourism in a Contemporary 
Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

3. Natural And Applied Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GCEI 100 Contemporary Environmental Issues 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GHSO 100 Health & Society 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GARC 100 Architectural Culture 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GBIO 100 Biotechnology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GHUB 100 Human Biology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GGLB 100 Globalization 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

4. Supporting Business Requirements (24 Cr.hrs)

GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3  

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3  

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3  

GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3  

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT 200 3  

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3  

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

5. Business Core Requirements (39 Cr.hrs)

BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 
GMAT 115 3  

BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3  

BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3  

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3  

BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3  

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3  

6. Major Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

BMRK 301 Marketing Management 1 BMRK 200 3  

BMRK 303 Marketing Channels 2 BMRK 200 3  

BMRK 309 Services Marketing 1 BMRK 200 3  

BMRK 321 Consumer Behavior 1 BBUS 225 
BMRK 200 3  

BMRK 412 Marketing Research 1 BMRK 321 3  

BMRK 418 International Marketing Strategies 1 BMRK 301 3  

BMRK 424 Sales Management 2 96C.H. 3  

BMRK 426 Advertising & Promotion Management 2 BMRK 321 3  

BMRK 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3  

BMRK 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3  
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Bachelor of Business Administration in supply Chain & Logistics Management (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

1. General Educational Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

ENGL 100 English I 1&2 -------- 3

ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3

GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 -------- 3

GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3

ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2 -------- 3

ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3

GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2 -------- 3

GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1 -------- 3

GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3

2. Humanities and Social Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GUAG 100 UAE Government 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GCUS 100 Culture & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GCII 100 Contemporary International Issues 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GPSY 100 Psychology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GSOC 100 Sociology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GLAW 100 Law & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GEDU 100 Education & the Future 1or2 ENGL 100 3

GPUC 100 Planning for University & Career 
Success 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GTOR 100 Leisure & Tourism in a Contemporary 
Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3

3. Natural And Applied Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GCEI 100 Contemporary Environmental Issues 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GHSO 100 Health & Society 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GARC 100 Architectural Culture 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GBIO 100 Biotechnology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GHUB 100 Human Biology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GGLB 100 Globalization 1or2 ENGL 100 3

4. Supporting Business Requirements (24 Cr.hrs)

GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3

GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT 200 3

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

5. Business Core Requirements (39 Cr.hrs)

BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 
GMAT 115 3

BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3

BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3

BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3

6. Major Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

BSCL 301 Supply Chain Operations 1 BMNG 310 
60C.H. 3

BSCL 304 Warehousing and Materials Handling 2 BMNG 310 
60C.H. 3

BSCL 307 Global Supply Chain Strategy and 
Design 1 BMNG 310 

60C.H. 3

BSCL 311 Strategic Procurement and Sourcing 1 BMNG 310 
60C.H. 3

BSCL 402 Transportation and Distribution 2 BMNG 310 
60C.H. 3

BSCL 404 SCLM Technologies and Information 
Systems 2 BMNG 310 

60C.H. 3

BSCL 406 Modeling and Simulation of Supply 
Chains 2 BMNG 310 

60C.H. 3

BMNG 445 Total Quality Management and 
Continuous Improvement 1&2 BMNG 310 3

BSCL 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3

BSCL 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3
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Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Semester (4)

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3  

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 
GMAT 115 3  

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3  

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3  
BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  
    18 72

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (2)
ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  
BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3  

GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3  
ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  
    18 36

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (1)
ENGL 100 English I 1&2  3  
GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2  3  
GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 3  
GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3
ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2  3  
GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1  3  
 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    18 18

Semester (6)

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3  

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
BACC 314 Intermediate Accounting 2 2 BACC 313 3  
BACC 424 Internal Auditing 2 BACC 313 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    15 102

Semester (3)
GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3  

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3  
ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
    18 54

Semester (8)
BACC 416 International Accounting 2 BACC 314 3  
BACC 426 Oil and Gas Accounting 2 BACC 314 3  
BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 105C.H. 3  
BACC 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3  
BACC 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    15 129

Semester (5)

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT 200 3  

BACC 301 Cost & Managerial Accounting 1 BACC 210 3  
BACC 313 Intermediate Accounting 1 1 BACC 210 3  
BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3  
BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3  
    15 87

Semester (7)

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BACC 307 Accounting Information Systems 1 BBUS 215  
BACC 301 3  

BACC 421 Principles of Taxation 1 BACC 313 3  

 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  

    12 114

BBA GRADUAtIon PLAns
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Bachelor of Business Administration in entrepreneurship Management (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (1)
ENGL 100 English I 1&2  3  
GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2  3  
GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 3  
GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3
ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2  3  
GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1  3  
 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    18 18

Semester (3)
GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3  

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3  

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3  
ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
    18 54

Semester (5)
BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3  

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BBEM 301 Family Business(The Next Generation) 1 BMNG 200 
60C.H. 3  

BBEM 303 New Products & Services Development 1 BMNG 200 
60C.H. 3  

    15 87

Semester (7)

BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3  

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3  

BBEM 307 Managing Venture Growth and 
Transition 1 BFIN 305 

60C.H. 3  

BSCL 301 Supply Chain Operations 1 BMNG 310 
60C.H. 3  

 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    15 114

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (2)
ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  
BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3  

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3  
ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  
    18 36

Semester (4)
BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 
GMAT 115 3  

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3  

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3  
BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  
BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200 3  
    18 72

Semester (6)
BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BMNG 445 Total Quality Management and 
Continuous Improvement 1&2 BMNG 310 3  

BFIN 328 Venture Capital Finance 2 BFIN 305 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    12 99

Semester (8)

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3  

BMNG 406 Small Business Management 2
BFIN 200 
BMNG 200 
BBUS 305

3  

BBEM 402 International Entrepreneurship 2 BFIN 305 
BMNG 315(Co-req) 3  

BBEM 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3  
BBEM 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    15 129
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Bachelor of Business Administration in Finance and Banking (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (2)
ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  
BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3  

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3  
ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  
    18 36

Semester (4)
BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 3  

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3  

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3  

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT 200 3  

    18 72

Semester (6)

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3  

BFIN 317 International Finance & Banking 2 BFIN 309 3  
BFIN 328 Venture Capital Finance 2 BFIN 316 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    15 105

Semester (8)

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3  

BFIN 412 Managing Investment Portfolios 2 BFIN 408 3  

BFIN 437 Risk Management 1 BFIN 431 3  

BFIN 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3  

BFIN 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3  
    12 129

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (1)
ENGL 100 English I 1&2  3  
GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2  3  
GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 3  
GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3
ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2  3  
GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1  3  
 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    18 18

Semester (3)
GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3  

BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3  

GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

    18 54

Semester (5)

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3  

BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3  
BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
BFIN 309 Financial Mathematics 1 BFIN 305 3  
BFIN 316 Financial Statements Analysis 1 BFIN 305 3  
BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3  
    18 90

Semester (7)
BFIN 408 Investments Analysis 1 BFIN 316 3  

BFIN 431 Management of Banks & Other 
Financial Institutions 1 BFIN 317 3  

 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  

 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  

    15 117
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Bachelor of Business Administration in Human Resources Management (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (2)
ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  
BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3  

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3  
ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  
    18 36

Semester (4)
BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3  
BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 3  

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3  

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3  
BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT200 3  

    18 72

Semester (6)
BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BHRM 303 Employment Law and Legal Aspects 2 BBUS 305 3  

BHRM 307 Financial impacts of HR strategies 2 BMNG 200 
BACC 210 3  

 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    15 102

Semester (8)

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3  

BHRM 406 International HR Management 2 BMNG 315 
BHRM 303 3  

BHRM 408 Employee Relations 2 BHRM 303 3  
BHRM 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3  
BHRM 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3  
    12 129

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (1)
ENGL 100 English I 1&2  3  
GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2  3  
GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 3  
GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3
ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2  3  
GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1  3  
 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    18 18

Semester (3)
GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3  

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3  

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3  
ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
    18 54

Semester (5)
BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3  

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 301 Human Resources Management 1 BMNG 200 3  
BHRM 301 HR Planing & Development 1 BMNG 200 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    15 87

Semester (7)
BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3  

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3  

BHRM 402 Performance Management 
Compensation and Employee Benefits 1 BHRM 303 

BACC 210 3  

BHRM 404 Strategic HRM 1 BHRM 301 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    15 117
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Bachelor of Business Administration in Management (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (1)
ENGL 100 English I 1&2  3  
GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2  3  
GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 3  
GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3
ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2  3  
GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1  3  
 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    18 18

Semester (3)
GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3  

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3  

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3  
ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
    18 54

Semester (5)
BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3  

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 301 Human Resources Management 1 BMNG 200 3  
BMNG 303 Advanced Organization Behavior 1 BMNG 200 3  
BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3  
    15 87

Semester (7)
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3  

BMNG 423 Leadership Development 1 BMNG 301 3  
BMNG 424 Change Management 1 BMNG 311 3  
    12 114

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (2)
ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3  

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3  
ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  
    18 36

Semester (4)
BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 
GMAT 115 3  

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3  

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3  
BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT200 3  

    18 72

Semester (6)

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 311 Management of Service Organizations 2 BMNG 303 3  

BMNG 406 Small Business Management 2 BFIN 200 
BBUS 305 3  

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    15 102

Semester (8)

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3  

BMNG 416 Emerging Issues in Management 2 96C.H. 3  

BMNG 445 Total Quality Management and 
Continuous Improvement 1&2 BMNG 310 3  

BMNG 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3  
BMNG 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    12 129
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Bachelor of Business Administration in Marketing (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (2)
ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  
BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3  

GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3  
ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  
    18 36

Semester (4)
BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3  

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3  
BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  
BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    18 72

Semester (6)

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3  

BMRK 303 Marketing Channels 2 BMRK 200 3  

BMRK 321 Consumer Behavior 2 BBUS 225 
BMRK 200 3  

 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    15 105

Semester (8)

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3  

BMRK 424 Sales Management 2 96C.H. 3  
BMRK 426 Advertising & Promotion Management 2 BMRK 321 3  
BMRK 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3  
BMRK 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3  
    12 129

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (1)
ENGL 100 English I 1&2  3  
GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2  3  
GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 3  
GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3
ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2  3  
GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1  3  
 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    18 18

Semester (3)
GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3  

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3  

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3  
ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
    18 54

Semester (5)

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 
GMAT 115 3  

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT 200 3  

BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3  

BMRK 301 Marketing Management 1 BMRK 200 3  

BMRK 309 Services Marketing 1 BMRK 200 3  

BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3  

    18 90

Semester (7)

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMRK 412 Marketing Research 2 BMRK 321 3  

BMRK 418 International Marketing Strategies 2 BMRK 301 
BMRK 321 3  

 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    12 117
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Bachelor of Business Administration in supply Chain & Logistics Management (Total 129 C.H.)
2009 Curriculum 

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (1)
ENGL 100 English I 1&2  3  
GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2  3  
GMAT 110 Mathematics for Business I 1&2 3  
GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3
ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2  3  
GISL 105 Islamic Thought (E) 1  3  
 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    18 18

Semester (3)
GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BBUS 215 Fund. of Management Information 
Systems 1&2 BMNG 200 

ITGN 120 3  

BECN 225 Macroeconomics 1&2 BECN 100 
GMAT 115 3  

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 115 3  
ESPU 200 English for Special Purpose (Business) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
    18 54

Semester (5)
BBUS 305 Business Law 1&2 ESPU 200 3  

BFIN 305 Corporate Finance 1&2
BACC 210 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2

BBUS 200 
BFIN 200 
BSTA 200

3  

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    15 87

Semester (7)
BBUS 350 Business & Society 1&2 60C.H. 3  

BMNG 445 Total Quality Management and 
Continuous Improvement 1&2 BMNG 310 3  

BSCL 311 Strategic Procurement and Sourcing 1 BMNG 310 
60C.H. 3  

BSCL 307 Global Supply Chain Strategy and 
Design 1 BMNG 310 

60C.H. 3  

BSCL 301 Supply Chain Operations 1 BMNG 310 
60C.H. 3  

    15 117

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (2)
ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  

BECN 100 Microeconomics 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 
GMAT 110 3  

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
GMAT 115 Mathematics for Business II 1&2 GMAT 110 3  
ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  
    18 36

Semester (4)
BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting 1&2 BACC 205 3  
BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 BSTA 200 3  

BBUS 250 Business Negotiating Skills 1&2 BMNG 200 
GCRT 200 3  

BECN 250 Money and Banking 1&2 BECN 225 3  
BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BBUS 225 Research Methods 1&2 BSTA 200  
GCRT 200 3  

    18 72

Semester (6)

BMNG 315 International Business Management 1&2 BBUS 305 
BMNG 200 3  

BSCL 304 Warehousing and Materials Handling 2 BMNG 310 
60C.H. 3  

BSCL 402 Transportation and Distribution 2 BMNG 310 
60C.H. 3  

 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    15 102

Semester (8)

BBUS 400 Strategic Management (Capstone) 1&2 BFIN 305 
117C.H. 3  

BSCL 404 SCLM Technologies and Information 
Systems 2 BMNG 310 

60C.H. 3  

BSCL 406 Modeling and Simulation of Supply 
Chains 2 BMNG 310 

60C.H. 3  

BSCL 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3  
BSCL 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3  
    12 129
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The CIT Computing and Information Systems (CIS) program has been accredited by the Computing 
Accreditation Commission (CAC) of ABET, Inc. as of October 2006. This international accreditation showcases the 
dedication of faculty and management in ensuring that the CIS program meets the quality standards set by the 
computing and information systems profession.

One of the key elements of ABET accreditation is the requirement that programs continuously improve the quality 
of education provided. As part of this continuous improvement requirement, programs set specific, measurable 
goals for their students and graduates, assess their success at reaching those goals, and improve their programs 
based on assessment results.

In addition to providing colleges and universities a structured mechanism to assess, evaluate, and improve 
their programs, accreditation also helps students and their parents choose quality college programs, enables 
employers and graduate schools to recruit graduates they know are well-prepared, and is used by registration, 
licensure, and certification boards to screen applicants.

ABET is a non-profit organization, owned and operated by its more than 25 professional and technical member 
societies. An internationally respected organization with some 1,500 volunteers, ABET has set the higher-
educational standards in its fields for nearly 75 years. More information about ABET, its member societies, and the 
evaluation criteria used to accredit programs can be found at www.abet.org.
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BACHeLoR oF sCIenCe In CoMPUtInG AnD 
InFoRMAtIon systeMs
stRUCtURe oF DeGRee PRoGRAM
The Bachelor of Science in Computing and Information Systems (BSc-CIS) is a four-year degree program and 
consists of 41 courses, an internship and an applied research project.  All courses are worth 3 credit hours each. 
In the first two years of the program, the main emphasis is on developing students’ core competencies so that they 
will be able to undertake more advanced courses later in the program.  In years three and four of the program, 
the student specializes in one of the three Computing and Information Systems concentrations, with considerable 
flexibility to study courses from within and outside the College of Information Technology.  This provides students with 
the opportunity to broaden their knowledge experience and skills base.

In order to graduate, the student must complete the program successfully with a GPA at or above 2.25 and earn a 
total of 129 credit hours. 

BsC-CIs PRoGRAM oBjeCtIVes AnD LeARnInG oUtCoMes
Program objectives
Bachelor of Science in Computing and Information Systems is designed to prepare graduates who are able to:
1.  Adhere to highest standards of ethical and professional practices relevant to computing and information 

systems, and demonstrate awareness of the social impact of computer technologies.
2. engage with confidence in lifelong learning.
3.  engage in applied computing and information systems positions that require specialized knowledge and skills 

in areas such as enterprise systems, networking, databases, e-commerce, system analysis and design, software 
applications development and IS environment.

4. solve problems that require critical thinking, teamwork and communication skills. 

Program outcomes
Upon completion of the CIS program, students should be able to:
1.  Apply knowledge of computing, information systems and mathematics.
2.  Design, implement and evaluate a computer-based system, process, component, or program to meet desired 

needs.
3. Function effectively in teams to create a project plan to accomplish a common goal.
4. Understand professional, ethical and social responsibilities
5. Communicate effectively with a range of audiences.
6.  Analyze the impact of computing on individuals, organizations and society, including ethical, legal, security and 

global policy issues.
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CIs Program outcomes (specific to the Information systems security concentration)
Upon graduation, each CIS graduate with concentration in Information Systems Security will possess the knowledge, 
skills, and ability to:
1.  Analyze an interdisciplinary Information systems security problem; identify and define the IS security setup and 

configuration appropriate to its solution.
2. Apply contemporary techniques, skills, and tools necessary for secure information systems.
3.  Understand the processes and policies that support the operational, tactical and strategic aspects of modern 

Secure Systems.
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BsC-CIs CURRICULUM

Bachelor of Science in Computing and Information Systems in Information systems security (Total 129 C.H.)
2011 Curriculum 

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

1. General Educational Requirements (27 Cr.hrs)

ENGL 100 English I 1&2 -------- 3  

ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  

GMAT 100 Mathematics for Science I 1&2 -------- 3  

GMAT 105 Mathematics for Science II 1&2 GMAT 100 3  

ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2 -------- 3  

ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  

GISL 100 Islamic Thought (Arabic) 1&2 -------- 3  

GISL 105 Islamic Thought (English) 1&2 -------- 3  

GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

ESPU 210 English for Special Purpose (Science) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

2. Humanities and Social Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GUAG 100 UAE Government 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GCUS 100 Culture & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GCII 100 Contemporary International Issues 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GPSY 100 Psychology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GSOC 100 Sociology & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GLAW 100 Law & Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GEDU 100 Education & the Future 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

GPUC 100 Planning for University & Career 
Success 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3

GTOR 100 Leisure & Tourism in a Contemporary 
Society 1or2 ENGL 100 3  

3. Natural And Applied Science Requirements (6 Cr.hrs)

GCEI 100 Contemporary Environmental Issues 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GHSO 100 Health & Society 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GARC 100 Architectural Culture 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GBIO 100 Biotechnology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

GHUB 100 Human Biology 1or2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3  

Course No. Course Title Semester Prerequisite C.H. GD 

4. Business Requirements for IT Professionals (27 Cr.hrs)

GCMM 100 Communication Skills (Arabic & English) 1&2 -------- 3  

GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  

BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 105 3  

BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 GMAT 105 3  

BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  

BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2 BBUS 200 

BFIN 200 3  

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  

5. IT Core Requirements (48 Cr.hrs)

ITGN 215 Introduction to Information Systems 2 ITGN 115 
BMNG 200 3

ITGN 230 Introduction to Programming 1 ITGN 115 3

ITGN 235 Principles of Networking 1 ITGN 120 3

ITGN 250 Database Management Systems 1 ITGN 215 3

ITGN 255 Operating Systems Administration 1 ITGN 120 3

ITGN 260 IT Project Management 1 ITGN 215 3

ITGN 315 Object Oriented Programming 2 ITGN 230 3

ITGN 321 Object-Oriented Analysis & Design 2 ITGN 260  
ITGN 315 3

ITGN 323 Enterprise Architecture 2 ITGN 255 3

ITGN 340 Human Computer Interface 1 ITGN 315 3

ITGN 345 Information Systems Security 1 ITGN 235 3

ITGN 350 Web Design & Development 1 ITGN 250 3

ITGN 414 Strategic Issues in Information Systems 2 ITGN 321 3

ITGN 416 IT Audit and Control 2 ITGN 323 
ITGN 345 3

ITGN 440 Computing & Information Systems 
Project (Capstone) 2 ITGN 414 - ITGN 340 

117C.H. 3

ITGN 465 Internship 2 117C.H. 3

ITGN 470 Industry Project 2 117C.H. 3

6. Concentration Requirements (15 Cr.hrs)

ITSS 450 Information Systems Security 
Management 1 ITGN 416 3  

ITSS 451 Ethical Hacking & Network Defense 1 ITGN 345 3  

ITSS 455 Computer Forensics & Investigations 2 ITGN 345 3  

ITSS 456 Database Security & Auditing 2 ITGN 350 
ITSS 455 3  

ITSS 458 Disaster Recovery Planning 2 ITSS 450 3  
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Bsc-CIs GRADUAtIon PLAn

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (1)
ENGL 100 English I 1&2  3  
GISL 100 Islamic Thought 1&2  3  
GMAT 100 Mathematics for Science I 1&2 3  
GEST 100 Emirati Studies 1&2 ENGL 100(Co-req) 3
ITGN 115 Computer Applications 1&2  3  
GISL 105 Islamic Thought (English) 1  3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    18 18

Semester (4)
BBUS 200 Quantitative Methods for Business 1&2 GMAT 105 3  
BFIN 200 Principles of Financial Management 1&2 BACC 205 3  
ITGN 250 Database Management Systems 1 ITGN 215 3  
ITGN 315 Object Oriented Programming 2 ITGN 230 3  
ITGN 260 IT Project Management 1 ITGN 215 3  
ITGN 323 Enterprise Architecture 2 ITGN 215 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    18 72

Code Course Title Sem. Prerequisite C.H TECH

Semester (2)
BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
BMNG 200 Management & Organization Behavior 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
ENGL 105 English II 1&2 ENGL 100 3  
GMAT 105 Mathematics for Science II 1&2 GMAT 100 3  
ITGN 120 Internet Applications 1&2 ITGN 115 3  
ITGN 230 Introduction to Programming 1 GMAT 105 3  
    18 36

Semester (3)
BSTA 200 Statistical Analysis 1&2 GMAT 105 3  
ESPU 210 English for Special Purpose (Science) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
ITGN 215 Introduction to Information Systems 2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
ITGN 235 Principles of Networking 1 ITGN 215 3  
GCMM 105 Communication Skills (English) 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
ITGN 255 Operating Systems Administration 1 ITGN 230 3  
    18 54

Semester (6)

ITGN 350 Web Design & Development 1 ITGN 250 
ITGN 230 3  

ITGN 414 Strategic Issues in Information Systems 2 ITGN 215 
60C.H. 3  

ITGN 416 IT Audit and Control 2 ITGN 345 3  
 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
 Humanities and Social Science Requirements 3  
    15 105

Semester (5)

BMNG 310 Production & Services Operations 
Management 1&2 BBUS 200 

BFIN 200 3  

BMRK 200 Principles of Marketing 1&2 ENGL 105(Co-req) 3  
GCRT 200 Critical and Creative Thinking 1&2 ENGL 105 3  
ITGN 340 Human Computer Interface 1 ITGN 230 3  
ITGN 345 Information Systems Security 1 ITGN 235 3  
ITGN 321 Object-Oriented Analysis & Design 2 ITGN 315 3  
    18 90

Semester (8)
ITGN 465 Internship Summer 117 C.H. 3  
ITGN 470 Industry Project 2 117 C.H. 3  

ITSS 456 Database Security & Auditing 2 ITGN 350 
ITSS 455 3

ITSS 458 Disaster Recovery Planning 2 ITGN 450 3  

ITGN 440 Computing & Information Systems 
Project (Capstone) 1&2 ITGN 414 - ITGN 340 

117 C.H. 3  

   12 129

Semester (7)

ITSS 450 Information Systems Security 
Management 1 ITGN 345 3  

ITSS 451 Ethical Hacking & Network Defense 1 ITGN 345 3  
ITSS 455 Computer Forensics & Investigation 2 ITGN 345 3  
 Natural And Applied Science Requirements 3  
    12 117

Bachelor of Science in Computing and Information Systems in Information systems security (Total 129 C.H.)
2011 Curriculum 
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GeneRAL UnDeRGRADUAte CURRICULUM ReqUIReMents

The General Undergraduate Curriculum Requirements (GUCR) program is designed to enable students to 
successfully pursue their studies in their majors and to gain general required skills, values and attitudes needed 
in order to excel in their respective areas of specialization and to broaden their background knowledge in areas 
outside their major disciplines. 

The university requires that all students must complete several credit hours of course work to reach desirable levels 
of competency and proficiency in important skill areas such as English, mathematics, computer and internet use, 
information literacy, critical and creative thinking and interpersonal communication skills. 

Students are also required to study twelve credit hours consisting of two courses in humanities and social sciences 
and two courses in natural and applied sciences.  The goal of this requirement is to broaden students’ knowledge in 
key areas outside their majors, to emphasize the interdisciplinary nature of knowledge and to reinforce the spirit of 
inquiry.  The GUCR component aims also to inculcate among students, through direct teaching of specific courses 
and indirectly within all courses, important values and attitudes like tolerance of other cultures and lifestyles, lifelong 
learning, ethical standards in personal and professional lives and critical awareness of their own cultures and 
societies.

GUCR LeARnInG oUtCoMes
Completion of the General Undergraduate Curriculum Requirements should enable students to:
1.  Read and write English fluently.
2.  Communicate effectively.
3.  think critically and analytically.
4.  Understand and apply mathematical concepts.
5.  Use information technology effectively.
6.   Acquire a broader educational background and appreciate the contribution of humanities, social sciences, 

and natural and applied sciences to their understanding of human experience.
7.  Make a smooth transition to their academic programs and plan their future directions.
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UnDeRGRADUAte PRoGRAMs ADMIssIons
Application Requirements
An applicant must provide the following documents for undergraduate admission:
1. Completed application form 
2. Original UAE high school certificate or certified equivalent (approved by the Ministry of Education). 
3. TOEFL (or equivalent) score certificate in original.
4. Copy of a valid passport and identity card.
5. Four recent passport-size photographs (in color) or in JPEG format file.
6. Pay AED 100 for the university’s ID card.
7. Pay AED 400 non-refundable fee for admission.

Admission Criteria 
Regular Admission
1. A minimum of 500 in TOEFL (or IELTS - 5 overall; or TOEFL iBT – 61)   
2.  A minimum of 65% in High School. 

Students with GCE qualifications are also accepted.  A total of 7 O level or GCSE/IGCSE subjects are needed or 
alternatively, a combination of O level and AS/A levels is acceptable, provided that the subjects cover at least four 
of the following fields: Math, Science, Languages, Humanities and Social Sciences and/or Arts and Design. The 
minimum required grade for the accepted subjects is “C” for the O level, “D” for AS level, and “E” for the A level.

Note:  Transfer credits from universities accredited by the UAE MOHESR are accepted if transfer conditions are met.

Conditional Admission 
toeFL or IeLts score 
Candidates with less than 500 on TOEFL or equivalent (or who do not have a valid TOEFL or IELTS score) will have 
to take the English Placement Test and will be placed in English (remedial or credited) courses based on the 
placement test results. Upon completing the study of 18 credit hours at UD, students who did not meet the TOEFL 
requirement may not register for any additional new courses unless they fulfill this requirement. Such students will 
be given a maximum of three terms or one semester to remedy the deficiency (TOEFL 500 or equivalent) or else be 
dismissed.

High school score 
Candidates (First-Time/Transfer) with a score of 60-64% in their High School Certificate are considered on a case-
by-case basis. The accepted student will have to achieve a 2.0 Grade Point Average (GPA) upon completing the 
study of 30 credit hours at UD. Students failing to achieve this GPA score will be given one semester to remedy the 
deficiency or be dismissed.
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Institutional Code for toeFL
The UD institutional code for direct submission of TOEFL results is 8239.

transfer students
Transfer students are subject to the same English and Math proficiency requirements as regular students.

Admission Criteria and Requirements for Visiting Students/Audit Students

Visiting students
1.  Students must have passed all the prerequisites for the required subjects. (Original transcripts from the university 

in which the student is currently studying is to be provided).
2. Students must provide a copy of their passport four recent photos (JPEG format file).
3. Students must fully adhere to UD regulations and rules, including attendance.
4.  The cumulative number of credit hours allowed for the registration of visiting students should not exceed 63 credit 

hours and such students cannot register for more than 2 consecutive regular semesters (Short semesters are not 
considered).

5. The visiting student could be accepted as a regular student after compliance with UD admission   requirements.
6. The visiting student may register at any time during the registration period.

Audit students
UD allows individuals interested in a particular course to attend classes as Audit students.  The following conditions 
apply:
1.  The candidate must show some evidence of prerequisite knowledge required for auditing the course (Meet the 

course instructor/Department Chair/Dean/Director for clarifying this point and your purpose of auditing the course).
2. Provide passport copy and four recent photographs (JPEG format file).
3. Pay the regular course fee as applicable for Visiting/Short course students.
4. Attendance policy is not mandatory
5. Homework assignments/examinations are not mandatory.

Readmission
All students who have withdrawn from the university or have cancelled their registration at UD, but who wish to be re-
admitted, must submit a formal request to ARD. A dismissed student will not be re-admitted to the university, even as a 
new student.

Admission Regulations
1.  Admission and acceptance of students to UD is valid for only one semester. Students who fail to register will lose 

their admission status and must resubmit their application as a new applicant. The university will only keep the 
files in its records for two semesters after their submission.

2.  Applicants should make sure that all documents required for finalizing their admission are submitted to the ARD 
before registration begins.
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3.  The names of UD students on all university documents are spelled in English exactly as they appear on their 
passports or identity cards. If a name on a passport or an identity card does not appear in English, it will be 
spelled according to the applicant’s preference.

4.  Applicants, who were denied admission to UD, may file a petition for admission on a conditional basis. These 
applicants will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis for approval by the UD President. 

5.  Students granted conditional admission will be considered At-Risk and accordingly, will be closely monitored by 
their assigned faculty mentor. 

6.  A student status report for conditionally admitted students will be issued at the end of each semester and a hard 
copy will be archived in the student’s file.
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tUItIon AnD sCHoLARsHIPs

Miscellaneous Fees (non refundable) Cost (AeD)

(UsD) 

International 

students
Admission Fees (includes Student ID Card) 500 200
English Placement Test (First Time & Each time a Test is Repeated) 300

*Miscellaneous fees (in 
AED) are aplicable to 
International Students 

as well.

Math Placement Test (First Time & Each time a Test is Repeated) 300
Replacement of a lost ID 100
Registration Fees - Fall/Spring 1,000
Registration Fees - Winter/Summer 500
Late Registration Fee per course 500
Student Activity Fees - Fall/Spring 200
Student Activity Fees - Short semester 100
Each Post Dated Check (maximum 3 checks in Fall & Spring & 1 check in Winter & Summer) 200
Returned Check (maximum 2 chances) 750
Postponement of Post-dated Check 250
Locker Rental (annual) 200
Locker Rental (one semester including short semester) 100
Replacement of a Lost Locker Key 25

Miscellaneous Course Related Fees (non refundable) Cost (AeD) (UsD)*
Change of Major 100

*Miscellaneous fees (in 
AED) are aplicable to 
International Students 

as well.

Application for Incomplete/Make-up Exam(Mid-term/Final Exams) 500
Certificate (To Whom it May Concern) 50
Transcripts 50
Application for Reviewing Final Exam Sheet 200
Issuance Graduation Certificate Fee /Re-Issuance of Degree Certificate 350/1000
Financial & Accounts Statement Printing Fee 50
Graduation Fee 1,500
Course Syllabus - Print & Stamp Fee (per course) 50
Technology fee (one-time fee at the time of enrollment 500

tUItIon AnD otHeR Fees FoR 2013-14

A. Undergraduate Cost (AeD)
(UsD) International 

students
A.1 Tuition Fee

Regular Students 3,850 -
Visiting (short course) 5,000 1,500
Pre-English/Pre-Math (Each Course) 4,000
A.2 Internship/Industry Project
Regular Students 7,700
Visiting (short course) 10,000 3,000
A.3 Lab fee for IT courses (namely ITGN 115, ITGN 120, ITGN 230, ITGN 315, ITGN 350) (for each course)
All Nationalities 4,850
Visiting (short course) 6,000 1,500
A.4 Student Exchange Program - 1,500

The University reserves the right to increase tuition fees up to 10% per academic year when deemed necessary.  These changes will be duly intimated to the student 
ahead of time through university’s official mode of communication.
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sCHoLARsHIPs 
High school Merit scholarship
New students joining UD directly after High School with a score of 90% and above will receive a 10% discount on 
tuition fees for their first year of study. The continuation of this scholarship is subject to achieving a GPA that falls 
within the Highest Honor bracket (3.8 or above).

need-Based scholarship
The Need-based scholarships are awarded to students experiencing great difficulties meeting their financial 
obligations to UD. Need-based scholarships are subject to availability.  Students are requested to contact the 
Department of Student Services for eligibility and award details.

Alumni and Friends of the University of Dubai scholarship
The Alumni and Friends of the University of Dubai offer two types of scholarships: Incoming Freshmen Scholarship 
and Student Leader Scholarship. The scholarships are granted based on established guidelines developed by the 

UD Alumni Association and administered by UD.   For more information, please contact the Alumni Affairs Office.

•	 Date of the last installment should be 5 days before the start of final exam for all semesters.

•	 Letter to immigration (for visa purpose) will be issued only to the registered students.

•	 The amount of down payment is equal to 1 course +  registration & activity fee.

•	 Outstanding fees of current semester should be settled, if any, prior to registering for a new semester.

•	 To claim government employee discount, students can produce their employee card only as a proof of employment.

DIsCoUnt PoLICy

IMPoRtAnt note FoR stUDents

D. Discounts for all programs (not applicable for short course/visiting students)* Percentage
D.1 UAE/GCC Nationals 10%

D.2 Above 90% score in High School 10%

D.3 For students working in: Government Departments 10%

D.4 Relatives (brothers/sisters/husband/wife) 10%

D.5 Employees of UD/DCCI 15%

D.6 Sons/daughters of UD Alumni 10%

D.7 GPA of > 3.80 at the end of semester/term 10%

D.8 Full-time students registering in morning classes (9am – 12pm) 5%

*The maximum discount permissible per student is 20%.

special Discount
20% Discount for Palestinian undergraduate students who have 90% and above in High schools, students who achieve 
CGPA of 3.8 and above in the following years continue to receive 20% discount. Students need to provide copy of their 
passport or an official letter from the Palestinian Consulate at the time of admission. Applicable for new intake only.
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other scholarships
Other scholarships are also available from governmental, private institutions or individuals. Such scholarships are 
normally granted on a merit base with certain stipulations. 

LAte ReGIstRAtIon Fee PoLICy
The registration fee also applies to visiting students during the regular and short semesters. Continuing students, who 
fail to register during the regular registration time period, as announced in the academic calendar, will be charged 
an additional late registration fee per course. This additional fee does not apply to added courses (replaced during 
Drop & Add period or just added to complete registration) during the Drop & Add period.

InstALLMent/DeFeRReD PAyMents PoLICy
The maximum number of installments is four during Fall/Spring semesters and two during Winter/Summer semesters. 
At the time of registration students are required to pay for at least one course and all applicable registration and 
activity fees by cash, current check or credit card.  Any balance remaining must be paid in a maximum of three 
installments in the form of postdated checks.  The last date of the final installment is two weeks before the final exam 
for Fall/Spring semesters and one week before the Winter/Summer semesters end. Cash, checks or credit cards are 
accepted as payment.  Visiting (short course) students may pay their fees by cash, current dated check or credit 
card; post-dated checks will not be accepted from visiting (short course) students. 

ReFUnD PoLICy
•	 Students	are	refunded	100%	of	the	tuition	fees	paid	if	they	withdraw	during	the	first	week.
•	 Students	are	refunded	50%	of	the	tuition	fees	paid	if	they	withdraw	during	the	second	week.
•	 Students	withdrawing	after	the	second	week	are	not	entitled	to	any	refund.	
•	 Non-tuition	fees	are	not	refundable.
•	 	Tuition	fees,	as	well	as	other	fees	paid	for	Winter/Summer	semesters,	are	not	refundable	once	paid	-	as	explicitly	

stated in the registration form signed by the student.
•	 	Tuition	fees	might	be	refunded	if	there	is	sufficient	evidence	that	the	withdrawal	is	due	to	health	reasons	and	the	

case is supported by proper documentation. This exception is subject to the approval of the UD President.

InsUFFICIent FUnDs PoLICy
No checks will be accepted from any student whose checks are returned twice. In this case, only cash and/or credit 
card payment is acceptable thereafter. It is the sole responsibility of the student to ensure all scheduled payments 
presented are properly provided for as management will not send reminders to the individual.

oUtstAnDInG BALAnCes PoLICy
Students with unpaid outstanding balances will have their registration placed on hold and will not be allowed to 
access any of their records.  In addition, they may not be given any letter of recommendation, which is requested 
during this period.
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The campus is well equipped with robust internet connection with high-bandwidth IP leased line. The university 
provides every student, faculty and staff with an email account during their study/service at the university. 

ACCessInG UnIVeRsIty e-MAIL
UD has implemented Google Apps for Education for its email and communication technologies. This service provides 
options to store and share documents and connect with others in real time. In order to access your UD Mail do the 
following:

•	 	Visit	the	UD	website	at www.ud.ac.ae

•	 	Log	in	with	your	username	and	password	through	‘LOGIN’	button	on	the	main	menu	at	the	home	page.

•	 	On	the	‘My	Account’	page	click	on	the	UDMAIL	icon.

•	 Type	your	username	and	password	to	access	the	email.

MICRosoFt WInDoWs LoGIn
Username:	Username	starts	with	‘S’	and	followed	by	the	student’s	ID	(Example:	S012345)

Password: Leave this field blank (for the first time) and click OK. You will be prompted to change your password. Leave 
the old password field blank, type your new password, confirm the same and click OK to continue. 

Note: the above procedure is applicable only within the University’s network and it is required in order to access the 
University’s email (webmail).

LoGIn AnD eMAIL ACCoUnts
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onLIne ReGIstRAtIon

ReGIstRAtIon PRoCeDURes
The registration procedures involve three main stages for both regular and visiting students.

•	 	Online	Early	Booking: The Admission and Registration Department (ARD) provides online early booking services 
for students who will register in Fall/Spring semesters in order to help them avoid last minute problems arising 
out of closure of sections and to assist student in planning their courses in advance. This service can be availed 
by regular students only during Winter/Summer registration period. No fees need to be paid for this online early 
booking of courses. The fees can be paid during the regular registration week for Fall/Spring.

•	 	Advising/Selection	of	Courses: Students are assigned advising appointments with their academic advisors 
based on their earned credit hours. Students must consult with their advisors prior to registration in order to draw 
up the plan and get help with the registration. Students may also register online at www.ud.ac.ae.  

•	 	Paying	Fees: Students take the completed registration form signed by the advisor to the cashier’s office to pay 
the fees. No student is considered registered unless the fees are paid. Once fees are paid, the booked courses are 
confirmed. The student’s schedule will be sent to the student via UD e-mail.

onLIne eARLy BookInG/ReGIstRAtIon
Web Access to Online Registration - Procedure
•	 Enter	the	UD	website	at	www.ud.ac.ae

•	 	Enter	user	name	and	password	(which	have	previously	been	sent	to	the	student’s	UD	e-mail	account)	at	the	top	
of the home page. 

•	 Select	“Online	Registration”	from	the	“My	Account”	page.

•	 	Select	“My	Profile”	from	the	menu	on	the	left,	(if	the	user	wishes	to	change	the	user	name	and	password),	and	
then click on “Save.”

Note: At-Risk students and those who are supposed to register in remedial courses may not use online registration. They 
must register through their advisor; however, they may use the “Online Early Booking.”

Online Early Booking - Procedure
•	 Click	on	“Academic”	from	the	menu	on	the	top.

•	 Click	on	“Early	Booking”.	The	system	will	show	the	semesters	available	for	early	booking.	

•	 Click	on	“Booking”	button.

•	 	Click	on	the	course	name	(only	courses	appear	as	a	link).	A	small	window	will	appear	listing	all	the	sections	
offered for the selected course. 

•	 Select	the	desired	section.

•	 Close	this	window	(The	selected	courses	will	be	highlighted	in	green).
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•	 Remove	the	tick	(√)	from	the	box	to	deselect	a	course	(in	case	you	need	to	cancel	your	early	booking).

•	 Press	“Save”	at	the	bottom	of	the	booking	page.	

•	 Click	on	“Print”	command	which	appears	in	the	confirmation	message	on	top	of	the	page.

Important notes: 
•	 The	“Early	Booking”	is	valid	until	the	last	day	of	registration	week	of	Fall/Spring	semesters.

•	 The	system	will	ignore	the	online	booked	courses	that	do	not	meet	the	pre-requisite	and/or	academic	level.

•	 	UD	has	the	right	to	deactivate	any	early	booked	courses	that	do	not	meet	UD	requirements	(other	than	those	
stated above) without informing the student.

•	 	Students	are	fully	responsible	for	their	“online	early	booking”	and	should	not	hold	the	university	accountable	for	
losing their booked courses for unknown reasons. The system is totally error free.

Booking Online - Procedure
•	 Click	on	“Academic”	from	the	menu	on	the	top.	

•	 Select	“Online	Registration.”	A	page	divided	into	2	sections	will	appear:

 1- The first section shows the student’s academic advisor’s name.

 2- The second section shows the semesters available for registration.

•	 Click	on	“Booking”	button.	

 1-  If the student has completed the, “Online Early Booking,” the system will download your early booking 
automatically. 

   a- Click on “Save” at the bottom of the booking page (A message will appear confirming the booking which is 
then reserved for a period of 36 hours).

  b- Follow the instructions under “Confirming the Booking.” 

 2- If the student has not completed the “Online Early Booking,” continue with the following steps:

  a-  Click on the course name (only courses highlighted in blue are allowed). A small window will appear 
containing all the sections offered for the selected courses.

  b-  Click on the course code to select the section required. “The section no. has been selected” will appear at 
the bottom of the page in the opened window.

  c-  Close this window (The courses selected will be highlighted in green).

	 	 	d-	Remove	the	tick	(√)	from	the	box	to	deselect	a	course.

  e-  Click on “Save Booking” at the bottom of the booking page (A message will appear confirming the booking 
which is then reserved for a period of 36 hours).

  f-  Click on “Registration Form” at the top of the page to print the registration form.

Re-taking a Course
If a student wishes to register for a course that was previously completed, s/he should complete the registration 
procedures through the ARD.
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Incomplete Booking
If a student tries to register in less than the minimum number of courses normally allowed, an “Incomplete Booking” 
screen will appear. This screen notifies the student that the booking is temporary until approval is obtained from the 
Dean/Department Chair.  This form should then be printed for the relevant Dean/Department Chair’s signature. 
The Dean/Department Chair will approve the courses appearing on the incomplete booking form if there are no 
other suitable choices. Otherwise, the Dean/Department Chair may recommend certain courses on the form for 
registration specifying the reason(s). 

Confirming the Booking
During the registration week:

•	 Pay	the	tuition	(and	other)	fees	at	the	Accounting	Department,	Al	Masaood	building.

•	 	Once	fees	are	paid,	the	booked	courses	are	confirmed.	The	student’s	schedule	will	be	sent	to	the	 
student’s UD e-mail.

Note: Students who have not enrolled their fingerprint with the ARD must ensure this process is completed at the ARD.

Online Drop & Add - Procedure 
•	 Enter	the	UD	website		at	www.ud.ac.ae	

•	 	Enter	User	name	and	password	(which	have	been	previously	sent	to	the	student’s	UD	e-mail	account)	at	the	top	
of the page and the “My Account” page will appear.

•	 Select	“Online	registration”	from	the	“My	Account”	page.	A	page	divided	into	2	sections	will	appear:

 - The first section shows the student’s academic advisor’s name.

 - The second section shows the semesters available for registration.

•	 Click	on	“Booking”	button.

•	 	Click	on	the	course	name	(Only	courses	highlighted	in	blue	are	allowed)	A	small	window	will	appear	containing	
all the sections offered for the selected course.

•	 	Click	on	the	course	code	to	select	the	section	required.	“The	section	no.	has	been	selected”	will	appear	at	the	
bottom in a small window. 

•	 Close	this	window	(the	courses	selected	will	be	highlighted	in	green).

•	 Remove	the	tick/check	(√)	from	the	box	to	drop	a	course.

•	 	Click	on	“Save	Booking”	at	the	bottom	of	the	booking	page	(a	message	will	appear	confirming	the	booking	
which is then reserved for a period of 36 hours).

•	 Click	on	“Registration	Form”	at	the	top	of	the	page	to	print	the	“Drop	&	Add”	form.

•	 Pay	the	tuition	(and	other)	fees	at	the	Accounting	Department.

•	 	Once	fees	are	paid,	the	booked	courses	are	confirmed.	The	student’s	class	schedule	will	be	sent	to	the	student’s	
UD e-mail.
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Other Online Registration Services
A student can access the following information via the Online Registration homepage:

•	 Academic	Transcripts	

•	 Academic	Curriculum

•	 Graduation	Plan

•	 Class	Schedule	(My	Schedule)

•	 Early	Booking

•	 Course	Offerings	for	the	Semester	(Class	Schedules)

•	 Course	Grades	(My	Grades)
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Advising is provided in the form of student orientation, tutoring assistance at the learning center or during office 
hours, and academic advising. Below is a list of advising services available to assist students during their academic 
journey.

ACADeMIC ADVIsInG
To facilitate students’ successful completion of their degree programs, UD has developed an online Academic 
Advising System, which is tailored to accommodate students’ individual goals and needs.

Academic/Graduation Plans 
An automated Academic/Graduation Plan is developed individually and designed for students based on the 
respective curriculum logic & structure and taking into account the sequence of courses, and the previously 
completed course work. The plan briefs students on their courses of study during each subsequent semester.

 

Advising Objectives
•	 	To	achieve	better	understanding	of	the	curricula	and	programs;
•	 	To	increase	students’	awareness	of	their	role	in	developing	their	academic	study	plan;	
•	 	To	emphasize	the	importance	of	Faculty	members’	role	in	the	academic	advising	process;	
•	 	To	facilitate	academic	and	educational	process	to	achieve	the	objectives	and	intended	outcomes;	
•	 	To	improve	the	educational	process	and	its	learning	outcomes;
•	 	To	ensure	effective	and	real-time	study	plans	leading	to	a	timely	and	efficient	graduation.	

The Model 
The following tables show the program structure and breakdown across a 4-year period of study, of each of the 
curriculum components required for the completion of the degree. This study plan is structured for an average 
student with a GPA between 2.00-2.50; however, variations will occur. Courses under HSS and NSS may be taken by 
the students at their discretion in a different year.

table1:  BBA Program structure (Credit Hours)

Area 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year total

General Education 24 3 27

Humanities & Social Sciences (HSS) 6 6

Natural & Applied Sciences (NSS) 3 3 6

Supporting Business 6 9 9 24

Core Business 15 12 12 39

Major/Concentration 12 15 27

total 33 30 33 33 129

ADVIsInG
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table 2: CIs Program structure (Credit Hours)

Area 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year total

General Education 24 3 - - 27

Humanities & Social Sciences (HSS) - 3 - 3 6

Natural & Applied Sciences (NSS) 3 - 3 - 6

Supporting IT 3 9 12 3 27

Core IT 3 21 12 21 48

Major/Concentration - - 3 12 15

total 33 36 30 30 129

Based on the Academic Advising Plans, full-time students will take an average of five courses (15 credit hours) per 
semester.  At risk students and those on academic probation plans are modified by the advisors in order to address 
the student needs to improve his/her academic performance. The course load for such students is reduced to a 
maximum of 3-4 courses.

 

Assigning Advisors
All students with 30 CH or less will be advised by the General Undergraduate Curriculum Requirements (GUCR) 
faculty. All other students will be advised by faculty members from their own discipline. 

Advising Procedures
Currently, groups of students at UD Colleges are automatically assigned an advisor through the advising system 
while taking into account the student’s major as well as breakdown described in Tables 1 & 2. The advisor’s role is to 
monitor the student’s progress while the system will ensure that the courses are taken in the appropriate sequence 
and following the appropriate curriculum.

Further, the curricula at the Colleges have been drawn in such a way that pre-requisites must be completed by 
students before moving on to advanced courses. Advisors must ensure a planned systematic progression of students 
from lower level courses to intermediate, advanced and then to major courses. This systematic progression in courses 
helps students in effectively learning and accumulating the knowledge in stages over time. This also helps students 
perform well in the comprehensive examination and online competency test in capstone course in the last semester of  
their program.
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MentoRInG At-RIsk stUDents
Students with CGPA below 2.0 are considered at-risk.  The assigned advisor shall advise the student to retake courses 
with low performance (i.e. “F” & “D” grades) in order to improve the CGPA. At-risk students are not allowed to register 
for more than 4 courses during fall/spring semesters and not more than 1 course in winter/summer semesters.

Each Faculty member may voluntarily choose to provide mentoring for a group of at-risk students within his/
her department. Mentoring includes student assistance, monitoring and progress reporting. At the end of each 
academic year, faculty members will be recognized for their achievements monitored through the annual Faculty 
Development Plan. The plan for helping at-risk students (also on probation) includes:

At-Risk Detection
At the beginning of each semester, a list of at-risk students is requested by the Deans of Colleges from the Registrar’s 
office. The Deans will advise department Chairs to draw corrective actions. 

Remediation Plan
This plan is executed at the departmental level and would include: 

•	 	Hold	regular	individual	meetings	with	at-risk	students.	

•	 	Advise	at-risk	students	to	repeat	courses	with	grades	“D”	or	less	prior	to	registering	in	any	further	courses	in	order	to	
improve their GPA.

•	 	Request	at-risk	students	to	visit	instructors	frequently	during	office	hours.	

•	 	Provide	at-risk	students	with	peer-support	and	mentoring	from	Teaching	Assistants	(TAs)	periodically.
Progress Report
Deans of Colleges will request from department Chairs/Faculty a feedback report on the performance record of 
each at-risk student from course instructor(s). The progress is monitored through special forms maintained in the 
college/department.

tUtoRInG AssIstAnCe
Interactive Resources
Students have interactive resources available at the UD Library for out-of-class assistance with course materials and 
assignments. 

office Hours
Colleges provide students with assistance in academic matters. Faculty office hours and/or electronic access (chat 
rooms; discussion threads) are provided for students who need academic help. 

Learning Center
Teaching Assistants are available to assist students who need remedial help or who need more than normal aid to 
compensate for shortcomings in preparation. Tutoring personnel are able to assist students with IT needs. In addition 
to the Learning Center support staff and TA’s, faculty members from the Business and IT colleges have taken the 
initiative of having tutoring hours in the learning center. 
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FACULty-stUDent CoUnCIL
The purpose of the Faculty-Student council (FSC) is to facilitate an open dialogue between student representatives 
(from years 1,2,3, and 4) and representatives from the academic staff. Two Faculty-Student Councils are established 
at UD; one for each College (UDCBA/UDCIT). Each FSC also includes a faculty representative from the General 
Undergraduate Curriculum Requirements (GUCR) department.

Through its regular meetings, the council provides constructive forums whereby students can voice their concerns, 
have them discussed and addressed (whenever possible). These concerns can be related to issues and/or 
suggestions pertaining to:

•	 Teaching	&	assessment	methods

•	 Classroom	management

•	 Curriculum

•	 Class	schedule

•	 Computing	facilities	,	etc.

Students are requested to make the most of this council by providing their feedback to their Year Representative.  For 
more information, students in the CBA may contact Dr. Washika Haak-Saheem on wsaheem@ud.ac.ae and students 
in the CIT may contact Ms. Shafaq Khan on skhan@ud.ac.ae
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InteRnsHIP

ReGULAR InteRnsHIP

Course Description
Regular Internship is an eight week training period in a relevant position at workplace. It is mainly undertaken by 
non-working students as well as students with less than two years of work experience .The purpose is to provide 
students with practical experience in an organizational setting where learning and doing are the chief objectives. 
It is an essential part of the Bachelor’s degree program and it will help students improve, evaluate and above all 
practice the skills and theories that they have been exposed during their studies.

Benefits to Students 
•	Provides	students	with	practical	experience	in	an	organizational	setting.

•	It	is	an	excellent	opportunity	to	see	how	the	theories	learned	in	classes	are	integrated	into	the	practical	world.	

•	Helps	then	decide	if	the	industry	and	the	profession	is	the	best	career	option	to	pursue.	

•	Enables	them	to	learn	new	skills	and	add	to	their	knowledge	base.

•	Opens	opportunity	to	practice	communication	and	teamwork	skills.	

•	Allows	them	to	meet	new	people	and	practice	their	networking	skills.	

•	Provides	evidence	that	they	have	initiative,	are	reliable	and	have	a	sense	of	responsibility.

•	Makes	a	valuable	addition	to	their	resume.	

•	Enhances	their	candidacy	to	graduate	school.	

•	Opens	the	door	to	a	job	offer	or	an	employment	recommendation.	

Terms of Offering
•	The	Regular	Internship	is	offered	during	the	Spring	semester	each	year.

•	The	working	hours	are	from	8:00	AM	to	2:00	PM.

Eligibility
•		Internship	applicants	should	have	completed	a	total	of	117	Credits	Hours	(CH)	at	the	time	of	registering	for	Internship.	

•		It	is	the	internship	student’s	responsibility	to	ensure	that	his	CGPA	is	at	least	2.25	at	the	time	of	registering	for	
Internship or at the completion of Internship since this course is to be taken as one among other courses during 
the last semester of graduation.

Registration
•		Working	students	with	two	years	work	experience	may	register	in	the	Industry	Project	(IP)	during	the	Winter	or	Spring	

semester (See Industry Project). Other non-working students must register in the eight weeks Field Internship during 
Spring. Registration for Spring Internship is usually open for two weeks starting right after the first week of Drop & Add 
for the Fall semester.   
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•		Field	Internship	candidates	must	complete	the	ICDC	Internship	Application	form	(IPF1)	and	provide	the	ICDC	with	the	
following documents:

 - Copy of the passport

 - Passport size photo

 - Résumé as per UD résumé format

 - Employment letter and job description in case of working students with less than two years of work experience.  

•		Internship	candidates	must	also	complete	the	official	Registration	Form	and	get	it	approved	and	stamped	by	an	
ICDC representative and signed by their respective academic advisor. 

•		Students	who	drop	from	the	Internship	within	the	second	week	of	the	Internship	registration	period	at	the	ICDC	will	be	
fully refunded. Otherwise, the fees would not be refunded.

•		Students	whose	total	credit	hours	drop	below	the	requirements	specified	in	the	above	table	due	to	failing	or	
voluntarily withdrawing from courses will be automatically pulled out from the Internship. Only students who fail 
courses will be refunded.

Placement
•		Students	do	not	have	the	right	to	choose	the	internship	provider	or	location.		It	is	the	responsibility	of	the	ICDC	to	

place students according to the UD’s internship regulations. This practice will ensure that the internship matches 
the interns’ area of specialization. However, students are encouraged to express their first three choices of the 
industry type they would like to do their internship with.

•		In	case	the	number	of	qualified	internship	candidates	exceeds	the	available	internship	opportunities,	priority	is	
given to the candidates with the highest CGPA. 

•		Students	might	be	required	by	certain	internship	providers	to	purchase	insurance	for	the	period	of	their	training.	In	
such cases, the insurance will be mandatory.

•		Working	students	with	less	than	two	years	of	work	experience	who	are	willing	to	take	their	internship	at	their	
workplace may do so given that the company meets the UD internship placement standards  in addition to the 
following requirements:

 -  If the current job description matches the interns’ area of specialization, the current manager of the intern will 
have to function as a field supervisor. In such a case, the manager should agree to propose and supervise a well 
– defined internship project outside the routine work. This should be received by ICDC one month in advance 
and reviewed by the academic supervisors two weeks prior to start of Internship.

 -  If the current job description doesn’t match the interns’ area of specialization, the interns should switch to the 
appropriate department within the same firm. If this is not possible, the ICDC will secure their placement elsewhere. 

•		Students	will	not	be	allowed	to	do	the	Internship	at	family	businesses	or	at	small	scale	companies	with	less	than	20	
employees.

•		Students’	profiles	are	sent	to	companies	for	placement	and	shortlisted	candidates	may	or	may	not	be	asked	for	
an interview. However, once an interview has been scheduled, students are required to attend. Failure to do so may 
result in the student’s withdrawal from the internship program. 

•		Students	will	be	informed	of	their	internship	company	on	the	Orientation	Day	which	is	scheduled	approximately	1	
week before the start of the internship program.   
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Code of Conduct
The Code of Conduct for the Internship Program is set to specifically address the issues and concerns regarding the 
interns’ behavior and attitude during their internship program. Interns are expected to act in a professional manner 
at all times and must abide by the rules, policies, and procedures of the University of Dubai, the host company, and 
the city/country of work placement. Failure to adhere to the stipulations in the Code of Conduct shall result in either, 
revoking one’s internship and/or academic suspension or probation. The Code of Conduct can be downloaded at http:// 

Internship Forms
Internship forms are used by students, academic advisors and field supervisors to ensure that the objectives 
of the internship program is met, and to assess the performance of the interns, academic supervision and the 
administration of the whole internship program. These forms can be downloaded at htpp://  

Internship Providers
The Student and Alumni Affairs department strives to partner with reputable organizations in the provision of valuable 
internship programs to the students. A list of the updated internship providers can be downloaded at http:// 

Overall Objectives & Training Schedules 
The overall objective of the Regular Internship program is to enable students to practice necessary skills that improve 
their abilities and to supply to public and private organizations with the students that might fit their field of interest, 
skills, and training for possible future placement. 

The objectives and training schedules for each of the BBA Majors and BSc-CIS concentrations are uploaded on the 
ICDC website.

skills to be developed
Upon completion of the Regular Internship, the students are expected to master the following skills:

•	Interpersonal	skills,	global	awareness	and	understanding	issues	of	diversity	

•	Networking	skills	and	group	dynamics

•	Motivational	and	leadership	skills

•	Organizational	skills

•	Communication	skills

•	Quantitative	skills

•	Critical	thinking	and	problem	solving	skills

•	Skills	to	abstract	and	adapt

•	Ability	to	become	self-learner

•	Ability	to	manage	information	technology	tools

•	Identifying	and	dealing	with	ethical	issues	

•		Understanding	processes	that	support	delivery	and	management	of	information	systems	within	a	specific	
application environment.

 
For more information on internship, please refer to Internship Handbook available at ICDC, Room 602.
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InDUstRy PRojeCt

Course Description
Industry project is designed exclusively for working students with minimum of two years of work experience. The 
purpose of this course is to provide the working student an opportunity to develop competence in applying learned 
theories and gained skills to an actual business problem or issue. A student will undertake a supervised project 
to tackle an existing business/IS problem at his organization, explore possible causes of the problem, alternative 
solutions, and assess the effect(s) of each solution on the organization. Alternatively, a student may develop and 
document a business case dealing with an actual organizational problem that the organization managed to 
identify and solve it. Each student will present orally the result of his/her project in addition to a written report.

Terms of Offering 
•		The	Industry	Project	is	usually	offered	to	CBA	students	during	Spring	semesters	for	8	weeks,	while	CIT	offers	Industry	

Project only in Spring semester for 15 weeks.

Eligibility
Industry Project applicants should fulfill the following requirements:

1. A student must be working at the time of enrolment.

2. Work experience must be for at least two consecutive years. 

3. Company size must not be less than 20 employees.

4. Family businesses* are not considered for Internship/Industry Project. 

5. Prerequisite is 117 CH. 

6. Minimum CGPA is 2.25 

* In case of local private businesses, Industry Project student might be asked to provide the further following 
documents to ensure that the company she/he works for is not a family business: 

 - Copy of the company trade license 

 - Signed acknowledgment note confirming that she/he does not work for family business

ICDC representatives along with a faculty member, may, make an inspection visit to the company location and verify 
with the company HR.

 

Industry Project students are expected to provide accurate employment documents. Providing a falsified or invented 
employment information or document will be considered as violation of the Internship Code of Conduct and will 
result in either, revoking one’s Industry Project course and/or academic suspension or probation. 
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Proof of Work 
1.  Every student must submit a letter from his employer certifying work status, job title and job description in brief, 

and date of joining. This letter must be accompanied by one of the following items as evidence of actual work: 

 a. Pay slip for the last three months and valid labor card OR 

 b. A bank statement showing salary transfer for the last three months OR 

 c. Valid visa stamp showing the company as the sponsor. 

2.  Students who have been in employment for more than 2 years but out of employment for less than 6 months will 
be allowed to take an Industry Project provided that: 

 a. The former employer agrees to this arrangement. 

 b.  The student would be responsible to identify the problem/suggest improvement to current practices in an 
organization for the Industry Project. 

Any deviation from the above guidelines must be approved by the President based on the recommendation of the 
ICDC Manager. The College Dean will not be responsible for making any recommendations for allowing exceptions 
to students. 

3. Working students are allowed to do Field Internship if they are not working in fields related to their specialization for 
instance those who are working in organizations such as: Ministries, Army, Police, Academia, Medical, etc. and who 
are seeking to get experience in areas of their interest. 

Registration
Industry Project applicants must complete the official Registration Form and get it signed and stamped by ICDC 
representative after providing the above stated employment evidences in addition to the following: (a) Resumé and 
(b) Passport size photo

The Industry Project registration process is handled by ICDC while the college Dean handles the schedule and other 
queries of the students. 

Registration period is same as for the Winter and Spring regular courses

Project Selection
A student shall select a business/IS problem for his project. However, his organization needs to approve it to ensure 
completion. In case of a small organization where a organizational problem cannot be identified or in the case of 
non-approval of the company for a particular business/IS problem to be studied, a designated faculty member shall 
assign a particular business problem that uses either primary or secondary data.

InteRnsHIP exCHAnGe 
The University of Dubai has a partnership agreement on Internship Exchange with the Hamburg School of Business 
Administration, Germany and Groupe Sup de Co Montpellier Business School, France.   Students who wish to intern 
in Germany may choose to travel during the Regular Internship (Spring semester). Students who wish to intern in 
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France must first take Spring courses and afterwards take the 2 months internship in the summer. Registration for 
internship abroad is done through the ICDC.

Benefits to Students
•		Interns	not	only	gain	practical	work	experience	in	a	field	that	they	intend	to	pursue	but	also	build	experience	in	

international platforms.

•		Internships	taken	internationally	offers	the	privilege	to	observe	differences	in	businesses,	and	see	how	projects	are	
handled in different cultures, which might be conducted differently in the intern’s home country

•		Experience	of	living	and	working	abroad	can	really	boost	students’	CV/resume.	It	shows	that	they	are	not	afraid	of	
a challenge and that they are willing to accommodate change. This can result in more job offers as compared to 
individuals who lack such work experience.

•		It	increases	their	global	business	awareness.

•		It	is	an	excellent	opportunity	to	see	parts	of	the	world	that	would	not	be	possible	had	they	taken	that	Internship	in	
their home country.

•	Make	contacts	and	create	solid	relationships	with	professionals	abroad.

Eligibility
The academic requirements for Internship Exchange are the same for Field Internship. However, priority is given to 
students with a CGPA of 2.5 and above and with good command of English and business communication skills.  In 
addition, applicants should have a positive attitude and a strong personality. 

Fees
UD students going to partner universities for Internship will pay US$ 600 to the partner university. Similarly, the students 
from partner universities will pay UD US$ 600 per course/Internship to UD when they visit UD under this program. 
Such program offers other direct benefits to student learning such as student engagement with partner university 
students, increased interaction among the two sets of students, appreciation of international issues on culture, 
business practices, etc. However, UD students should be financially capable of bearing the internship expenses for 
eight weeks i.e. (accommodation, transport and others) during their stay abroad.

Registration
Students who are willing to do their Internship at Germany or France must register at ICDC using the International 
Internship Application Form (IPF 1-1) during the Internship registration period as announced by the Center. Students 
applying for Internship Exchange (International) should provide the same documents as listed under Field Internship 
“F.2 Registration” in addition to providing two recommendation letters.

Placement 
International Internship placement is secured by partner universities in coordination with the ICDC.  

Code of Conduct
Internship Exchange students are expected to maintain the highest standards of professional conduct and integrity, 
in addition to complying with all university policies and procedures. Download code of conduct
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Career Counseling
Individual and group counseling appointments are available to help students to: 

•		Obtain	a	self-assessment	of	interests,	personality	and	values,	activities,	exploration	of	career	and	occupational	
information through the use of computer software, System for Interactive Guidance and Information (SIGI 3). 

•	Learn	to	explore	educational	and	career	alternatives	and	develop	career	decision-making	skills.

•	Relate	educational	experiences	to	career	planning	decisions	and	academic	qualifications	to	work	opportunities.

•	Perform	well	at	an	interview	by	arranging	mock	interviews	with	HR	experts	from	the	business	community.

•		Develop	additional	career-building	skills	such	as	resumé	and	cover	letter	writing,	interview	techniques	and	job	
search strategies etc.

In addition to the counseling sessions, SIGI 3, an interactive career planning tool which combines thoroughly 
researched information about occupations, work-related values, interests, personality types, skills and educational 
programs is readily available for all students to use.

Career Workshops
A variety of career development and job search workshops are conducted throughout the year. 

Career Resource File/Career Library
The career library contains a comprehensive collection of up-to-date career-related material and information 
(books, DVDs, career assessment software, flyers, occupational handbooks, etc.). Besides this, ICDC publishes various 
statistical reports on salaries, job satisfaction and market expectations every year. These resource materials can be 
viewed at the ICDC webpage http://www.ud.ac.ae/academics/internship-careers/career-services-to-students 

Job Placement
job listings
ICDC has developed contacts that receive and process part/full-time job opportunities from both public and private 
organizations in the UAE and other GCC countries. The list of vacancies is updated on a regular basis. Information on 
both on and off-campus jobs is posted on: 

•	ICDC	bulletin	boards	across	the	campus

•	On	the	ICDC	homepage	at:	http://www.ud.ac.ae/login

Students and Alumni can access the current job postings by using their assigned username and password.

CAReeR DeVeLoPMent
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on-Campus Interviews
The ICDC provides students the opportunity to have interviews with a number of organizations throughout the year. 
Prospective employers look for intelligent, committed young people who have the required enthusiasm and zeal to 
prove their capability.

Open Days

Open days are held at the university premises to offer employers the opportunity to meet our students for their 
recruitment needs. Alongside the recruitment agenda, companies are free to bring along their marketing 
paraphernalia and corporate giveaways to promote their products and services. The Open Day reservation form 
must be submitted to the icdc@ud.ac.ae at least three (3) weeks prior to the intended date of visit subject to ICDC’s 
approval.

Corporate Alliances
ICDC has signed Memorandum of Understanding with several organizations such as Enoc, Emirates NBD Bank, Dubai 
World, Citi Bank, Dubai Municipality, Mashreq Bank, the National Human Resource Development and Employment 
Authority “Tanmia” etc. to enhance opportunities within UD for UAE national students and graduates. In addition, 
the center has developed an effective network of contacts by partnering with various local recruitment firms, thus 
creating more opportunities for UD students from other nationalities as well.

Video Conference 
The university is equipped with a video conference facility to enable off-site interview sessions.

job Fair
Each year ICDC organizes a Job fair inviting various employers representing both governmental organizations 
and private institutions, to meet and interview the students for internship, part-time and full-time employment 
opportunities.. This enables the students and alumni to increase their networking database by allowing them to 
interact with prospective employers. The Center also encourages the involvement of UD students in various job fairs 
and open days that are organized throughout the country.

e-Resumé
Each year, the ICDC produces the E-resumé containing the profiles of the recently graduated batch. The link and 
password to access the E-resume is forward to potential employers and recruiters.  

Business Plan Competitions
UD students are regularly invited to participate in various business plan competitions locally and internationally. This 
is a good platform for UD students to experience a different form of experiential learning, compete and meet other 
students from local and international universities and enhance the spirit of competition. The ICDC facilitates the 
whole process from promoting the event, coordinating with the organizing body of the business plan competition to 
providing administrative and technical support to students in ensuring their successful participation.
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Student Conferences
ICDC makes students aware of local and international student conferences, summits and seminars and encourages 
participation. The center also acts as a liaison between organizers and UD students providing assistance in the 
application process and follow-up when necessary.

International Trips
The ICDC coordinates with organizing institutions for participation of students in local and international trips with the 
purpose of further enhancing the learning and instilling a deeper understanding and appreciation of other cultures’ 
initiatives and sustainable development programs.

Professional Clubs
The ICDC has created the local chapter of two distinguished Honor Societies, the International Honor Society of Beta 
Gamma Sigma (BGS) and the Society for Advancement of Management (SAM).

Students can join BGS if they fall under the following categories:

•	 Third	year	students	in	their	second	semester	belonging	to	the	top	10%	of	the	class;

•	 Fourth	year	students	belonging	to	the	top	10%	of	the	class.

Students, who would like to share their management expertise, develop and promote new management ideas, and 
define and guide management thinking into the future are eligible to join SAM.

Sponsorships
Sponsoring companies coordinate with the ICDC for sponsorship opportunities providing students with a monthly 
allowance and other benefits such as internship and employment opportunities during and after university studies.

tHe UD ALUMnI AssoCIAtIon (UDAA)
UD strives to maintain and strengthen its ties to all its alumni members by involving them in its various educational 
events and activities. UD is also committed to offering life-long career advice, job placement, as well as networking 
opportunities to its alumni. The University of Dubai Alumni Association (UDAA) was established in May 2007, thus 
providing one association for all UD graduates. A UD alumnus is anyone who has graduated from UD regardless 
of where s/he lives or what s/he studied. UDAA membership is free and alumni need only keep their address and 
employment records up-to-date with Alumni Relations. 

UDAA objectives are to:
•	 Promote	networking	opportunities.	

•	 Broaden	student	mentoring	services.	

•	 Develop	and	implement	a	strategic	communication	plan.	
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•	 Recognize	achievements	and	involve	prominent	alumni	in	the	UDAA.

•	 Promote	the	general	welfare	of	UD.

•	 Foster	a	still	sense	of	belonging	to	UD	even	after	graduation.

•	 Provide	a	source	of	historical	information	about	UD.

•	 Identify	and	develop	resources	to	assist	alumni,	students	and	faculty	in	their	careers.

•	 Foster	and	promote	participation	of	alumni	in	UD’s	research	activities.

Benefits to Alumni
•	 Stay	connected	with	the	UD	community

•	 Get	discounts	on	MBA,	MSc	IS	and	professional	development	programs

•	 Take	selected	undergraduate,	graduate	and	professional	development	courses	for	free

•	 Enjoy	corporate	discounts	from	partner	organizations

•	 Receive	career	support	through	seminars,	workshops,	guest	lectures	and	Job	postings

•	 Access	faculty	research	or	contribute	your	own	research

•	 Receive	invitations	to	sporting	events,	picnics,	trips	abroad	and	graduation

•	 Receive	UD	newsletters,	catalogs	and	magazines

•	 Use	UD	facilities	such	as	the	library,	cafeteria	and	computer	labs

To know more about UD alumni association programs and events, please visit its homepage on UD website on 
http://ud.ac.ae/alumni/udaa.php

stUDent AnD ALUMnI AFFAIRs PUBLICAtIons
Harvest Magazine
Students, staff and faculty are encouraged to express their opinions and acquire journalistic experience through this 
magazine published annually.

UpDate Newsletter
This newsletter is published on a monthly basis during the fall and spring semesters. It covers events and activities 
held by UD and highlights student achievements.

ICDC Newsletter
This is published twice a year. Its purpose is to share news regarding career-related events, employer visits, 
discussions, and skill development, as well as to provide career advice and tips. In addition, it promotes programs 
that aid in the professional development of UD students, helping them to become strong candidates for local, 
national and international industries and businesses as well as for graduate and professional programs around the 
world.
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Faculty members, alumni and friends from the business community are encouraged to share their professional 
knowledge, career expertise and know-how through our column “Career Advice from a Professional”. This will help 
our students plan and prepare for a successful career.

Alumni Newsletter
It is published twice a year. Its purpose is to keep the UD alumni connected both to each other and to the university. 
It reports on the UD Alumni Association’s social, networking and business events. In addition, it keeps the alumni 
updated of new happenings and of the university’s  most recent achievements.  

Deans and Department Chairs are encouraged to promote new programs and business functions that may 
interest our alumni through this newsletter. Also, our alumni are welcome to share their personal and professional 
achievements.  
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stUDent seRVICes

The Department of Student Services (DSS) provides a variety of quality programs and activities designed to foster the 
development of students, promote retention and enhance the overall university experience.

stUDent LIFe

Social and Cultural Programs
At the center of our support for social and cultural programs is our commitment to education. To support our belief 
that education is our future, DSS organizes several social and cultural events to further its goal of promoting relations 
between UD and the community. The university conducts vibrant and extensive social and cultural programs. The 
majority of events are hosted in UAE and sometimes outside UAE to raise UD students’ awareness with other cultures

Sports and Recreational Programs
Intramural activities offer an opportunity for students to compete against their peers in a friendly environment. In 
our events, we emphasize sportsmanship and fair play. The intramural sports schedule includes, but is not limited to, 
football, basketball, bowling, billiards, and foosball tournaments. UD sports clubs compete against higher education 
institutions as part of the Higher Education Sports Federation, which consists of colleges and universities in Dubai 
and around the UAE. 

Student Council 
DSS strongly supports the establishment of an elected University of Dubai Student Council (UDSC) to develop a 
sense of belonging, foster an independent, pro-active and responsible student body and to provide a range of 
social, cultural, sporting and recreational activities in which students can participate. The UDSC election is held in the 
beginning of each academic year (September/October). For more information please visit DSS on the 3rd floor or 
email dss@ud.ac.ae. (Refer to Student Council section in this handbook)

Volunteering Programs
UD provides several volunteering programs to students by participating in many events that promote a positive 
impact on the community and improve the quality of life for others. These programs also help raise the awareness of 
students and learning from different perspectives.

Events
DSS, along with UDSC and UD groups organize a variety of activities throughout the year, such as:
•	UAE	National	Day	celebration

•	Ramadan	Iftar	gathering

•	International	Festival
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•	Barbeque	trips

•	Desert	safari

•	Beach	parties

•	Sports	tournaments

•	Talent	Night

•	Other	Social	&	Cultural	events	

The purpose behind these events is threefold: break down barriers between cultures and celebrate diversity in 
different ways; provide students with an opportunity to meet classmates, staff, and faculty and make new friends; 
learn something new and have fun. 
“UD Knights,” an equestrian adventure and “UD Camps,” a camping excursion, are two events unique to UD. Once 
you attend them, you will understand why they have become famous for being our signature events.

stUDent PRoGRAMs

Orientation Day - BIDAyAAT
At the beginning of each semester, DSS organizes an orientation program for new students called “BIDAYAAT.” 
BIDAYAAT aims to ensure a smooth and successful start-up at UD and help new students familiarize themselves with 
university life. It also gives students a chance to meet classmates, faculty and staff. Activities include a campus tour, 
presentations and other informative programs. Printed materials covering course requirements, academic programs, 
registration procedures, and club by-laws are distributed to all attendees.

Awards Programs
Honor students event: Every year, DSS hosts an event to recognize the high academic performance for students with 
CGPA of 3.2 and above. Students’ parents are also invited to share their children’s academic achievement. 
student Life Awards Ceremony (sLAC): At the end of the academic year, the university holds a presentation 
ceremony to honor students whose contributions to the university community showed outstanding commitment and 
effort. These include organizers of successful events and individuals who took leadership positions in all aspects of 
student life such as the Student Council, student clubs and sports teams. Companies which sponsor DSS events are 
also invited and awarded in recognition for their contributions to students’ functions.

Graduation Ceremony
The UD graduation ceremony is usually held during the month of May. All prospective graduates are required 
to submit the “Graduation Requirements Form” to the Admission and Registration Department (ARD) in order to 
graduate and to attend the graduation ceremony, students must maintain a cumulative GPA of no less than 2.25 
and complete a minimum of 129 credit hours. Students must complete the academic plan requirements in full by 
the end of the academic year in order to attend that year’s graduation ceremony.  
For more information, please refer to Graduation section in this handbook
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HeALtH CenteR
The Health Center is part of DSS and is open from 10:30 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sunday to Thursday. The center is staffed by a 
registered nurse who provides first aid and health advice in accordance with professional standards and practices. 
Serious cases are referred to doctors and/or local hospitals.

If you have headaches, do not feel well, or you just want to discuss any health related issue, you can walk into the 
Health centre and see the nurse immediately. 

Confidentiality: Anything you discuss with the nurse will stay confidential, and nothing will be communicated to 
parents, family, or friends without your permission.

Health Awareness Programs
Health Awareness provides community health education, preventative measures and programs to develop students’ 
awareness on how to lead a healthy lifestyle and how to avoid and deal with a variety of sicknesses. This helps 
improve students’ knowledge and build a strong background in Health Awareness.

Health Screening Programs 
The Health Center in collaboration with various medical centers under the Department of Health Authority (DHA) 
organize free screenings and tests for various medical problems such as diabetes, hypertension, hepatitis, vision, and 
body mass index. 

Community Service
The Health Center plays an important role, along with the Student Counseling Unit (SCU), in community service 
by encouraging students to participate in services toward the community such as visiting homes for the elderly, 
organizing blood donation and charity campaigns, raising awareness of environmental issues, working with people 
with disabilities and other activities that serve the community as a whole.

Safety Services
In case of emergency whilst on UD premises, report it directly at the Security Reception (Ground Floor), if you are out 
of the buildings you will need to call the Security on 04-2072695 and inform him them of any situation you could be 
facing. Any object likely to be considered a threat to the safety of the UD establishment must not be brought into UD 
buildings; students are encouraged to report any health and safety concerns or suspicious behavior immediately to 
a security personnel.

Safety Security
•	 The Safety Security Office (located in the ground floor at the reception-contact # 04-2072695) supports the 

University’s activities by
•	 providing advice to all University departments, institutions, staff, and students on all aspects of health and safety, 

including fire protection
•	 providing a wide range of safety training courses
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•	 carrying out safety audits
•	 investigating serious accidents and incidents
•	 liaising with enforcing agencies (e.g. Health and Safety Executive, Environment Agency, Fire Service)
•	 providing a hazardous waste disposal service
•	 managing programs of health and safety improvements, e.g. fire precautions,
•	 managing the University’s fire alarm contract
•	 drafting safety policies that ensure the University compliance with relevant legislation

Fire Drills
Practice fire drills may be carried out to create awareness amongst students, staff and faculty in the unlikely event a 
fire breaks out. Students are requested to follow instructions of the concerned personnel when drills are conducted.

otHeR stUDent seRVICes

Dining
The cafeteria provides students with a wide selection of healthy food and beverages at reasonable prices to assure 
the availability of the appropriate food that benefits students’ bodies and brains.

Lockers
DSS provides lockers (located on the 3rd floor) for students’ use. To rent a locker or renew previous locker agreements, 
students should contact DSS office or call 04 2072691 to complete the paperwork and pay the appropriate fees.

Lost and Found
In case of the loss of personal belongings, students should report to DSS using the appropriate form. If students find 
items that do not belong to them, found items can be submitted to the Security Desk on the ground floor or to DSS. At 
the end of each semester, unclaimed items will be disposed of at the discretion of the university.

Transportation Services
Bus service to students is outsourced to accommodate the transportation needs of the students. This will depend on 
a pre-determined minimum number of 10 students requesting this service.

Services for Students with Disabilities
The goal of the University of Dubai is to ensure a comprehensively accessible university experience where individuals 
with disabilities have the same access to facilities, programs, opportunities and activities as all others. 

Bookstore
The book store offers a range of materials such as textbooks, literature, magazines, newspapers and stationery. 
Binding services are also available. The book store is located on the 2nd floor of Al Masaood building. 

Student Lounge
Located on the 2nd floor, the student lounge plays an essential role in the daily life of UD students. It is a place where 
students gather to relax and socialize with friends. 
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Prayer Rooms
Men’s and women’s prayer rooms are located on the 2nd and 3rd floors. In most cases, evening lectures have a 20 
minutes break for prayer, which is a part of the regular class break.

GRoUPs AnD stUDent oRGAnIzAtIons
Student Organizations are an integral part of the learning process at UD as they allow students to pursue personal 
interests and hobbies outside the classroom, learn leadership skills by handling responsibilities, and just generally 
have fun. The UD former clubs are now unified to operate under the umbrella of one main club called the 
“International Club”. This later involves student representatives from different countries and nationalities with a wide 
range of interests such as: sports, music, recreation, as well as cultural and social issues.
Contributors to student organizations’ activities and events (volunteers/ushers/organizers) are normally selected 
from among those who are on good academic standing (2.25 and above).

The Department of Student Services (DSS) provides all the needed guidance to organize and register your group 
and identify appropriate faculty advisors. As a recognized student organization, the club will have access to 
funds generated from activity fees. The Emarati group, Environmental group are examples of the active student 
organizations. If you do not see a group that meets your interest, you can simply start your own in consultation with 
Head of Student Services.

Social Clubs
List of active clubs in alphabetical order:
•	Emarati	Club	
•	Environmental	Club
•	Iraqi	Club	
•	Lebanese	Student	Association
•	Qademoon	Palestinian	Club	
•	Reading	Club	
•	Royal	Jordanian	Club	
•	Syrian	Club	

Formation of New Groups/Organizations
The University of Dubai Student Council (UDSC) promotes, encourages, and invites students to establish organizations 
reflecting their interests and hobbies within UD. To form an organization the following steps must be followed:
•		Complete	the	Student	Organization	Registration	Form	(available	at	DSS),	and	specify	the	purpose	of	the	proposed	

organization.
•		List	the	name(s)	of	officers,	organization	type,	and	get	the	advisor’s	approval.	There	must	be	no	less	than	eight	(8)	

members in order for an organization to be established.
•	All	student	organizations	must	be	affiliated	to	the	UDSC	and	operate	under	its	umbrella.
•	All	officers	must	sign	the	registration	form	and	fully	understand	the	organization	constitution.
•		All	organizations	shall	conduct	its	financial	affairs	in	accordance	with	the	regulation	of	UDSC	as	set	out	in	the	

constitution. Issues of finance shall be referred to the UDSC Secretary - Treasurer.
•		UDSC	Secretary	-	Treasurer	reserves	the	right	to	review	an	organization’s	financial	records. 

Refer to the Student Organization By-Laws for more details (available at DSS).
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CoUnseLInG
The Student Counseling Unit (SCU) offers confidential and culturally appropriate counseling services to help 
students overcome academic and personal challenges. Students often seek counseling to examine issues such 
as relationships, family problems, stress, cultural differences, assertiveness, self-esteem, depression and anxiety. 
The Student Counselor coordinates an on-going series of life skills workshops on topics such as exam stress, time-
management skills and social skills. The Student Counselor also provides: 

Individual Counseling
Provided to students concerned about personal, social, academic and moral issues. The process takes between 3 to 
8 sessions depending on the case. Each session lasts between 45 to 60 minutes. 

Group Counseling
This is provided to students with similar concerns but in a group format. Groups are typically formed of 6 to 8 
students, and meet weekly, for a period of 60 to 90 minutes. 

Consultations
These are usually one-off sessions for urgent matters to help students in making the right decisions, for example. 
Consultations typically last for 45 to 60 minutes. 

Counseling  programs and life skills workshops
Include topics such as: exam stress, time-management skills and social skills. 

Counseling Procedures
steps 
Pre-counseling: 
•	The	student	sets	a	time	to	meet	with	the	counselor.	

•	The	student	reads	and	signs	the	Consent	Form.	

•	The	student	completes	the	Primary	Questionnaire.
Primary session
•		The	counselor	introduces	herself	and	the	services	and	collects	general	information	about	the	student	and	his/her	

concern(s). 

•	The	student	defines	his/her	objectives	for	the	session	and	expectations	from	the	counselor.	

•	The	counselor	clarifies	the	professional	relationship	between	the	counselor	and	the	student.	

•		The	counselor	conducts	an	assessment	of	the	situation	and	identifies	a	service	or	approach	that	will	best	assist	the	
student. 

•	The	counselor	and	the	student	set	a	time	frame	for	the	case	(number	of	sessions,	duration,	and	place).	
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Post-counseling 
•	The	student	completes	the	feedback	form.	

•		The	counselor	evaluates	the	student’s	satisfaction	level	with	the	service	and	prepares	a	case	file.	The	counselor	
clarifies the professional relationship between the counselor and the student. 

student Rights
•	UD	students	have	the	right	to	fair,	appropriate	and	confidential	counseling	services.	

•	UD	students	have	the	right	to	halt	the	counseling	process	at	any	point	in	time.	

•	All	records	and	information	revealed	in	counseling	remain	confidential	except	in	the	following	conditions:	

 - When protecting the student or someone else from immediate harm. 

 - When required to do so by a court order. 

 -  When authorized in writing by the student to release information to a specified college/ department / or other 
third party. 

shared Responsibility
•	Visitations	to	the	SCU	will	take	place	outside	the	student’s	class	schedule.	

•		Students	are	encouraged	to	come	on	time,	or	contact	the	counselor	by	email	or	by	phone	if	they	are	unable	to	
come to their appointment. 

•	Students	are	encouraged	to	be	honest	and	open	with	the	counselor	regarding	details	of	their	case.	

•	The	student’s	personal	commitment	is	crucial	to	an	effective	counseling	session.	

•	The	student	counselor	can	help	students	only	if	they	are	willing	to	receive	help	and	support.	

student Counseling Forms
Each case file will contain the following forms: 
•	Referral	Form	(If	appropriate/available)	

•	Consent	Form	

•	Primary	Questionnaire

•	Primary	Session	Report	

•	Counseling	Session	Abstract	

•	Feedback	Form	

•	Case	Report

Case Closure
Each case will be considered closed: 
•	When	so	agreed	by	both	counselor	and	student	

•	At	student’s	request.	

•	Upon	missing	three	consecutive	sessions	without	an	acceptable	reason.	

•	Upon	referral	to	a	specialized	psychologist	if	the	case	requires	treatment	beyond	what	SCU	can	provide.	
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Referring Students for Counseling
To refer a student to the SCU, faculty members and staff complete the referral form and send it to SCU. Students may 
show signs of stress in different ways. Warning signs help in identifying the student’s need for counseling. These signs 
may include:
•	Change	from	high	to	low	grades.	

•	Excessive	absences	from	classes	and	exams.	

•	Depressed	mood,	anxiety,	inferiority	feeling,	and	stress.	

•	Sudden	change	in	behavior	or	appearance.	

•	Inability	to	remain	awake	in	class.	

•	Expressed	suicidal	feelings.	

•	Disruptive	or	violent	behavior.	

•	Confused	speech,	disorganized	or	irrational	thoughts.	

Office Hours
For appointment with the student counselor, please contact DSS on Tel: 04-2072674 .
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stUDent AnD ALUMnI AFFAIRs PUBLICAtIons
Harvest Magazine
Students, staff and faculty are encouraged to express their opinions and acquire journalistic experience through this 
magazine published annually.

UpDate Newsletter
This newsletter is published on a monthly basis during the fall and spring semesters. It covers events and activities 
held by UD and highlights student achievements.

ICDC Newsletter
This is published twice a year. Its purpose is to share news regarding career-related events, employer visits, discussions, 
and skill development, as well as to provide career advice and tips. In addition, it promotes programs that aid in the 
professional development of UD students, helping them to become strong candidates for local, national and international 
industries and businesses as well as for graduate and professional programs around the world.
 
Faculty members, alumni and friends from the business community are encouraged to share their professional 
knowledge, career expertise and know-how through our column “Career Advice from a Professional”. This will help 
our students plan and prepare for a successful career.
 

Alumni Newsletter
It is published twice a year. Its purpose is to keep the UD alumni connected both to each other and to the university. 
It reports on the UD Alumni Association’s social, networking and business events. In addition, it keeps the alumni 
updated of new happenings and of the university’s  most recent achievements. 
 
Deans and Department Chairs are encouraged to promote new programs and business functions that may 
interest our alumni through this newsletter. Also, our alumni are welcome to share their personal and professional 
achievements. 

stUDent CoUnCIL
This statement is based upon the Ministerial Decree/ Law #334 for the year 2011 

Preamble
As part of the University of Dubai’s commitment to promote learning outside the classroom and inspire students 
to develop their full potential, the University of Dubai Student Union is established to encourage students to take 
responsibility for handling their own matters and have a say in the decision making process at the university level. 
Constituents of the University of Dubai (UD) community including administration, Student and Alumni Affairs (SAA) 
represented by Department of Student Services (DSS), faculty, staff, and students adopt a cooperative approach 
based on reasoned discussion as a way of tackling issues and solving problems. 
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Name
The name of the organization shall be “University of Dubai Student Council”, to which shall refer as UDSC.

Authority
The UDSC shall conduct its own affairs in accordance with this constitution and by-laws approved by the Director of 
SAA and in compliance with University of Dubai’s rules and regulations.

UDSC Goals and Objectives
 a. Increase the awareness of new students about UD.

 b. Promote, and actively engage in UD student life to meet students’ needs and expectations.

 c.  Provide opportunities for student involvement and personal development. Ensure that policies, services, and 
participation are free from discrimination based on ethnic group, sex, disability, age, religion, and marital status.

 d. Promote respect and appreciation of the local culture and traditions of the United Arab Emirates, and abide by its laws.

 e. Develop leadership skills through an active participation in UD/UDSC events.

 f. Relate to student aspirations and identify areas that are underdeveloped.

 g.  Establish and review its mission, goals, and objectives on an annual basis to ensure that it remains relevant to 
the aspirations of the UDSC members.

 h. Publicize its activities via newsletters and website by following appropriate channels.

Membership & Expectations
 a. Membership of UDSU shall extend to UD Full Time current students. 

 b. Members should be eighteen (18) years and above.

 c. Nominated members should be highly discipline with no crime track records.

 d. Members are encouraged to attend all general meetings.

 e.  Members of UDSC shall be entitled to participate in the activities and use the facilities of UDSC in accordance 
with the agreement specified in this constitution.

 f.  The UDSC shall not compromise the academic performance of students by its various activities. Activities of 
UDSC are for the personal, academic, and professional development of the students.

 g.  Any rights of membership may be withdrawn or suspended in accordance with disciplinary regulations 
specified in this constitution.

Formation of UDSC
UDSU shall consist of 15 members selected among UD students. One third of the members should be elected by 
students and the rest of the to be selected by a committee formed of UD faculty appointed by the President of UD or 
the Chief Academic Office (CAO) given that every college must have up to six (6) representatives in the committee 
(since UD has only 2 colleges).
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Cabinet
The executive control of UDSU is placed with the Cabinet, which shall consist of: President, Vice President, Secretary 
- Treasurer, College Representatives, and Student Organization Representative(s). The President and Vice President 
must be UAE nationals.

Function
The Cabinet shall assist the President in representing UDSC, be responsible for the day-to-day operations, and shall 
be the forum for debate on issues affecting the student body, and unless debate is terminated by two-thirds vote of 
the members present, each officer shall have the right to speak on any issue at least once.

Responsibilities
The responsibilities of the UDSC shall include the following:
 a. Identify and advocate for issues of concerns to the UD student body.

 b.  Act as a liaison between UD students and the administration, and between UD and other external 
organizations (Government/ Private) if required.

 c. Work collaboratively with DSS to improve the quality of student life.

 d. Explore solutions for problems affecting the student body.

 e. Allocate funding for club activities and events.

 f. Approve committee’s plan of activities and follow up on its implementation.

structure
The following chart shall highlight the structure of UDSC.

President of UDSC
(UAE National)

 CABINET

• Vice-President (UAE National)
• Secretary-Treasurer
• Group representative 1
• Group representative 2

College Representatives
10 members representing two 

Colleges 
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Responsibilities of UDSC Officers
UDSC officers shall meet at least once per month to vote on current issues within UDSC and to announce the 
calendar of events of UDSC. The officers have the right to change its activities and calendar of events if necessary. 
The officers shall make sure that the operations of UDSC are documented, including correspondences, photos, and 
other related materials. The officers of UDSC shall consist of:

President of UDsC
The President of UDSC shall be responsible for carrying out the duties and responsibilities of this position as 
determined by this Constitution. The President shall:
  a.  Represent UDSC to the UD faculty, administration, and report to UDSC the actions currently being considered by 

the above mentioned constituencies.

 b.  Chair all meetings of UDSC and make sure that all student organizations are active and abide by UDSC rules 
and regulations.

 c.  Compile an annual report that includes financial information, activities organized, and general students 
concerns and challenges.

 d.  Communicate decisions agreed during the Cabinet meetings, requirements of UDSC, processes any projects / 
events, and ways of financing them to DSS.

 e.  Appoint members of the Board created to investigate claims brought against any Cabinet member or against 
any document or action of UDSC.

Vice-President of UDsC
The Vice President serves as an assistant to the President and supports him/her to perform his/her duties. The Vice-
President shall:
 a. Arrange UDSC meetings, which include contacting all members and related activities.

 b.  In the President’s absence the Vice President must be present and handle his/her responsibilities. In the case 
that the President cannot fulfill the duties of the office, the Vice President shall assume the duties of the President 
for the remainder of the term.

secretary-treasurer of UDsC
The Secretary-Treasurer keeps track and monitors the finances and records of UDSC. The Secretary-Treasurer shall:
 a.  Advise on UDSC financial matters, and control the budget and expenditures based on the University guidelines 

and procedures.

 b. Keep a log of student organizations’ expenditures and revenues.

 c. Be responsible for the maintenance of records.

College Representative(s)
There shall be up to six representatives per college with a total of 10 for two colleges at UD.  The College 
Representative shall:
 a. Represent their colleges and respective students and address questions and concerns.
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 b. Assist in developing and promoting UDSC activities.

 c. Coordinate special events as needed.

student organization Representative(s)
There shall be two representatives for student organizations. The Student Organization Representative shall:
 a. Voice the concerns of the members and officers of student organizations.

 b. Be responsible for all events and activities of UDSC.

 c.  Work collaboratively with student organizations to create a vibrant campus community.

UDSU shall conduct an open meeting with UD students at the end of the academic year to share with them their 

accomplishments and achievements along the year.

Sub Committees:
UDSU shall establish sub committees to take responsibility of tasks assigned by UDSU. Sub committees should include; Sports 
committee, Cultural committee, Media and Public Relations committee, General Services committee, Trips and Social activities 
committee. The sub committees shall consist of a chair and a Vice Chair who are from the UDSU members..

Terms of Office
The term of office for elected officers shall be from the beginning of the Academic year (September) until the 
beginning of the following Academic year (September) and until replaced. All Officers shall be members of UDSU.

Eligibility
At the time of elections and throughout their term of appointment, candidates / elected members of the cabinet 
shall:
 a. Have and maintain a minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.5.

 b. Serve their mandate in accordance with Section 7 of this Constitution. 

 c. Keep a full-time student status (i.e. non-working).

 d. Have clear disciplinary and academic standing records.

 e. Have completed between twenty (20) and one hundred (102) credit hours. 

Advisor
The Head of Student Services or his/her representative shall serve as an advisor to UDSU. The advisor shall be 
responsible for safeguarding the well-being of UDSU and advising its officers to fulfill their responsibilities.

UDSC Meetings

Cabinet Meetings
The Cabinet shall meet once every two weeks during the Fall and Spring semesters or as deemed necessary. The 
President will serve as chairperson, and only vote in case of a tie.
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General Meetings
To discuss issues of concerns to the student body and solicit feedback on important matters, the Cabinet shall 
organize a general meeting for all members once during each of the Fall and Spring semesters. The dates of 
the general meetings must be marked on the UDSU event calendar and will be mandatory for all officers to 
attend. The general meetings must have an agenda approved by the cabinet. The President shall ensure that 
the debates at all meetings are properly recorded and minutes circulated among UDSU members.

Purchasing Procedures
The UDSC Secretary-Treasurer must follow the steps below for any expenditure:
 a. Control Purchase Request Forms prepared by various student organizations.

 b.  Purchase Request and Event Planning forms must be submitted by student organizations to the Secretary - 
Treasurer of UDSC, minimum 3 weeks in advance of making the spending.

 c.  The Secretary - Treasurer of UDSC shall record and submit all forms to the Student Life Coordinator minimum 
2 weeks in advance of making the spending.

 d.  The Department of Student Services follows standard UD procedures to obtain the UD President’s approval 
on all purchases.

 e.  Once approved, the Student Life Coordinator deals directly with concerned groups.

 f. Receipts and invoices shall be submitted to the Student Life Coordinator for processing.

Sponsorship and Fundraising
UDSC and its affiliated student organizations must follow the steps below when raising funds:
 a.  All sponsorship checks must be written and payable to University of Dubai.

  b.    All funds raised by UDSC and its affiliated student organizations must go to the Accounts Department 
within seven (7) working days following the procedure below:

 C.   Student organizations must submit all fundraisings and sponsorship checks to the Secretary-Treasurer of 
UDSC who will submit them to the Student Life Coordinator.

 D.  The Student Life Coordinator shall deposit the funds at the Accounts Department within three (3) working days.

Code of Conduct
The UDSU shall be responsible for the maintenance of discipline in the facilities used in/ out of campus in 
relation to its services and organized activities. Disciplinary actions will be taken against any member/student 
organization of UDSU, shall the Code of Conduct be breached, according to the UD disciplinary policy. Please 
refer to the Student Handbook for a complete description of the Code of Student Conduct. 

Grievances and Appeals
Any student, club, or organization has the right to complain if they are dissatisfied with their dealings with the 
UDSC and ask for the creation of a board to investigate any claims brought against any Cabinet member, 
student organization and/or its officers or against any document or action of UDSC or Cabinet with regard to its 
constitutionality.
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Composition
The Board shall be composed of five (5) UDSC members appointed by UDSC President. Board members shall 
not be directly associated with the student or the organization under investigation. The Board shall elect a 
chair from among its members at its first meeting.

Function
The Judicial power shall be vested in the Board. This power shall include, but not be limited to, interpreting and enforcing 
UDSC Constitution, the decisions of UDSC Cabinet, and actions of officers by virtue of all offices held under this 
Constitution.

Procedures
Subject to the Constitution of UDSC, the Board shall be responsible for the implementation of its rules and 
procedures. The Board shall use judicial process with the preservation of the right of notice and the right 
to respond and defend any allegation. All decisions of the Board shall be in writing and available to any 
member of UDSC. The decision of the Board is final and cannot be appealed.

Elections
UDSU shall conduct the general election of the Cabinet during the beginning of the Academic year. All 
elections shall be administered by the Elections Committee (refer to the By-Laws for more details - Appendix I). 
UDSU President, Vice-President, and Secretary-Treasurer shall run for office as a single non-splitting ticket, and 
the members of the student body shall have the right to cast one vote for a single ticket during the Election. 
The college representatives are selected by a committee formed by faculty members who are appointed by 
UD President or CAO. The student organization representatives are elected by respective club Presidents or 
their representatives. 

Resignation, Removal, and Filling Vacancies

Resignation
a. Members of the Cabinet who wish to resign must submit a written resignation.

b. Three unexcused absences to the Cabinet meetings will be considered as a resignation.

c.  An absence is excused when a member of the Cabinet sends an email to the Secretary - Treasurer prior to 
the meeting stating their reason for not attending.

Removal
Except as otherwise provided herein, a person who holds a position as a UDSC Officer shall be removed from 
that position upon the following:
 a.  Resignation submitted in writing to the President, except that the resignation of the President shall be 

submitted to the Vice-President.

 b. Failure to remain registered by the Registrar as a full time student.

 c. Failure to remain in good academic (a minimum GPA of 2.5) and disciplinary standing.

 d.  A motion to remove the officer must be submitted to the cabinet and signed by 15 UDSC members, then 
subsequently accompanied by a three-fourths vote of a quorum.
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Filling Vacancies
 a.  In the case of the President’s inability to continue in office or temporary absences, the Vice President shall serve 

as President. The Vice President, acting as President, shall appoint a new Vice President who shall be approved 
by all members of the Cabinet.

 b.  If the President and Vice President cannot serve, UDSC shall convene to elect a new cabinet within 2 weeks of 
their resignation excluding the College and Student Organization Representatives.

 c.  If the Vice President cannot serve, the President shall appoint a new Vice President to be approved by all 
members of the Cabinet.

 d.  Upon vacancy of a College Representative, students of the respective college shall elect a replacement within 
2 weeks of their resignation.

 e.  Upon vacancy of a Student Organization Representative, committee formed of faculty members shall select a 
replacement within 2 weeks of resignation.

 f.  The term for replacement shall be from the date of appointment until the beginning of the following academic 
year (September).

By-Laws
Further specifications and laws of UDSC shall be specified in the By-Laws of UDSC (available at DSS).

Quorum
Quorum shall be two-thirds of the total membership of UDSC.

Constitutional Change
Any alteration, amendment or revocation, in whole or in part, of any clause of this constitution and By-Laws shall 
require a three-fourths vote of a quorum and approval from the Director of SAA. Upon approval, the amendments 
shall become immediately effective. 

otHeR oRGAnIzAtIons
The UDSC shall promote, encourage, and invite students to establish organizations reflecting their interests and 
hobbies within UD. To form an organization the following steps must be followed:
1. Complete the registration form (Appendix III), and specify the purpose of the proposed organization.

2.   List the name(s) of officers, organization type, and get the advisor’s approval. There must be no less than eight (8) 
members in order for an organization to be established.

3.  All student organizations must be affiliated to the UDSC and operate under its umbrella.

4.  All officers must sign the registration form and fully understand the organization constitution.

5.   All organizations shall conduct its financial affairs in accordance with the regulation of UDSC as set out in the 
constitution. Issues of finance shall be referred to the UDSC Secretary-Treasurer.

6.  UDSC Secretary-Treasurer reserves the right to review an organization’s financial records.

7.  Refer to the Student Organization By-Laws for more details (available at DSS).
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LIBRARy & LeARnInG ResoURCes CenteR

Collections
The library collection has been developed according to the academic needs of the University of Dubai. The Library 
of Congress Classification scheme is used for organizing collections in various sections. Periodicals are arranged 
alphabetically.

General Collection
This section houses books covering subject areas addressing the needs of all colleges. Patrons depending on their 
borrowing privileges and policies can borrow these books.

Reference Collection

This collection includes encyclopedias, dictionaries, handbooks and other related reference materials. All reference 
books are considered as permanent library materials and cannot be checked out of the library. Only inside use is 
allowed.

Periodical Collection
There are more than 79 printed core journals available in the different fields of specialization.

Reserve Collection
A collection of library materials that currently held on “Reserve Collection” status can be used within the library only. 
Mostly are frequent required materials for students and instructors alike.

Services
University of Dubai Library is a growing facility that provides a variety of services to cater for the information needs of 
its patrons. A brief description of its services is provided below.

Reference Services
An active reference service is available to answer reference inquiries. The librarian also assists in using the electronic 
resources and information retrieval. Reference librarian is reachable through library@ud.ac.ae or contact 042072668.

Online Database Access Services
The library provides access to thousands of electronic journals with indexes, abstracts and full text through 
databases. UD has unlimited access rights to this huge wealth of information on and off campus. The notable 
online databases include Proquest ABI /INFORM, ACM Digital Library, Zawya Business investor, International financial 
Statistics (IFS), Emerald, Springer link, Association for Information Systems (AIS), Academy Bridge (videos) etc. Please 
visit our website for updated information on our growing digital library resources.
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Online Public Access Catalog
Destiny by Follett Software Library Services is being used as the Library Automation System. This system provides very 
powerful user friendly searching interface for all library holdings. Materials can be searched through keywords, title, 
author and subject. Icons are displayed whenever search results are displayed.

Information Literacy Skills
Library has a rigorous information literacy program in place. The program enables students to improve their 
information skills for lifelong and self-service learning. It helps them to locate, evaluate and use the needed 
information effectively.

Interlibrary Loan
The Library has developed understanding with various academic and research libraries in the country to provide 
required material. Interlibrary loan supports research activities at UD.

Open Learning Resources
The Open Learning Center of the library is equipped with 26 latest computers and allows free access to all patrons. 
All computers are connected with internet, printers and are dedicated to allow student search and print. 

Multimedia room
An independent multimedia room has been established aiming to provide supplementary learning support 
to students in mathematics and English language etc. Audio visual materials can be viewed in this room as 
headphones are provided to each user. Computers in the multimedia room are connected with the scanner for 
patron personal use.

Photocopying
A self-service photocopier is available for copying library materials or desired piece of information. Copyright laws 
are strictly observed while photocopying any item in the library.

Policies

Circulation policy
All registered patrons are entitled to check out items from the library. Borrowing policies may differ depending on 
member category. Please inquire at the circulation counter about your borrowing privileges. All library patrons must 
produce a valid ID card when checking out any material. The following is current circulation policy

Faculty  8 books for 60 days

Students 4 books for 20 days

Staff   2 books for 20 days
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Returning materials
The borrowed library material can be returned at the circulation desk during library working hours. If the item 
borrowed is not returned on time an overdue notice will be sent to the borrower and fine of 1 AED per item per day 
will be imposed.

Renewal and Reservation
Library item may be renewed once if no other patron has reserved it. If the item is currently on loan, a patron can 
make a reservation from the Library System. Patron may also request circulation librarian to reserve for him/her. An 
e-mail notice will be sent to the patron for reserved item and will be re-shelved if it is not picked within three working 
days.

Lost or Damaged Materials
Borrowers will be required to pay or replace the lost or damaged item(s) in the collection with a new copy. Library will 
not accept written, scrabbled or damaged item from patron.

Library Rules
1. All persons entering the library must de-activate or set their mobile phones on silent mode.

2. To check out any library item, patron must produce a valid ID card at circulation desk.

3.  Any personal belongings (i.e. books, bags, purse, parcels, etc.) are subject to search before leaving the library if 
the electronic security device beeps.

4.  The Patrons are responsible for their personal belongings brought into the library. The University of Dubai Library 
disclaims any liability for its loss, damage or misuse while in the library.

5.  Patrons may not change the configuration of computers or any other equipment in the library for personal 
preference or advantage.

6. The University’s IT Code of conduct must be observed while using Open Learning Resources.

7.  Patrons must not damage, mark or deface any library material or equipment and all are requested to observe 
library code of conduct.

8. Patrons must comply with the provisions of the copyright laws.

9. Eating and drinking is not allowed in the library.

Library Opening Hours
Sunday – Thursday 8:30 AM – 10:00 PM

Saturday 10:00 AM – 10:00 PM

(Closed on Friday and public holidays)

NB: The library working hours are subject to change. Please visit our website or call us at 042072668 for current 
opening hours.

http://www.ud.ac.ae/lib
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Duration of Appointment and Compensation
•	 	The	Teaching	Assistant	(TA)	is	hired	for	150	hours	per	semester	at	the	rate	of	10	hours	per	week	for	15	weeks,	or	as	

required.

•	 	The	Research	Assistant	(RA)	is	hired	for	200	hours	per	semester	at	the	rate	of	10	hours	per	week	for	20	weeks,	or	as	
required.

•	 	For	UDCIT,	a	full-time	TA	is	hired	to	handle	the	lab	session	of	the	following	courses:

 - ITGN 115 – Computer Applications

 - ITGN 120 – Internet Applications

 - ITGN 230 – Introduction to Programming

 - ITGN 315 – Object Oriented Programming

 - ITGN 350 – Web Design & Development

 In this case, the TA is expected to work for 40 hours per week.

•	 	RA/TA	is	closely	supervised	by	the	concerned	course	instructor/researcher/	administrator	in	charge.	The	Chair	
of the concerned department will be responsible for keeping track of the RA/TA’s working hours and submit the 
appropriate forms to the HR Department. The RA/TA is compensated at an hourly rate as decided by the UD 
president.

Eligibility
To be eligible for appointment as an RA/TA, the applicant must:

•	 	Be	a	registered	full	time	graduate	student	at	UD.	

•	 	Be	interested	in	working	as	an	RA	/TA	with	commitment.

•	 	Have	taken	B+/A	in	the	relevant	courses	being	tutored	and	must	have	passed	2-3	additional	related	courses	(to	
evidence the depth of the knowledge) with B and above.

•	 	Be	in	good	academic	standing	(above	3.0	GPA)	and	making	satisfactory	progress	toward	the	degree.

•	 	Remain	registered	in	courses	that	count	toward	the	degree	(for	at	least	nine	semester	hours),	or	3	courses,	during	
each regular semester.

•	 	Have	completed	at	least	18	credit	hours.

Job Expectations
•	 	Maintain	highest	level	of	professional	and	ethical	standards.

•	 	Establish	good	relationships	with	students	and	act	as	a	role	model.

•	 	Identify	and	respond	to	students’	educational	needs.

•	 	Participate	in	all	training	and	learning	activities	if	required.

ReseARCH AnD teACHInG AssIstAntsHIP
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Required Documents
Interested candidates must submit the following:

•	 	Completed	TA/RA	Application	Form.	

•	 	Two	recommendation	letters	from	UD	faculty	members	using	the	RA/TA	Recommendation	Form.

•	 	UD	Transcripts.

sCoPe oF WoRk FoR ReseARCH AssIstAnts 
Specific services provided by Research Assistants include (but not limited to):

•	 	Relevant	literature	review;	Data	collection;	Data	entry;	Data	analysis;	Working	with	analytical	software;	Drafting	the	
research report; Programming/Software Engineering/…

sCoPe oF WoRk FoR teACHInG AssIstAnts 
Specific services provided by Teaching Assistants include (but not limited to):

Course Preparation
•	 	Help	the	instructor	prepare	course	materials.

•	 	Conduct	student	discussion	sessions	following	the	instructor’s	requests.	

•	 	Provide	and	discuss	solutions	during	class	to	assignments/mid-term	exams	based	on	the	model	solution	
prepared by the instructor/TA. 

•	 	Provide	practice	on	a	weekly	basis	to	learning	materials	perceived	as	difficult	by	at-risk	students.

•	 	Monitor	students’	progress	on	term	projects.

Administrative 
•	 	Place	course	materials	on	library	reserve.

•	 	Maintain	Course	Management	System’s	(Moodle)	WebPages.

•	 	Offering	office	hour	assistance	to	students	(in	specific	peer	tutoring),	and	performing	clerical	tasks	associated	
with course instruction. 

•	 	Keep	track	of	Students-At-Risk	(Identify,	Monitor,	and	Report	progress)	following	the	instructions	of	the	department	
Chair.

•	 	Mark	homework	assignments	according	to	a	marking	scheme	prepared	by	the	faculty	member.
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Tutoring Labs/Computer Labs
•	 	Help	students	in	various	subjects	during	Tutoring	Lab	Hours.

•	 	Provide	help	to	students	in	using	software	packages	or	IT	related	issues.

Selection Process
•	 	The	Department	Chair/Director/Dean	will	short-list	candidates	based	on	criteria	set	above	and	the	

recommendation letters of two faculty members. For RA openings, priority will be given to students who have 
previously participated in research projects.

•	 	The	short-listed	candidates	will	be	interviewed	by	the	Dean	of	the	concerned	College	(or	Program	Director)	and	
makes his/her recommendations to the CAO for approval by the UD President prior to officially informing the 
Teaching/Research Assistant. 

•	 	The	UD	President	interviews	the	candidates	on	all	aspects	and	makes	the	final	decision.
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The following regulations include general graduation requirements that apply to all UD students. The university 
confers degrees during its annual commencement ceremony to students who have completed or are expected to 
complete their graduation requirements within the same academic year.  UD conducts only one commencement 
(graduation) ceremony per academic year usually held during the month of May. All students who completed the 
degree requirements, or are expected to complete them during the same academic year, may participate in the 
graduation ceremony. 

CLAss VALeDICtoRIAn
The valedictorian is the final speaker during the graduation ceremony. A graduate student will address the 
graduating class and the audience in a final farewell to classmates, faculty, staff, parents, and guests.

The valedictorian for the graduation ceremony at UD is chosen by a selection committee of faculty and staff, 
recommended by the Chair of the Graduation Committee. Each year, the selection committee will review 
nominations solicited by the graduating class, faculty and staff. The criteria for nominations are as follow: 

•	 In	good	academic	and	disciplinary	standings.

•	 A	minimum	of	3.2	CGPA.	

•	 Fluent	in	Arabic	and	English.	

•	 Articulate	and	good	public	speaking	skills.	

•	 With	an	active	leadership	experience	at	UD.	

The decision of the selection committee shall be approved by UD president. 

CoMMenCeMent HonoRs 
To highlight their achievements, honor students (in a descending order) will be the first graduates to receive their 
diplomas based on department affiliation. The honor levels shall be specified by the Admission and Registration 
Department (ARD).

If a student has completed the graduation requirements during the fall and/or winter, the CGPA will be known, and 
the honor level will be announced after their name in the graduation ceremony and published in the graduation 
booklet.

If a student has not completed the graduation requirements (still taking courses or will take courses in the summer), 
the honor level will be announced after their name in the graduation ceremony. However, it will not be published in 
the graduation booklet as it may change after completing all courses.

GRADUAtIon
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GRADUAtIon PRoCess
Steps for Graduation
•	 	Students	must	complete	and	sign	with	their	academic	advisors	the	last	graduation	plan	during	the	1st	week	

of the last registered regular semester that precedes graduation. This plan lists the unfulfilled requirements to 
be completed for graduation. Academic advisors ensure that students are made aware of the graduation 
requirements and update/reaffirm the graduation plan accordingly. 

•	 	The	Admission	and	Registration	Department	conducts	an	initial	audit	of	the	student’s	academic	file	to	determine	
if the student meets the degree requirements within the deadline.

•	 	Once	the	audit	of	the	student	academic	file	is	complete,	the	student	receives	an	email	and/or	SMS	from	ARD	as	
to his/her eligibility to attend the graduation ceremony.  An email confirming ineligibility indicates the pending 
unfulfilled requirements. 

•	 	Based	on	the	audit	results,	ARD	prepares	the	graduation	list	which	includes	the	names	of	all	students	entitled	to	
attend the graduation ceremony. The list may be updated as deemed appropriate by ARD. Students not listed as 
eligible may contact ARD for further clarification. 

•	 	In	March,	the	Department	of	Student	Services	emails	all	eligible	students	the	graduation	information	including	the	
venue, date and time of the ceremony, fees and payment deadline, as well as time and location of the caps and 
gowns pick up and assembly points during the ceremony. 

•	 	To	participate	in	the	graduation	ceremony,	students	shall	pay	appropriate	fees	(a	Graduation	Fee	and	a	
Certificate & Attestation Fee) at the Accounts Department and complete the Graduation Requirements Form. 

•	 	Before	receiving	their	attested	degree	certificate,	graduates	must	complete	the	Graduation	Clearance	Form.
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AttenDAnCe AnD ABsenteeIsM WARnInGs
Attendance and participation in all class and computer lab sessions are mandatory and essential to the process 
of education at UD since students’ discussions with their instructor and fellow peers are vital components of their 
academic preparations and learning. For this reason, students are expected to attend classes regularly. Absences 
hinder progress for the individual as well as the class, and affects students’ learning outcomes and grades.

UD regulations for attendance and absenteeism warnings imposed on all courses are as follows:
•	 	All	non-lab	based	credit	courses	are	offered	in	two	consecutive	sessions	of	one	hour	and	twenty	minutes	each.	A 

twenty (20) minutes break is given after the first session, except for morning classes where the break is for only ten 
(10) minutes.

•	 	All	non-credit	courses	are	offered	in	two	consecutive	sessions	of	one	hour	and	fifty	minutes	each.	A	twenty	(20)
minutes break is given after the first session.

•	 	In	the	event	of	multiple	absence	record,	students	receive	warnings	(10%	and	20%	of	absence	for	a	given	course)
through their UD student e-mail/SMS.

•	 	Once	a	student	has	been	absent	for	25%	of	class	time	for	a	course	(i.e.,	8	sessions),	she/he	will	be	deprived	
from attending any exam. A grade of “FA” will be recorded for the course and counts (negatively) towards the 
student’s GPA and CGPA. However, if a student’s absence is for a valid reason that is deemed acceptable by 
the Registrar and is not under “FA” status before any exam, then the student may apply for withdrawal from the 
course without refund and must retake that course by registering  in the following semester/term. Valid reasons 
authorized for making-up the midterm exam(s) from full exam grade (100 percent), are:

 a. car accident with original police report; or
 b. death in the family, providing the death certificate; or
 c. admission to a hospital prior to the exam date with an attested medical report; or
 d. travelling outside the UAE for an emergency case accompany an ill member of his/her family.
•	 	Student’s	course	grade	will	be	considered	“Incomplete”	if	the	submitted	evidence	and	papers	are	approved	by	

ARD. In case a student does not provide any evidence of any of the above-mentioned four conditions stated 
under item 1.4, she/he will be allowed to sit for make-up exam, b¬ut the grade will be considered from 80 percent 
instead of 100 percent.

•	 	Deprived	students	may	not	attend	any	exams.	However,	students	still	have	the	right	to	attend	that	course	for	
learning as audit.

•	 	If	a	student	wishes	to	withdrawal	without	academic	penalty	(W)	during	the	semester/	term	and	after	the	drop	
deadline (i.e., before reaching the FA status), he/she can do so, but the above rule will apply and the status “W” 
will appear in her/his transcript. He/she can sit in class as audit for learning.

•	 	Late	Arrival:	The	10	minutes	grace	period	is	granted	in	the	first	and	second	session	each.	In	the	first	session,	
students who arrive 11 to 20 minutes late will be marked as having “Late Attendance” and the system will 
automatically register one absence for each four such attendances. However, in the second session, students 
who arrive after 10 minutes grace period will be marked “Absent.” This policy is in effect since Fall 2011 semester.

•	 Absenteeism	percentages	for	regular	semesters	are	calculated	according	to	Table	1:

ACADeMIC PoLICIes
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table 1: Regular semester (Fall & spring) 

Duration of Lecture
no. of Absences

10% 20% 25% (Deprived)
1 hour 20 minutes 3 Absences 6 Absences 8 Absences

1 hour 50 minutes (Intensive Math) 5 Absences 10 Absences 13 Absences

1 hour 50 minutes (Intensive English) 5 Absences 10 Absences 13 Absences

In short terms, such as Winter/Summer, where lectures are offered every day from Sunday to Thursday, the 
absenteeism percentages are calculated according to Table 2:

table 2: short term (Winter/summer)

Duration of Lecture
no. of Absences

10% 20% 25% (Deprived)

1 hour 20 minutes 3 Absences
(1 ½ day)

6 Absences
(3-days lectures)

8 Absences
(4-days lectures)

•	 	An	accepted	valid	excuse	does	not	nullify	the	absence	but	will	cancel	any	penalties	normally	imposed	for	
absence at a quiz, midterm or final exam. See under Missing Exam Policy.

•	 Warnings	are	issued	to	the	student	irrespective	of	the	validity	of	his/her	absence	excuse.
•	 Absence	is	recorded	from	the	first	class	session	following	course	registration/adding	date.
•	 	For	Internship	absence	policy,	please	refer	to	Internship	guide	provided	by	the	Internship	and	Career 

Development (ICDC) during Internship orientation.

ACADeMIC stAnDInG
After completing the study of 30 credit hours, the academic standing of students is recorded on the transcripts as
either Good or Probation. All students with a Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) of at least 2.0 (1.80 in old
curricula) will be considered to be in good academic standing.

Students with a CGPA below 2.0 will be placed under academic probation and will accordingly receive a first
academic warning. The maximum study load for students on academic probation will be reduced to 12 credit hours
for the Fall and Spring semesters and three (3) credit hours for each short semester. Priority must be given to retaking
either failed courses or courses where only a “D” grade was achieved prior to registering for any new courses; if no
courses are with “D” grade then courses with “D+” grade must be retaken.  
 
Nonetheless, if a student refused to take the university advise to retake these course we advise him/her to do so but 
he /she refused to take such advised he/she may register in more than the allowed course but at their own risk. 
Nonetheless, a declaration form must be dully completed signed by the student stating that he/she must raise their 
CGPA by the end of that semester/ term on their own responsibility. If a student CGPA is not improved and raised to 
allowed 2.00 (1.80 for old curricula) by the third academic warning they will be dismissed from UD. This policy is in 
effect since Fall Semester 2012-2013.

The academic probation will be removed only when the student’s CGPA reaches at least 2.0 (1.80 in the old
curricula). However, the transcripts will still show any academic probation in previous semesters. If a student fails to
sufficiently improve his/her CGPA by the end of the following semester, she/he will stay on academic probation and
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receive a second academic warning. If a student reaches the third consecutive academic warnings she/he will be
dismissed from the university. A dismissal ruling may be overturned by the UD President if deemed appropriate. This
process is repeated anytime the CGPA drops below 2.0 and is depicted in her/his transcript. 

RePeAtInG CoURses
•	  Failing Grade: Students who fail required courses must repeat them. If the student fails in a course and repeats it 

only once, the second grade obtained in the course will appear on the transcript. If the student fails a course for 
the second time, then the maximum grade s/he might get is a C. For elective courses, students may repeat the 
same course or its substitute in accordance with the approved study plan.

•	  Passing Grade: Students wishing to repeat a passed course in order to raise their grade/GPA, may not re-register 
for that course more than twice. The higher grade will be accepted and counted towards the GPA,  and the lower 
grade will be discarded. 

DURAtIon oF stUDy
The minimum and the maximum periods of study at UD are as follows:
•	 The	maximum	period	of	study	may	not	exceed	14	regular	semesters	(or	its	equivalent).
•	 	For	students	transfering	to	UD	or	changing	their	major/degree,	the	number	of	semesters	achieved	will	be	one	

semester for every 15 credit hours counted towards the academic plan. 
•	 Two	short	semesters	are	considered	as	one	regular	semester.
•	 The	period	of	“Registration	Hold”	is	NOT	included	in	the	aforementioned	periods.

stUDent eVALUAtIon AnD GRADInG systeM
The total grade received for a course reflects the student’s work during the semester and performance in the 
midterm and final exams. Each course offered in the undergraduate programs is assessed by a combination of class 
work evaluation tools (quizzes, assignments, group and individual work, projects), mid-term and a final examination(s).
Component % Range of Course Grade
Classwork 50% - 60%

Mid-term Exam 20% - 20%

Final Exam 30% - 20%

Total grade 100% - 100%

Grading system pursued at UD is as follows:
total Grade Letter Grade Grade Points other Grades Acronym
90-100 A 4.00 Pass P

85-89 B+ 3.50 Not Pass NP

80-84 B 3.00 Incomplete I

75-79 C+ 2.50 Exempt; credit counted EX

70-74 C 2.00 Transfer; credit counted TC

65-69 D+ 1.50 Withdrawal W

60-64 D 1.00 Audit AU

<60 F 0.00 In Progress IP

Fail (Absent) FA 0.00

This grading system will appear in the student transcript reflecting her/his achieved grade.
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GRADe PoInt AVeRAGe
semester Grade Point Average
The semester Grade Point Average (GPA) is the average of grade points received in a particular semester. To compute it, 
one needs to multiply the credit-hours of the achieved (3 credit hours) course by the grade points earned by the student 
in that particular course. The sum is then divided by the total number of registered credit hours.
example: 

Course
C.H

semester x
Grade

C.H. x Points semester GPA*
Letter Grade Grade Points

English I 3 A 4 12

Total Points ÷ Credit Hours
Math For Business I 3 B 3 9

Computer Applications 3 C 2 6

Islamic Thought 3 A 4 12

12 39 Semester GPA=39 ÷12=3.25 pt

*This GPA will be depicted in the student transcript.

Cumulative Grade Point Average
The Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) is computed using the same concept as stated above, but for all
grades received during past semesters [excluding all transferred courses (TC)], and including the ones completed
earlier. All courses and grades obtained by the student are recorded in the student’s transcript. An asterisk (*) is
noted opposite the grades that are omitted while calculating the cumulative GPA. When calculating the CGPA, all
fail (F) grades that are not replaced by a pass grade will be counted in the computation, hence lowering the CGPA.

example: 

Course
C.H

semester x
Grade

C.H. x Points semester / Cumulative GPA
Code Points

English I 3 A 4 12

Total Points ÷ Credit Hours
Math for Business I 3 B 3 9

Computer Applications 3 C 2 6

Islamic Thought 3 A 4 12

12 39 Semester GPA=39 ÷12=3.25 

Course
C.H Grade

C.H. x Points semester / Cumulative GPA
Code Points

English II 3 A 4 12

Total Points ÷ Credit Hours
Math for Business II 3 C+ 2.5 7.5

Internet Applications 3 B+ 3.5 10.5

UAE Society 3 A 4 12

12 42 Semester GPA=42÷12=3.50

24 

(12+12)
81 

(39+42) Cumulative GPA=81÷24=3.38

Therefore, this CGPA is depicted in the student’s transcript.
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MIssInG exAM PoLICy
Failing to Attend a Midterm exam/quiz
•	 	Requests	for	excuses	should	be	presented	with	supporting	official	documents	to	the	Admission	&	Registration	

Department (ARD) within 72 hours (3 days) of the date of missing quizzes/exams.
•	 	All	medical	certificates	should	be	stamped	by	the	concern	health	authority	or	the	Ministry	of	Health	(MoH)	or	

(Department of Health and Medical Services; for example, students that are residence in Emirate of Dubai that is 
Dubai Health Authority (DHA) and approved hospitals.

•	 	All	midterm	make-up	exams	are	held	only	once	-	during	the	13th	week	of	the	Fall	and	Spring	semesters.	Makeup	
quizzes must be pre-arranged with the instructor. Make-up “Incomplete” mid-term exams/ quizzes are not 
permitted and not conducted for short terms. Therefore, students missing mid-term exam/quizzes during short 
terms will be considered “Fail” in the respective course. .

•	 	Students	will	receive	only	80%	of	the	grade	achieved	in	the	midterm	exam	in	Fall/Spring.	Exceptions	may	be	
granted by the UD President.

only one chance is given for make-up of mid-term exam
If the student does not attend the mid-term make-up exam on the specified date, she/he will be deprived from any
further mid-term make-up exams even if she/he provides again an acceptable request for excuse.

Failing to Attend a Final exam
A student who misses the final exam of any course will receive an “F” grade for that course. Where there has been a
compelling medical emergency, certified in writing, the student must submit the medical leave certificate to the ARD
within seven days of the last day of absence stated in the medical report. In such a case, the student will receive an
Incomplete “I” grade.
If the student fails to attend the make-up exam on the specified date, s/he will be deprived from any further make-up
even if s/he provides an acceptable excuse. In this case s/he will receive an “F” for that course.
•	  Regular semester Make-up final exams will be administered before the registration week for the following regular 

semester as specified by the ARD. If the student misses the make-up exam, s/he will receive an “F” in the course. 

 If the student fails to attend the make-up “Incomplete” exam on the specified date, she/he will be deprived from 
any further make-up even if she/he provides an acceptable excuse. Only one chance is given for make-up of 
“Incomplete” final exam. In this case she/he will receive an “F” for that course.

•	  short term Make-up final exams are not permitted and not conducted for short terms. Therefore, students missing final exam 
during short terms will be considered “Fail” in the respective course and the student will have to reregister for the course.

Incomplete Grade
•	 	Make-up	final	exams	for	Fall	and	Spring	will	be	administered	one	week	after	the	final	exam	period	as	specified	by	

the ARD in the academic calendar. This policy will be effective from Fall 2013. If the student misses the make-up 
exam, s/he will receive an “F” in the course as stated in # 7.3.1.

•	 	Students	will	receive	only	80%	of	the	grade	for	the	final	exam	if	no	valid	request	for	excuse	is	submitted.
•	 	The	student’s	final	grade	for	the	“Incomplete”	course	will	be	considered	part	of	the	result	of	the	academic	

semester in which the student registered for the course.
•	 Penalties	may	be	waived	by	the	UD	President	upon	submission	of	a	valid	and	substantiated	reason.
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CHAnGe oF MAjoR/DeGRee oR DeCIDInG on A MAjoR At UD
Effective Spring 2012, students may apply for a change of major or degree at UD only after completing 36 60 credit
hours. Requests for a change of major/degree must be submitted in writing using the appropriate form (Change 
Major Form, CMF) to the ARD no later than two weeks before the end of the semester. Appropriate forms are 
available at ARD or on the UD website. The form must be fully completed and duly signed by the student.
New students entering UD in Fall 2012 onwards must decide on his/her specialization after completing and earning
45 credit hours.

stUDent CLeARAnCe FoR GRADUAtIon
Students who graduate at UD will have to fill out a Graduation Clearance Form which is available at ARD or on the
UD website. This form is intended to ensure that the student has cleared any pending balance with the Accounting 
Office, returned borrowed books to the library, returned any rented locker keys to Student Services and submitted 
contact information to the Internship and Career Development Centre (ICDC), etc. The Withdrawal Graduation 
Clearance Form may be collected from the ARD or from its website. must be completed and duly signed by the 
student and submitted in person to the ARD.  Upon receiving his/her graduation certificate, official transcript, and 
relevant documents (if any) from ARD, the student must sign an acknowledgement form in confirmation. 

ReGIsteRInG FoR CoURses oFF-CAMPUs
For the purpose of quality assurance, students are generally not permitted to take any courses (General, Support
and Core) or major courses outside UD (with the exception of exchange programs approved by UD). Exceptions are
made for only two college/major courses (other than Capstone and Internship) where the student is graduating
in the same semester and the course is not offered at UD at this point of time when the student is applying for such
request. A list of universities approved by UD may be obtained from the ARD.

•	 	Courses	registered	at	any	other	institution	without	prior	UD	approval	will	not	be	considered	and	credits	will	not	be 
transferred.

•	 The	following	conditions	must	be	adhered	to	for	registering	in	an	off-campus	course	in	short	terms:
 - The course is part of the student’s curriculum.
 - The student must be in good academic and disciplinary standing, i.e., no academic warning.
 -  The student must complete an application form available from the ARD and receive prior approval from 

her/his Dean/Director.
 -  The course(s) should be equivalent to a UD course with at least 80% of the content. Students should provide 

a course description and course syllabus.
 - Only a course with a “C” grade or higher will be credited (equivalent to a GPA of 2.0/Minimum 70%).
 -  A schedule of courses outside UD must be submitted by the student along with the course syllabus to 

decide on the permission to be granted providing an ample time is maintain between course running at 
UD and that running outside UD for such a particular course.

 - Regulations regarding transfer of credits apply. See section on Registration (Transfer Credits).
 -  If the student is registered in Summer (2012) Internship, she/he for the last time can take only one course 

offcampus provided that there is no conflict with the organization’s working hours and ensure there is 
enough time to attend classes.
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GRADUAtIon ReqUIReMents
•	 	In	order	to	graduate,	students	must	maintain	a	cumulative	GPA	(CGPA)	of	not	less	than	2.25	and	complete	129	credit	

hours according to their academic plan.

•	 	The	University	of	Dubai	confers	degrees	during	its	annual	commencement	(or	graduation)	ceremony	on	students	who	
have completed, or are expected to complete, their graduation requirements within the same academic year (i.e. 
between September 1st and prior to August 31st of the following year). An Exit Survey Form (ESF) must be completed 
and signed before graduation clearance for UD. For more details refer to the Graduation section of this handbook. 

HonoRs systeM 
Every year, DSS holds an honoring ceremony to recognize those with CGPA above 3.2.

Commencement Honors
Only students who have completed all degree requirements prior to the commencement ceremony are eligible to be 
considered for degree honors. The categories for Commencement Honors are based on the following scale: 
•	 Cum	Laude:	 CGPA	3.2	through	3.49
•	 Magna	Cum	Laude:	 CGPA	3.5	through	3.79
•	 Summa	Cum	Laude:	 CGPA	3.8	through	4.0

Dean’s List
The Dean’s List recognizes students for excellence in academic performance during each academic year. Therefore,
even though a student may have earned the required CGPA to be on the Dean’s List; he/she is automatically
excluded from this list if at any time an FA or F grade is reflected in the student’s transcript.

To be eligible for the dean’s list, a student must have completed a minimum of 30 credit hours, discounting
coursework taken for pass-fail credit. The categories for Dean’s List honors are based on the following scale:
•	 Dean’s	Honors:	 CGPA	3.2	through	3.49
•	 Dean’s	High	Honors:	 CGPA	3.5	through	3.79
•	 Dean’s	Highest	Honors:	 CGPA	3.8	through	4.0

WItHDRAWAL FRoM tHe UnIVeRsIty
If a student withdraws from the university or cancels her/his enrollment, the Withdrawal Clearance Form must be
completed, signatures obtained from the concerned deans/departments other stated departments and then submitted 
to the ARD for processing. This form must be completed and signed by the student in person and attached to a completed 
Exit Survey Form (ESF). Also the reason for withdrawal from UD must be clearly stated at the back of the WCF. A withdrawal 
confirmation letter must be completed and signed by the student. The refund policy stated in Tuition and Scholarships of 
this handbook will apply. 

ReADMIssIon 
All students who have withdrawn from the university or have cancelled their registration at UD, but who wish to be re-admitted, 
must submit a formal request to ARD. A dismissed student will not be re-admitted to the university, even as a new student.
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The University of Dubai (UD) is keen to ensure a university culture characterized by intellectual and personal honesty, 
social integration, ethical behavior and respect for the rights of the individual. UD also expects its student to be self-
disciplined in both their approach to studying and in their general conduct and behavior. The Code of Student Conduct 
is designed to promote this culture at UD and hence sets out the standard of conduct expected of students.  Students 
who violate these standards will be subject to disciplinary sanctions, according to established penalties as stated below. 

This will help UD to protect the university community by maintaining order and stability on campus.

CoDe oF ConDUCt In exAMs
A student whose absence in a particular course reaches 25% or more does not qualify to take any exams thereafter.  

Duties of qualifying students inside the exam hall include:

a.  Students are supposed to enter the exam hall 10 minutes before the start of the exam so that they may start on 

time. Students, who arrive late, but before the exam’s half-way point, will be allowed to take the exam. However, 

no extra time will be allowed for late-comers. Students are not permitted to enter the exam hall after the half-way 

point (from the official starting time).

b.  Students must present their UD Identification Card (or any official/authentic photo ID) when signing to record 

their attendance at the exam.  A student who fails to show an appropriate form of photo identification is not 

permitted to take the exam.

c.  Students are not allowed to leave the exam hall before the half-way point of the exam.

d.  Mobile phones are strictly prohibited during mid-term, and final exams (including make-up exams). Any 

telephone seen during any of these exams will result in an (F) in the course, with no question, reason or even 

investigation.

e.  Students must carry their own calculators for exams that require use of calculators. Students caught borrowing or 

lending calculators during exams will fail the course.

f.  Students are not permitted to wear a sun hat (baseball cap) during the exams. Anyone refusing to take off their 

hat when requested to do so will be dismissed from the exam room.

g.  Prayer during exams is not allowed.

h.  Students are not permitted to go to the bathroom during exams unless they can produce a medical report to 

prove there is a genuine medical reason for them to be allowed to do so.

i.  All kinds of digital or electronic diaries, and dictionaries and advanced calculators with text saving options are 

forbidden in the exam hall.

j.  Students must not bring notebooks, text books, and/or class materials into the exam hall.

k.  Students must not violate the examination code of conduct and must adhere to the instructions received from 

the invigilators, including being asked to change seats.

Any actions such as talking, whispering, looking at other students, or any cheating or attempts to cheat will not be 
tolerated and will result in sanctions as shown in sections Academic and Non-Academic Misconduct.

CoDe oF stUDent ConDUCt
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CoDe oF ConDUCt FoR stUDent oRGAnIzAtIons 
Any violation committed by student organizations, will result in individual or collective sanctions whenever such 
violations occur, regardless of whether they take place on UD premises or during any off-campus activities. Officer 
members are also held responsible whenever members commit violations based on prior consent from officers. In 
the event of any violation, officers are required to take appropriate measures to avoid and prohibit recurrence of 
similar acts.

CoDe oF ConDUCt DURInG InteRnsHIP 
The interns are expected to act in a professional and ethical manner that makes the employer want to host interns
from UD in the future. 

Introduction
The Code of Conduct for the Internship Program is set to specifically address the issues and concerns regarding the 
behavior and attitude of interns during their internship program. Interns are expected to act in a professional manner 
at all times and must abide by the rules, policies and procedures of the University of Dubai, the host company and 
the city/country of work placement. Failure to adhere to the stipulations in this Code of Conduct shall result in either 
revoking one’s internship and/or academic suspension or probation. 

Intern’s Code of Conduct
•	 Work	Ethics
•	 	Absenteeism	-	Students	are	allowed	a	maximum	of	5	days	(excused)	absence	due	to	any	of	the	following	

reasons: 
•	 An	accident	(involving	the	student)	to	be	supported	by	a	police	report.
•	 	Student	accompanying	the	parent/family	member	for	medical	treatment/	emergency	supported	by	the	

patient’s medical certificate attested by the Ministry of Health. 
•	 A	sickness	condition	supported	by	medical	certificate	attested	by	the	Ministry	of	Health.
•	 	A	death	of	an	immediate	family	member	supported	by	the	death	certificate.	(A	family	member	refers	to	father,	

mother, brother, sister, wife, husband, son, daughter, aunt, uncle, grandparent, cousin, niece and nephew). 

Any other absence(s) beyond the above stated 5 days will automatically result in a grade of “F” irrespective of the 
reasons. 

•	 	Tardiness	-	Students	are	expected	to	be	punctual	at	all	times.	However	following	situations	are	unavoidable	and	
can be excused: 

•	 	An	emergency/life	and	death	situation	for	which	the	student	must	submit	supporting	documents	duly	attested	
by the concerned agencies (e.g. police report, medical certificates etc. as stated in 1 above) 

•	 Interns	who	will	be	late	must	inform	their	field	supervisors	at	least	15	minutes	prior	to	their	scheduled	work.
•	 Any	unexcused	tardiness	of	more	than	5	times	is	equivalent	to	1	day	of	absence.	
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•	 	Compliance	-	Interns	are	expected	to	comply	with	the	field	supervisor’s	instructions	at	all	times.	This	ensures	a	
smooth workflow and a productive transfer of knowledge and learning experience. Acts of disobedience and 
abandonment of internship post will be seriously regarded and result in failing the internship program.     

•	 Professionalism
•	 	Interns	are	expected	to	be	in	their	best	professional	behavior/conduct/appearance	at	all	times	during	the	

internship program as they represent the University of Dubai.
•	 	Interns	must	familiarize,	adhere	and	comply	with	the	set	rules,	regulations,	policies	and	procedures	of	the	host	

company, the University of Dubai, the directives set forth by the Internship and Career Development Center, and 
the assigned Academic Supervisors.

•	 	Interns	must	display	initiative	and	foresight	to	work	with	minimum	supervision	and	flexibility	in	a	diversified	
workplace.    

•	 Interns	must	be	proactive	and	display	strong	leadership	and	team	–	working	skills.
•	 Interns	must	possess	good	writing,	verbal	and	listening	skills					
•	 	Interns	should	dress	appropriately	at	work	at	all	times.	Some	companies	require	that	interns	come	to	work	in	

corporate attire or local dress while others are comfortable with casual clothing. Interns must take note of the 
dress code of the company so as not to offend or be put in an embarrassing situation.  

•	 	Interns	must	maintain	a	highly	professional	and	business	–	like	manner	of	communication.	The	use	of	abusive,	
vulgar or profane language is not allowed.

•	 	The	use	of	illegal	drugs,	alcohol	and	weapons	is	strictly	prohibited.	Under	no	circumstance	will	this	be	allowed	
and anyone caught doing so will be dealt with the corresponding disciplinary action.

•	 The	use	of	violence,	inflicting	harm,	threatening	and	coercing	co-workers	at	the	work	place	is	strictly	prohibited.	
•	 Discourtesy	and	rudeness	whether	verbal,	physical	or	visual	harassment	is	not	allowed.	
•	 	Any	damage,	loss,	theft	or	destruction	to	property	in	the	workplace	is	the	sole	responsibility	of	the	intern.	The	

intern must compensate/indemnify for items lost or damaged be it accidental or intentional in nature.
•	 	Conducting	personal	business	over	the	phone,	internet	or	email	is	not	allowed	unless	doing	so	is	part	of	an	

assigned internship task wherein prior approval by the field supervisor has been given.   
•	 Engaging	in	acts	of	impropriety,	personal	and/or	sexual	harassments	in	the	workplace	is	absolutely	prohibited.	
•	 	Academic	Honor	Code	-	Participating	in	the	Internship	Program	requires	dedication	and	commitment	on	the	

part of the students. Students are expected to approach their internship with an openness to learn, grow, develop 
and take criticism in a positive manner.  In order to successfully complete the Internship Program students must 
adhere to the stipulations of the Code of Conduct and refrain from practicing any of the following acts:

•	 Plagiarism	is	submitting	a	paperwork	that	is	not	of	your	own	without	proper	referencing	the	source.
•	 Cheating	is:
•	 Submitting	the	work	of	others	and	claiming	it	as	your	own.
•	 A	person	assisting	the	person	in	the	act	of	cheating	is	also	guilty	of	the	same	offense.
•	 	Fabrication	is	falsifying	or	inventing	any	information,	data	or	citation	that	was	not	gathered	in	accordance	with	

the standard guidelines.
•	 Bribery.
•	 Tampering/falsifying	of	records,	certificates	and	official	documents.	
•	 	Disciplinary	Action	-	In	the	event	that	a	student	violates	the	Internship	Code	of	Conduct,	a	written	report	will	

be required from the Academic Supervisor and the Director of Student and Alumni Affairs. This report will be 
submitted to the UD Investigation Committee who in turn will investigate and submit its recommendation to the 
university President. 
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The following disciplinary actions shall be implemented for violating the Internship Code of Conduct:

•	 	Warning	Letter	-	For	first	time	violations,	a	warning	letter	is	sent	to	the	intern	clearly	specifying	that	any	repetition	
whether of the same offense or not, will be dealt with a more severe sanction / disciplinary action.

•	 	Withdrawal	and	Failure	from	the	Internship	Program	-	Intern	is	withdrawn	from	the	internship	depending	on	the	
following severity of the case:

•	 Repetition	of	the	same	violation.	
•	 Resulting	in	the	defamation	of	the	University’s	reputation.

International Trip
All students who travel with University of Dubai’s International trips are expected to maintain the highest standards of 
professional conduct and integrity, in addition to complying with all University policies and procedures. Some salient 
features of this code are provided below for ready reference.

•	 	Take	responsibility	for	your	actions	at	all	times.	Students	traveling	overseas	for	any	cultural	or	educational	
experience are subject to full penalty of the laws of the host country. Neither The University of Dubai nor the 
United Arab Emirates embassy can protect students from the legal consequences of actions committed 
overseas.

•	 Do	not	harm	the	reputation	of	the	University	of	Dubai	by	any	form	of	irresponsible	behavior.
•	 	Respect	cultural	differences.	This	includes	observing	the	proper	etiquette	in	business/social	settings,	e.g.	being	

punctual for appointments, not speaking out of turn, etc.
•	 	Respect	the	privacy	rights	of	members	of	the	community	by	avoiding	all	forms	of	intimidation,	including	sexual	

and physical harassment. 
•	 	Refrain	from	causing	physical	injury	to	yourself	and	others.	Students	will	be	held	financially	and	legally	

responsible for any and all damage they inflict upon other persons. 
•	 	Refrain	from	causing	damage	to	real	or	personal	property	of	others.	Students	will	be	held	financially	and	legally	

responsible for any and all such damages.
•	 Preserve	the	quality	of	facilities	that	you	may	visit	or	reside	at	during	your	travels.	
•	 Do	not	leave	the	city	of	destination	for	any	personal	excursions	or	trips.	
•	 Do	not	operate	any	motorized	vehicles.	
•	 Do	not	participate	in	risky/dangerous	activities.	
•	 Do	not	violate	laws	whether	they	result	in	arrest	or	not.	
•	 Do	not	to	deviate	from	the	group	flight	(i.e.	arrive	or	leave	the	sites	on	their	own).	
•	 	Follow	the	trip	leader	guidelines,	directives,	timetables	and	instructions	avoiding	any	disorderly,	disruptive,	

threatening, or intimidating conduct, gestures, or actions.
•	 Commit	to	the	trip	program	and	be	always	on	time.
•	 	The	consumption,	possession	or	distributions	of	alcohol	is	absolutely	prohibited	and	is	a	violation	of	the	Code	of	

Conduct. Additionally, any team members visibly under the influence of alcohol will be considered in violation of 
the Code of Conduct.

•	 	Curfew	for	team	members	will	be	as	set	by	the	trip	leader.	In	exceptional	circumstances,	the	trip	leader	may	
change the curfew.
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•	 	Custody	or	usage	of	any	drugs	other	than	those	prescribed	by	a	doctor	(provided	that	Doctor’s	prescription	
should be available with you all time) is prohibited. Team members are reminded of the consequences that 
could result from prosecution of a drug-related offense in a foreign country. Report to the trip leader if you are 
following any doctor’s prescription. 

•	 	Dress	for	the	occasion	and	taking	into	account	your	environment	and	the	purpose	of	your	attendance	at	the	
convention. Wear comfortable shoes. You’ll be on your feet most of the time. 

Failure to abide to any of above mentioned rules set by the University of Dubai Code of Conduct & Responsibilities 
will result in disciplinary actions, which could include (but is not limited to) disciplinary sanctions and expulsion from 
the University. 

jURIsDICtIon
University disciplinary action for violation of the Code of Student Conduct is taken for misconduct that occurs in the 
following areas or situations:
•	 University	controlled	property.
•	 University-sponsored	activities	either	on	UD	premises	or	off-campus.
•	 Functions	or	events	organized	by	university-sponsored	organizations	or	recognized	student	organizations.

THE DRESS CODE
Dress code is based on the appreciation for values and ethics and the respect and for the culture and religion of 
the UAE. It is not hard to follow and will make students’ presence in campus more pleasant one and will help them 
avoid causing any offence to their colleagues from many nationalities and religion. Respecting dress code does not 
only ameliorate the quality of student’s life, but also beautifies the overall campus image. On this basis, UD students 
are expected to dress neatly at all times. 

SMOKING FREE CAMPUS 
Consistent with the UD’s objective of creating a healthy environment for all its stakeholders, smoking is forbidden at 
all times on the University campus, including its classrooms, escalators, underground parking, halls and corridors, 
private offices, toilettes, etc.

Signs are posted at each floor of the building and displayed in visible areas to inform all students that smoking 
is prohibited. This policy applies to all UD students in Al Masaood and the Dubai Chamber Buildings. It is the 
responsibility of all members of the University community to comply with this policy. Failure to do so, students will be 
exposed to disciplinary action.   

sAnCtIons AnD RePeAt oFFenses
Student violations will be referred to the SIC committee who will in turn recommend appropriate disciplinary 
sanctions. A sanction refers to a decision made by the SIC in response to any student action not in compliance with 
the Code of Student Conduct and which is thus considered a violation. Sanctions should be proportionate to the 
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Disciplinary sanctions

a. Warning Letter
In the event faculty/Dean/Director find that the violation is not of a kind likely to cause harm to another person 
in the UD community, a confidential warning letter is sent to the respondent concerned declaring him/her to 
be in breach of the Code of Student Conduct and demanding that he/she cease the prohibited behavior 
forthwith. The complainant shall be notified by the Dean/Director that the respondent has been warned, but 
that no public disclosure shall be made. The complainant shall be advised that the initial decision is strictly 
confidential. But a copy of the warning letter must be sent to the Chair of SIC for records by the Dean/Director.

b. Failing a Course
The respondent receives an “F” in a certain course and may not be allowed to attend classes for this course 
for the rest of the semester. This sanction is appropriate when the respondent repeatedly violates the classroom 
code of conduct. It is also appropriate when the student objects to the invigilator’s instructions during an exam. 
Re-offence	leads	to	‘Suspension	(e).’

c. Failing a  semester
The SIC committee may choose to fail the respondent in all courses currently registered in.  This is also the 
penalty	for	‘Repeating	Courses	(b).’		

d. Registration Hold
The respondent may not register in any courses, or receive any transcripts or access any of his/her records 
until s/he clears up the reasons for which s/he received this sanction. This is applicable when the student 
has outstanding payments for damage to UD property, or the respondent failed to attend the SIC hearings. 
Other penalties are applicable in these cases as well, as specified in sections Academic and Non-Academic 
Misconduct.

nature, severity and regularity of the violation(s). These sanctions may fall into one or more categories, as described 
in Disciplinary Sanctions box. Students with repeat offenses receive higher penalties – see Repeat Offenses box.

Any evidence related to the violation(s) is kept with the SIC committee till the release of the SIC report (including 
cheat sheets …). If a student manages to hide the instrument used for cheating, or the invigilator suspects there 
has been a possible violation but can’t see the instrument used, then the invigilator has the right to privately frisk the 
suspected student.  This may be done only in the presence of a witness and both have to be of the same gender 
as the student.  For all such cases, a hearing must be held in order to hear all parties involved and to recommend 
disciplinary action, if deemed appropriate, according to the outlined UD procedures. 

An informal resolution may be achieved when the violation is minor and can be resolved between the respondent 
and a faculty/Dean/Director. 
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Repeat offenses
•	 	Failing	a	semester 

The second time a student receives this sanction, s/he will get suspension for one semester. Any courses 
taken outside during suspension will not be transferred at UD. The third time will lead to expulsion. 

•	 	Suspension 
The second suspension will be for two semesters while the third will lead to expulsion. 

•	 		Disciplinary	Probation 
The first offense during the disciplinary probation period will lead to a suspension for one semester. A second 
offense during the disciplinary probation leads to a second suspension for two semesters while any further 
violation will lead to expulsion.

e. suspension
The respondent is prevented from attending or registering in any courses at UD for one or more regular terms 
as deemed appropriate by the SIC committee after approval by the UD President. This is appropriate when 
verbal aggressiveness or similar offenses were committed against any member of the UD community, intentional 
damage was done to UD property or where defamation of the university has occurred. Such offenses are listed 
in Sections Academic and Non-Academic Misconduct.

f. expulsion

The respondent is permanently barred from attending any courses or events at UD.

g. Disciplinary Probation
Disciplinary probation can be given to a respondent who previously received a disciplinary warning letter or 
committed any violation that led to any of the above sanctions, except “Registration Hold.” The SIC committee 
may also recommend disciplinary probation for any other cases that it considers grave enough to deserve this 
sanction. When a respondent is on disciplinary probation, s/he shall not represent the university in any capacity 
(sports teams, competitions, etc.,), nor hold office in the UD Student Council or any other student organization.

h. other sanctions
When deemed appropriate, other “educational sanctions” may be imposed by the SIC in combination with any 
of the above-listed sanctions. The respondent may be requested to participate in a community service project, 
attend a seminar, meet with the student counselor or undertake a research assignment, for example.
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stUDent MIsConDUCt
Student misconduct is classified as being either academic or non-academic. Academic and non-academic 
violations are listed below. The sanction for each violation is specified beside each violation. Besides the university 
sanctions imposed, engaging in any act which also contravenes the laws of the United Arab Emirates will be 
directed to the appropriate authorities to handle.  Repeat offenses receive higher penalties as indicated – see 
Repeat Offenses box.

Academic Misconduct
Academic misconduct includes plagiarism, misrepresentation, fabrication, facilitation and cheating in exams. 
Apart from cases of cheating and plagiarism, the decision on whether or not to treat an academic violation as a 
violation of the Code of Student Conduct, is at the discretion of the instructor.

Plagiarism
Plagiarism refers to representing another person’s words or ideas as one’s own in any academic exercise. The 
University of Dubai has zero tolerance towards plagiarism (i.e. any portion of a submitted document that contains 
plagiarism will lead to the appropriate penalty). Repeat offenses receive higher penalties as indicated – see 
Repeat Offenses box.

Violation
sanction(s) 
(Refer to Disciplinary 
sanctions box)

1

Copying substantial information (TurnItIn indicates more than 20%) word for word from a source 
(Internet or library resources such as periodicals, books, other student projects …) without using 
quotation marks and giving proper acknowledgment/citation. The instructor’s discretion is needed 
since the software may wrongfully detect plagiarism while the student is quoting from the resource. 

b, f

2 Paraphrasing (i.e., putting into one’s own words) a source’s text, without providing proper 
acknowledgment/citation. a, b

3 Reproducing (without proper citation) any other form of work created by another person. a, b

Misrepresentation

Violation
sanction(s) 
(Refer to Disciplinary 
sanctions box)

1 Taking credit for work not done, such as taking credit for a team assignment without participating or 
contributing to the extent expected. a, b

2
Multiple uses of a student’s own work, such as  presenting the same, or substantially the same written 
work (or portion thereof), as part of the course requirement for more than one project or course, 
without the prior written permission of the instructor(s) involved.

a, b
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Fabrication
Fabrication refers to falsifying or misusing data in any academic exercise.

Violation
sanction(s) 
(Refer to Disciplinary 
sanctions box)

1 Falsifying data collected in the conduct of research. a, b

2 Making up or presenting falsified data in papers, manuscripts, books or other documents submitted 
for publication or as course or degree requirements. a, b

3 Making up a source as a citation in an assignment. a, b

4 Citing a source that the student did not use or does not exist. a

5 Falsifying material cited. a, b

6 Attempting to deceive the instructor by altering and resubmitting for additional credit, assignments 
that have previously  been graded and returned. a, b

7 Falsifying, changing, or misusing academic records or any official university form regarding oneself or 
others. d & e

8 Failing to be fully cooperative and truthful if one has direct knowledge of an alleged violation of 
academic integrity. d & e

9 Making a false accusation regarding a violation of academic integrity or other. e

Facilitation
Facilitation refers to knowingly or intentionally assisting any person in the commission of an academic integrity 
violation.

Violation
sanction(s) 
(Refer to Disciplinary 
sanctions box)

1 Giving another student one’s assignment or paper (or a portion thereof) to copy. a, b

2 Giving another student answers to an assignment. a, b

3 Passing information or answers to another student in an exam (or assignment), or passing 
information on exam/quiz content to students from other sections of the same course. a, b

exam Cheating

Violation
sanction(s) 
(Refer to Disciplinary 
sanctions box)

1 Talking/ whispering during an exam; Communicating, or attempting to communicate, answers, hints 
or suggestions during an exam. b & e

2 Copying (or attempting to) from someone else’s exam. b & e

3 Using or possessing unauthorized notes, supplemental notes, or other aids (such as an electronic 
device that contains unauthorized information), during an exam. b & f

4 Stealing, obtaining, possessing, or providing to another person (directly or through e-mail or Bluetooth 
or other device) an exam or portions of an exam, prior to or after administration of the exam. c & f

5 Attempting to steal, or soliciting an exam or answer key. e

6 Sharing answers or collaborating on a take-home exam without explicit permission from the instructor. b & e

7 Attempting to deceive the instructor by altering and resubmitting for additional credit tests, quizzes, or 
exams that have previously been graded and returned. b & e

8 Arranging for another student to substitute for oneself during an examination session or in the 
completion of course work. b & f

9 Accessing unauthorized computer folders/drives during an exam b & e
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Library Misconduct
UD Library serves its community by providing high quality services, and a pleasant environment that is conducive to 
study and research. In order to accomplish this, all Library visitors are requested to refrain from the following activities: 

Violation
sanction(s) 
(Refer to Disciplinary 
sanctions box)

1 Mutilating Library materials or files by marking/underlining text. a & d

2 Removing pages or portions of pages, removing binding or staples, or in any other way damaging or 
defacing Library materials. a & d

3 Tampering with security/electronic devices. a

4 Concealing or misfiling deliberately Library materials in the Library for the exclusive use of an individual or group. a

5
Refusing to abide by the Library regulations regarding the return of materials and payment of fines 
and/or penalties. These would include penalties on lost or damaged items, and preventing the patron 
from using "circulation" services, until penalties are paid, or books returned.

d

6 Disturbing behavior which interferes with normal use of the Library. Such inappropriate behavior 
includes activities that are distracting or disruptive to others. a

7 Consuming of food or beverages. a

8 Accessing or using any Library facility, equipment or service without proper permission by authorized persons. a

9 Damaging or defacement of Library equipment. a & d

10 Removing or attempting to remove Library materials without authorization. a

11 Violating the Copyright Law. a

Visitors committing any IT related misconduct when using the Open Learning Resources of the library, will 
receive the appropriate sanction as specified in the table above.

sIC Hearing Misconduct

Violation
sanction(s) 
(Refer to Disciplinary 
sanctions box)

1 Refusing to attend hearings. d & e

2 Lying, refusing to answer questions, or acting rudely during the hearing. d & e

3 Humiliating SIC members. e

4 Stalking or threatening SIC members. f
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exam Misconduct

Violation
sanction(s) 
(Refer to Disciplinary 
sanctions box)

1 Refusing to immediately adhere to the instructions received from the invigilators in the exam halls 
including change of seats. a, b 

2 Repeatedly refusing to adhere to the instructions received from the invigilators in the exam halls and 
thus disturbing the exam room. b & e

3 Arguing repeatedly with invigilator (but not aggressive behavior) a

4 Disturbing the exam room with loud shouting but no aggressive behavior. b & e

5 Disturbing the exam room with an aggressive behavior / stalking b & f

other types of Misconduct 

Violation
sanction(s) 
(Refer to Disciplinary 
sanctions box)

1 Disrupting or disturbing academic, administrative, social and extra-curricular activities of the 
university whether on or off campus. a

2 Interfering with the duties and obligations of any student and / or member of staff or any authorized 
visitor to the university in either an active or passive manner. a

3 Engaging in verbal and / or non verbal indecent behavior that is offensive to the institution and to 
the UAE culture. e

4 Slandering or libeling the name of the university or otherwise bringing the university into disrepute. e

5 Engaging in sexual harassment of a student or a staff member from the university or a visitor to the 
premises. e

6 Engaging in racial harassment of any member from the university or a visitor to the premises. e

7
Damaging and/or misusing the university or the Dubai Chamber of Commerce & Industry property 
and resources or the property of others including students and staff members, either deliberately or 
recklessly.

d & e

8 Smoking in non-designated areas of the university. a

9 Annoying (shouting, screaming, irritating actions) other UD students/ staff/ faculty/ visitors. a

10 Offering bribes (e.g., monetary remuneration, gifts, or favors) to any university representative in 
exchange for special consideration or waiver of procedures. e

11 Threatening or using actual violence against other UD students/staff/ faculty/ visitors. f
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APPeAL PRoCeDURes
The complainant or respondent may appeal the sanction imposed by the SIC by filling the General Petition 
form available from Student Services. Grounds for appeal are listed in Student Grievances section of the Student 
Handbook.

IMPLeMentAtIon oF sAnCtIons
Sanctions will be imposed immediately after the SIC’s report is submitted to the UD President. The Chair of SIC may 
impose sanctions during the hearing process to ensure the safety and wellbeing of members of the university 
community or the preservation of the university’s property. The President issues a decree in that regard.  The decree 
is e-mailed to the student with a copy sent to the SIC committee and the Registrar for appropriate implementation 
of sanctions. The original letter is also mailed to the student’s postal address.

DIsCIPLInARy ReCoRDs
Permanent expulsions are kept on the transcripts. Suspensions are also made permanent since the semester for 
which the sanction is imposed will appear on the transcripts and indicating the suspension. 
Disciplinary standing of students (Good or Probation) is displayed on the transcripts below each semester records. 
A disciplinary probation status is kept throughout the remaining study period. The disciplinary probation status may 
not be removed from the records except upon a university presidential decree in that regard. Other sanctions shall 
be removed from the student’s disciplinary record (registry files) upon the graduation. 
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The University of Dubai (UD) recognizes the rights of its students to express dissatisfaction or make complaints about 
processes or services provided by the University. UD is committed to continuous improvement and ensures that 
complaints and expressions of concern are analyzed to improve academic and administrative services. Hence, this 
process provides a formal mechanism to resolve grievances of students at UD.

DIsCIPLInARy sAnCtIon APPeAL
A student may appeal only once a sanction, imposed by the Student Investigation Committee (SIC), only if s/he can 
provide additional information/new evidences to support his/her case by filling out the “General Petition Form”. The 
student should submit the form with supporting documents to the Director of Student & Alumni Affairs (SAA) who will 
forward them to the UD President. Grounds for appeal include:

 a. Misapplication or misinterpretation of the rule alleged to have been violated.

 b. Discovery of substantial new facts which were not available at the time of the hearing. 

 c.  Disciplinary sanction imposed is grossly disproportionate to the violation committed; this is applicable only 
when there is no current policy for the violation.

 d.  Procedural errors which are prejudicial and which were committed during the disciplinary meeting or hearing.

If deemed appropriate, the UD President will then form a new committee to look again into the case and submit its 
findings to him. The student may not appeal the second decision.

FInAL GRADe APPeAL
A student who believes that a final grade has been inequitably awarded should file an appeal at the Registrar’s 
office by completing the “Grade Appeal Form” within 14 days following the announcement of the grades by the Registrar. 
The Grade Appeal form is available in the Registrar’s office or alternatively may be downloaded from the UD webpage.

The Registrar will forward the appeal to the concerned Dean for action.  The Dean will appoint two faculty members 
(not including the course instructor) to review the final exam paper and schedule a meeting time convenient for all 
concerned parties.  The faculty members selected may be non subject related.

Procedure to review the exam paper:
The two faculty members must sit face-to-face with the student to review individual questions by comparing the 
student’s answer sheet with:

1. The sample answer sheet,

2. The answer sheet of an A grade student, and

3. The answer sheet of a B grade student.

This review must be completed within 5 working days upon receiving the appeal from the Registrar’s office.  The 
student must be informed in writing by the Dean of the results of the appeal within 2 days after the review.

The Dean will report any change in the grade(s) to the Registrar’s office using the “Grade Change Form”.  The decision is final.

GRIeVAnCe PoLICIes AnD PRoCeDURes
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otHeR GRIeVAnCes
A student has the right to lodge a complaint against a UD staff or faculty if s/he believes that s/he was treated 
improperly, with negligence, unfairly, or not in accordance with a university policy. In such a case, the petition should 
include:

 a. Specification of the UD policy that the student alleges was violated.

 b. Summary of the evidence and arguments that the student would present at a hearing. 

The “General Petition Form” available in the Registrar’s office/Student Services should be filled and submitted to the 
Director of SAA who will forward the file to the concerned department/college for appropriate action. If the case is 
not resolved by the unit head within 5 days from the receipt of the petition, the UD President will then form the SIC to 
find all facts and report its findings to issue a decree in that regard.  The petition is an individual complaint and must 
be signed by one student only and not by a group of students. 

In all cases, the decision of the UD President is final and not appealable.
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GeneRAL UnDeRGRADUAte CURRICULUM ReqUIReMents 

enGL 100 english I
The purpose of this course is to further develop the ability of students to read and write English.  It aims to enlarge 
their vocabularies, enrich their knowledge of ways to express ideas and reduce the number of mistakes that students 
make when writing English. It also teaches principles of organization used in essays and other written documents in 
English. 
Prerequisite: TOEFL 500 or equivalent; Semester offered: 1 & 2

enGL 105 english II
This course continues the process of developing students’ abilities in reading and writing English, concentrating 
particularly on the language of business and information technology. It aims to enlarge their vocabularies 
and enrich their knowledge of ways to express ideas. In writing, students develop skills in finding, analyzing and 
summarizing information from source readings and learn how to acknowledge sources.
Prerequisite: ENGL 100 or IELTS 6 overall, TOEFL 550 or equivalent; Semester offered: 1 & 2

GMAt 100 Mathematics for science I
This course is designed for students whose major is in science and information technology. It covers calculus I 
material including trigonometric functions and inverse trigonometric functions, transcendental functions, concepts 
of limits and continuity, differentiation, integration and their applications.
Prerequisite: GPRM 022 or Placement Test Score ≥ 400; Semester offered: 1 & 2 

GMAt 105 Mathematics for science II
This is a second course designed for students whose major is in science and information technology. It focuses on: 
Binary numbers, fundamentals of Logic, Boolean algebra, permutations and combinations, infinite sequences and 
series, vectors and matrices, multivariable functions and their applications.
Prerequisite: GMAT 100; Semester offered: 1 & 2

GMAt 110 Mathematics for Business I
This course is designed for students majoring in Business. It includes mathematical topics such as, quadratic 
functions, exponential and logarithmic functions, systems of linear equations and augmented matrices, Gauss – 
Jordan elimination, matrix Algebra and their applications in business and economics.
Prerequisite: GPRM 022 or Placement Test Score ≥ 400; Semester offered: 1 & 2

GMAt 115 Mathematics for Business II
This is a second mathematics course designed for students majoring in Business. It includes topics such as 
permutations and combinations, probability theory, algebra limits, average rate of change, and derivatives of 
functions, optimization and their applications in business and economics.
Prerequisite: GMAT 110; Semester offered:  1 & 2

UnDeRGRADUAte CoURse DesCRIPtIon
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ItGn 115 Computer Applications
The purpose of this course is to offer an in-depth knowledge of computer applications. Coverage includes word-
processing, spreadsheets, presentation and database packages. Students learn advanced functions of these 
applications and the way they are applied in a modern office setting.
Prerequisite: None; Semester offered: 1 & 2

ItGn 120 Internet Applications
The purpose of this course is to develop the skills necessary to utilize the power of the Internet for information display 
and retrieval. The course introduces students to the Internet technology concepts and web programming and 
authoring tools that can be used to develop Internet applications. Through a focused hands-on approach students 
will develop interactive web pages.
Prerequisite: ITGN 115; Semester offered: 1 & 2

GIsL 100 Islamic thought (Arabic)
The purpose of this course is to provide the student with the necessary knowledge of Islamic thought and 
contemporary issues. The course will focus on the individual and his social surroundings and ethics which Islam 
emphasizes. It will enable the student to discuss and understand the concepts of Islam and its applicability to 
business, social and economic aspects. It also focuses on the common issues with other religions.
Prerequisite: None; Semester offered: 1 & 2 

GPUC 100 Planning for University and Career success
The purpose of this course is to help students make a successful transition to university life and study, achieve 
personal success, and to recognize their strengths and limitations through self-assessment strategies. It also teaches 
students how to manage their own careers through mastery of career planning, networking and job search 
techniques, and professional development on the job. Students will establish individual career goals and learn 
specific techniques needed to secure and grow within a job.
Prerequisite: ENGL 100 (Co-req); Semester: 1 & 2

GIsL 105 Islamic thought (english)
The purpose of this course is to provide the student with the necessary knowledge of Islamic thought and 
contemporary issues. The course will focus on the individual and his social surroundings and ethics which Islam 
emphasizes. It will enable the student to discuss and understand the concepts of Islam and its applicability to 
business, social and economic aspects. It also focuses on the common issues with other religions. 
Prerequisite: None; Semester offered: 1 

Gest 100 emirati studies
his course aims to enrich awareness of Emirati culture and identity amongst students. It covers studies in the 
history and geography of the Emirates. The course focuses on the culture, social customs and laws of the country. 
The coverage also includes in-depth analysis of contemporary social, economic and cultural developments and 
challenges of the Emirates.
Prerequisite: ENGL 100 (Co-req); Semester: 1 & 2
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esPU 200/210 english for special Purposes (Business & science)
The objective of these courses is to develop students’ work-related English language and communication skills. 
Conventions of spoken and written usage for various purposes in the workplace are studied. The course also aims to 
enlarge students’ vocabularies and enrich their knowledge of ways to express ideas. Students use a computer lab 
for writing tasks.
Prerequisites: ENGL 105; Semester offered: 1 & 2

Humanities and social science Requirements

GUAG 100 UAe Government
This course is an introductory route on learning about the governments’ types and its hierarchy with emphasis on
the UAE Government (Federal and Local Government). It introduces student to the federal government and local
government entities. It also gives an insight on the structure of federal and local government of the UAE. The course
aims at providing students with an insight on the responsibilities of the federal and local governments, including
The Federal National Council (FNC) and its election process. It also aims at expanding student’s knowledge on
understanding Government-related strategies plans, policies and regulations. Additionally, it enriches their awareness
on the federal / local government entities role, mandate and services to UAE citizens.
Prerequisite ENGL 100; Semester offered: 1 or 2

GCUs 100 Culture and society
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to specific aspects of social and cultural life. Selected topics will 
be studied to illustrate how particular modes and perspectives of cultures and society are applied to real life case 
studies. These topics will include; culture, fieldwork methods and techniques, adaptation, language, kinship, descent 
and marriage, culture and personality and applied anthropology.
Prerequisite: ENGL 100; Semester offered:  1 or 2

GCII 100 Contemporary International Issues
The purpose of this course is to raise students’ awareness of the world around them, and help them interact with 
unfolding global changes. The coverage includes: global poverty, population, growth, global resources, global 
security issues, global threats, world organizations, NGOs women’s movements, the changing of the world state-
system, technology and its impact on the world today on all aspects of life, among other topics.
Prerequisite: ENGL 100; Semester offered:  1 or 2

GPsy 100 Psychology & society 
To provide the opportunity to acquire comprehensive knowledge of human behavior and the social context in 
which human being exists. The coverage includes a wide range of theories in psychology, social psychology, human 
social behavior, child development, cognitive development, interpersonal relations, mental illness parenting and 
other issues that enhance students understanding of human behavior to the real world.
Prerequisite: ENGL 100; Semester offered:  1 or 2
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GsoC 100 sociology and society
The purpose of this course is to introduce the fundamental theories and research methods used by sociologists and 
other social scientists to understand major social problems and phenomena. The coverage includes theories of 
social interaction, social stratification and inequality, social institutions, family, religion, government and the economy, 
communities, population and the environment.
Prerequisites: ENGL 100; Semester offered:  1 or 2

GLAW 100 Law and society
The purpose of this course is to provide necessary knowledge and basic understanding of the UAE legal system, an 
individual’s interaction with the commercial environment and the commercial entities which exist in the UAE.
Prerequisite: ENGL 100; Semester offered:  1 or 2

GeDU 100 education & the Future
This course is designed to introduce students to current and emerging educational practices and technologies by 
focusing on the changing nature of mankind’s relationship to information and knowledge. The purpose of this course 
is to explore the likely impact of various educational technology scenarios and changes in education practices 
have on education, society and the lives of ordinary people.
Prerequisite: ENGL 100; Semester offered: 1 or 2 

GtoR 100 Leisure & tourism in a Contemporary society
The purpose of this course is to develop students’ understanding of the growing importance of leisure and tourism 
in the contemporary UAE. It is a broad-based unit, which focuses primarily on society and the social dimension of 
leisure, encouraging students to understand the structure and organization of leisure and tourism and their role in 
the economy and their socio-cultural and environmental implications.
Prerequisite: ENGL 100; Semester offered:  1 or 2

natural and Applied science Requirements

GCeI 100 Contemporary environmental Issues
The purpose of this course is to explore environmental change on a global scale, emphasizing the fundamental 
concepts of matter, energy, and ecology as applied to contemporary concerns. Environmental issues impacting 
the countries of the world are discussed in order to develop an international perspective on the environmental 
challenges facing our planet.
Co-requisite: ENGL 100; Semester offered: 1 or 2 

GHso 100 Health and society  
The course will focus on the development of health education over time and its effect on society. It will enable 
students to understand the concepts of general health related to society.  The course will cover: health and disease, 
public health, sciences related to public health, health care and health education sports.
Co-requisite: ENGL 100; Semester offered: 1 or 2 
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GARC 100 Architectural Culture
This course will provide students with understanding of the direct relationship between architecture and culture.  
It covers topics such as types, style, and expressionism, meaning of form and configuration and its relation to 
the society, symbolism, and cultural issues.  It also includes comparison between vernacular and contemporary 
architecture, architecture and culture, social, cultural and philosophical arenas in which architecture exists are 
examined.
Co-requisite: ENGL 100; Semester offered:  1 or 2 

GBIo 100 Biotechnology
This course explains the basics of biotechnology. It describes the structure and function of genes and their role in the 
modern technology tools. It also elaborates the applications of gene technology in the human uses, environment 
and food and agriculture areas.
Co-requisite: ENGL 100; Semester offered:  1 or 2

GHUB 100 Human Biology
The purpose of this course is to provide students with the necessary knowledge of the human body and biology. 
The course will focus on the human body and its related systems. It will enable students to understand the concepts 
of human physiology and the operations of its systems. The coverage includes: the human body in general, the 
physical composition, the bodily systems and the senses.
Co-requisite: ENGL 100; Semester offered:  1 or 2
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CoLLeGe oF BUsIness ADMInIstRAtIon
supporting Business Requirements

GCMM 105 Communication skills (english)
The purpose of this course is to present an overview of the foundations of human communication, with particular 
emphasis on the skills necessary to establish and maintain effective professional and personal relationships. The 
course covers the elements, principles and goals of human communication. It deals with developing the skills of 
interpersonal, cultural and workplace communication.
Prerequisite: ENGL 105; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BeCn 100 Microeconomics
The purpose of this course is to familiarize students with the essential microeconomics tools to 1) study how 
consumers and businesses make decisions in the face of resource scarcity, 2) examine how their interactions in 
the market determines prices and quantities of goods, and 3) assess the efficiency of markets in the presence of 
government influence and under different market structures. It is hoped that as a result of taking this course, students 
will develop an appreciation of the economic way of thinking about real-world problems and develop interest in 
pursuing a career in economics.
Prerequisite: ENGL 105 (Co-requisite), GMAT 110; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BeCn 225 Macroeconomics
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to the macroeconomic way of reasoning. The course addresses 
key topics such as determination of output, unemployment, interest rates and inflation. Monetary and fiscal policies 
are also discussed besides public debt and international economic issues. The course also introduces basic models 
of macroeconomics and illustrates principles with the experience of the UAE and other economies. 
Prerequisite: BECN 100 & GMAT 115; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BeCn 250 Money and Banking
The purpose of this course is to study operations of the financial institutions and markets which operate in the UAE 
and in the major western countries. The coverage includes both practical and theoretical viewpoints relating to 
interest rate determination, term structure of interest, financial market efficiency, regulation and internationalization.  
Prerequisite: BECN 225; Semester offered: 1 & 2

GCRt 200 Critical and Creative thinking
The purpose of this course is to explore the skills needed for effective reasoning and problem solving. The term 
‘critical’	implies	care	and	precision	in	all	forms	of	evaluation	and	judgment	and	is	best	displayed	in	acts	of	
reasoning, including arguments and explanations. Evaluation and judgment will be explored in the course. The term 
‘creative’	implies	that	reasoning	is	not	a	precise	process.	It	requires	effective	lateral	thought	and	the	use	of	sound	
judgment.
Prerequisite: ENGL 105; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BstA 200 statistical Analysis
The purpose of the course is to acquaint students with the basic concepts of statistics and probabilities that will 
help them make decisions using UAE data. Coverage includes: basic probability, probability distribution functions, 
estimation and confidence interval, sampling techniques, hypothesis testing, simple and multiple regression models. 
Prerequisite: GMAT 115; Semester offered: 1 & 2
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BBUs 225 Research Methods
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to the necessary skills required in conducting a scientific 
research. Specifically, students are introduced to problem identifications, literature review, proposal development, 
approaches to undertaking systematic research either using empirical and/or non-empirical approaches, 
communicating research results, managing of research projects etc.  
Prerequisite: BSTA 200, GCRT 200; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BBUs 250 Business negotiating skills
The purpose of this course is to improve students’ negotiation skills in business and capacity to acquire and 
effectively use power. Its premise is that to be effective, managers must possess both strong analytical skills to identify 
solutions to business problems and a broad array of negotiation skills to empower acceptance of those solutions.
Prerequisite: BMNG 200, GCRT 200; Semester offered: 1 & 2

Business Core Requirements

BACC 205 Principles of Financial Accounting
The course introduces students to accounting concepts, principles and processes underlying the production of 
financial statements. It focuses on the analyses, measurement and reporting of business transactions to users of 
financial statements. It also examines uses and limitations of accounting information, as well as the ethical issues 
affecting financial statements.
Prerequisite: ENGL 105 (Co-requisite); Semester offered: 1 & 2

BACC 210 Principles of Managerial Accounting
This course examines the role of accounting information in managing organizations. It focuses on concepts and 
tools used in planning operations, controlling activities and decision making. Topics covered include fundamental 
cost concepts, cost-volume profit analysis, budgetary planning, responsibility accounting and performance 
evaluation, incremental analysis and capital budgeting.
Prerequisite: BACC 205; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BBUs 200 quantitative Methods for Business
The purpose of this course is to model and solve decision problems in business using decision tools such as linear 
programming (LP), waiting line models, project management models, transportation and assignment models etc. 
Suitable software will be used to help solve the problems. 
Prerequisite: BSTA 200, GMAT 115; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BFIn 200 Principles of Financial Management
The purpose of this course is to help student understanding management of finance within a business organization. 
The coverage includes the sources of finance, the basic financial techniques such as TVM techniques used for 
making decisions in relation to valuation of financial instruments, risk and return trade off.
Prerequisite: BACC 205; Semester offered: 1 & 2
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BMnG 200 Management & organization Behavior
The purpose of this course is to discuss the nature of management practices in relation to UAE organizations.  The 
course develops an understanding of the behavior of people within UAE organizations and the significance of 
managing this behavior in today’s business environment.  The coverage includes the internal nature of organizations 
from a theoretical and practical point of view.
Prerequisite: ENGL 105 (Co-requisite); Semester offered: 1 & 2

BMRk 200 Principles of Marketing
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to the marketing process, global market place and consumers, 
integrated marketing communication and marketing plan.
Prerequisite: ENGL 105 (Co-requisite); Semester offered: 1 & 2

BBUs 215 Fundamentals of Management Information systems
The purpose of this course is to focus on the nature and value of information in business organizations. The coverage 
includes the sources of management information and how these can be used in the decision-making process via 
electronic and paper-based communication. It enables the students to develop applications and to recommend 
how information management systems should be used in business. 
Prerequisite: ITGN 120, BMNG 200; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BBUs 305 Business Law
This course focuses on business law within the context of constitutional rights and civil law. Topics include legal 
forms of business organization and ownership, contract and sales law, government regulation of business and laws 
relating to business, bankruptcy, finance, banking and insurance. 
Prerequisite: ESPU 200; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BFIn 305 Corporate Finance
This course is designed to provide students with principles that corporations use to make this investing and financing 
decisions. The coverage includes capital budgeting, cost of capital and raising capital in the market, analyzing 
impact of leverage, dividend policy and working capital management.
Prerequisite: BACC 210, BFIN 200, BSTA 200; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BMnG 310 Production and services operations Management
The main purpose of this subject is to give future managers an understanding of the variety and importance of 
the management decisions faced in the production and operations area in different manufacturing and service 
organizations. The course equips them with the tools and techniques necessary to approach and solve production 
and operations management problems effectively. 
Prerequisite: BBUS 200, BFIN 200, BSTA 200; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BMnG 315 International Business Management
This course aims at introducing the students to the various practices, environments and functions involved in the 
field of international business. It includes analysis of the environmental factors (such as culture, communication, 
behavior) at the international, national and industrial levels. The course addresses the functional areas of business 
(Marketing, Finance, Production and Human resources) and assesses, in this respect, the global competitiveness of 
the UAE economy. 
Prerequisite: BBUS 305, BMNG 200; Semester offered: 1 & 2
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BBUs 350 Business & society
The purpose of this course is to understand the symbiotic relationship between business and society in terms of 
the moral and ethical dimensions of the power placed in the hands of owners and managers and to confront and 
analyze complex dilemmas related to the social context of business. 
Prerequisite: 60 CH; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BBUs 400 strategic Management (Capstone)
The purpose of the course is to stimulate and develop students’ awareness and understanding of the key concepts 
of Strategic Management. The coverage includes situational analysis, the generation of choices of alternate actions 
and issues of implementation of the chosen course of action. 
Prerequisite: 114 CH; Semester offered: 1 & 2

Accounting Major Requirements

BACC 301 Cost and Managerial Accounting
This course examines the tools and procedures used to accumulate cost data and information for planning, control 
and decision making. Topics include cost accumulation and allocation, product and process costing, activities-
based costing, transfer pricing, flexible budgets and variance analysis.
Prerequisite: BACC 210, Semester offered: 1

BACC 307 Accounting Information systems
This course provides an overview of accounting information systems and illustrates the importance of information 
technology for accountants. The coverage includes a variety of information technologies including manual, 
file-oriented and database systems that are used in accounting subsystems. The relative advantages and 
disadvantages of each type of technology are highlighted and discussed.
Prerequisite: BBUS 215, BACC 301; Semester offered: 1

BACC 313 Intermediate Accounting 1
This course discusses the conceptual framework underlying contemporary financial reporting standards and 
practices. The course focuses on measurement, reporting and disclosure issues related to short and long- term 
assets.
Prerequisite: BACC 210; Semester offered: 1

BACC 314 Intermediate Accounting 2
This course discusses the conceptual framework underlying contemporary financial reporting standards and 
practices. The course focuses on measurement, reporting and disclosure issues related to short and long- term 
liabilities, leases, shareholders equity and earnings per share.  
Prerequisite: BACC 313; Semester offered: 2

BACC 416 International Accounting
This course provides students with a broad perspective of international accounting and reporting issues that 
multinational corporations face. The course covers international accounting standards, financial reporting practices 
in different countries, international harmonization of financial reporting, accounting for foreign currency transactions 
and other financial reporting issues.
Prerequisite: BACC 314; Semester offered: 2
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BACC 421 Principles of taxation
This course provides students with basic concepts and procedures associated with individual and corporate tax 
systems. Topics covered include sources of income, measurement of taxable income, taxation rates, tax exemptions, 
liability for taxes and the role of the state in collecting taxes.
Prerequisite: BACC 313; Semester offered: 1

BACC 424 Internal Auditing
This course focuses on internal auditing concepts and techniques in terms of current practices and standards. It 
covers the practice of internal auditing in UAE, international standards for internal auditing, fraud and risk controls, 
gathering and documenting evidence, internal controls, managing the internal audit function, communication 
engagement outcomes, and follow-up procedures.
Prerequisite: BACC 313; Semester offered: 2

BACC 426 oil and Gas Accounting 
This course addresses accounting for oil and gas activities. The course also covers accounting standards and 
disclosures applied in the oil and gas industry of the UAE.
Prerequisite: BACC 314; Semester offered: 2

entrepreneurship Management Major Requirements

BBeM 301 Family Business (the next Generation)
This course focuses on learn about family business dynamics and conflicts; preparing to take charge. Analyze 
Non-family members of management, second and third generation issues, family business governance (the use of 
boards and family meetings) and succession planning. 
Prerequisites: BMNG 200, 60 CH; Semester offered: 1

BsCL 301 supply Chain operations
The course examines methods to integrate the processes of product distribution and managing the supply channels 
using the power and speed of electronic connectivity. The coverage includes: collaborative demand planning 
(CPFR), lean logistics, lean supply chain operations, customer accommodation, market distribution strategy, 
procurement-manufacturing strategy, operational integration, information networks, ERP, inventory management 
and strategy), demand amplification and volatility (bull whip effects) in supply chain, reducing variability, materials 
management, inventory models and vendor – co/managed inventory.
Prerequisites: BMNG 310, 60 CH; Semester offered: 1

BBeM 303 new Products & services Development   
The course focuses on technology gate-keeping, identifying resources, marketing and market research in both 
stated and inchoate markets for new products and services, product and service development champions, stages in 
product (service) development and innovations (from inventions to diffusion), in UAE region-specific contexts, clusters 
and knowledge transfers and global contexts. 
Prerequisites: BMNG 200, 60 CH; Semester offered: 1
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BBeM 307 Managing Venture Growth and transition      
The course focuses on identifying and analyzing: 1) market for growth; (2) growth and success factors and planning 
for growth; (3) barriers to growth and (4) resourcing growth.  
Prerequisites: BFIN 305, 60 CH; Semester offered: 1

BFIn 328 Venture Capital Finance
The purpose of the course is to build student skills, frameworks and knowledge in venture capital finance of small 
and medium enterprises. Most companies are at a relatively early stage of maturity and by definition are not publicly 
listed on exchanges. The context of venture capital is different than that of traditional corporate finance. The skills 
and frameworks are therefore, of necessity, more focused on cash flow, returns and recognizable value. The syllabus 
includes risk management, types of investment and funding sources, modeling opportunities, examine venture 
capital funding, conduct due diligence, technology transfers and IP acquisitions.
Prerequisite: BFIN 305; Semester offered: 2

BBeM 402 International entrepreneurship   
The purpose of this course is to improve students’ negotiation skills in international entrepreneurship, identify solutions 
to international business problems and empower acceptance of solutions. 
Prerequisites: BFIN 305, BMNG 315 (Co-requisite); Semester offered: 2

BMnG 406 small Business Management
The purpose of this course is to examine small business management, managing the transition from small business 
entrepreneur to manager, growth of the small business and preparing a business plan for growth.
Prerequisite: BFIN 200, BMNG 200, BBUS 305; Semester offered: 2

BMnG 445 total quality Management & Continuous Improvement
The course focuses on quality and continuous improvement encompassing the entire organization from supplier to 
customer, and how organizations achieve it. The coverage includes approaches to quality management, systems 
and procedures for planning, control and continuous improvement of quality, barriers to implementation of TQM, 
quality audit and benchmarking.
Prerequisites: BMNG 310; Semester offered: 1 & 2

Finance & Banking Major Requirements

BFIn 309 Financial Mathematics
This course helps in-depth understanding of financial tools required for making investments and managerial finance 
decisions.  Apply them to current investment, banking and financial process. Topics include review of time value 
of money (TVM) for continuous cash flows, statistical concepts of financial returns, computation of money market 
yields, basic portfolio return measurement, application of normal and lognormal distributions to financial returns, 
and Derivation of E-V components.
Prerequisite: BFIN 305; Semester offered: 1
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BFIn 316 Financial statement Analysis
This course focuses on the three major financial statements: the balance sheet, the income statement and the 
statement of cash flows. For each financial statement, the course details its purpose, construction, pertinent ratios 
and common-size analysis. Understanding these concepts allow a student to evaluate trends in performance over 
several measurement periods and to compare the performance of different companies over the same period(s). 
Additional analyst tools such as EPS calculation are also covered.
Prerequisite: BFIN 305; Semester offered: 1

BFIn 317 International Finance and Banking
The purpose of this course is to focus on international finance theory with current practical applications. The 
coverage includes: international financial markets including banks, exchange rate determination and government 
influence on exchange rates, interest rate parity, international fisher effect, exchange rate risk management, 
managing economic and translation exposures.
Prerequisite: BFIN 309; Semester offered: 2

BFIn 328 Venture Capital Finance
The purpose of the course is to build student skills, frameworks and knowledge in venture capital finance of small 
and medium enterprises. Most companies are at a relatively early stage of maturity and by definition are not publicly 
listed on exchanges. The context of venture capital is different than that of traditional corporate finance. The skills 
and frameworks are therefore, of necessity, more focused on cash flow, returns and recognizable value. The syllabus 
includes risk management, types of investment and funding sources, modeling opportunities, examine venture 
capital funding, conduct due diligence, technology transfers and IP acquisitions.
Prerequisite: BFIN 316; Semester offered: 2

BFIn 408 Investment Analysis
The purpose of this course is to investigate trading in financial securities such as stocks and bonds. The coverage 
includes: trading of securities, analysis of risk and return (using UAE data) diversification, CAPM & APT pricing models, 
analysis of efficient market hypothesis, bond and stock valuation and technical analysis.
Prerequisite: BFIN 316; Semester offered: 1

BFIn 412 Managing Investment Portfolios
The purpose of this course is to manage investment portfolios for individual and institutional investors. The coverage 
includes: managing band portfolios, macroeconomic and industry analysis, investment strategies, performance 
evaluation and active portfolio management.
Prerequisite: BFIN 408; Semester offered: 2

BFIn 431 Management of Banks and other Financial Institutions
The purpose of this course is to investigate nature of intermediation in financial institutions (commercial and 
investment banks, insurance companies and Islamic banks) and products developed and managed by these 
institutions.
Prerequisite: BFIN 317; Semester offered: 1
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BFIn 437 Risk Management 
The purpose of the course is to examine the business aspects of risk management as well as corporate application 
of principles of risk management. The coverage includes risk management, ERM, risk pooling, and use of derivatives 
(options, future, forwards, swaps) for risk management of institutions.
Prerequisite: BFIN 431; Semester offered: 2

Human Resources Management Major Requirements

BMnG 301 Human Resources Management
The main purpose of this course is to give future human resources managers an understanding of the variety and 
the importance of human resource management functions in today’s business environment, and how it is changing 
in response to the recent trends in the work place. It illustrates how all managers can use HR concepts and 
techniques in their organizations. 
Prerequisite: BMNG 200; Semester offered: 1

BHRM 301 HR Planning & Development
This course examines effective utilization and application of HR practices; understand strategies for assessing, 
designing and implementing training and HR development efforts in UAE. 
Prerequisites: BMNG 200; Semester offered: 1

BHRM 303 employment Law and Legal Aspects
This course emphasizes on laws related to the hiring process, equal employment opportunity and special 
employment requirements for UAE expatriates. 
Prerequisites: BBUS 305; Semester offered: 2

BHRM 307 Financial Impacts of HR strategies  
This course focuses on identifying financial impact of various human resource strategies, policies, and practices. It 
also deals with analysis and measurements of HR turnover, compensation and salaries, benefits, staffing, training, and 
career development. 
Prerequisites: BMNG 200, BACC 210; Semester offered: 2

BHRM 402 Performance Management, Compensation and employee Benefits
This course focuses on: strategic performance management considerations, performance system implementation 
through MIS, analyzing employee development, team performance management, compensation practice, internal 
alignment, external competitiveness, pay-for-performance and management of compensation systems in the UAE. 
Prerequisites: BHRM 303, BACC 210; Semester offered: 1

BHRM 404 strategic HR Management
The course focuses on how to manage people in unionized and UAE context, analyzes best practices in attracting, 
retaining and developing employees, the ethical implications of off-shoring and future challenges in strategic HRM in 
UAE if union activity is detected. 
Prerequisites: BHRM 301; Semester offered: 1
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BHRM 406 International HR Management
This course addresses topics in comprehend multinational context and global organizational strategy. The course 
also focuses on functional HRM in MNC and global HR issues in the host country context and future international 
HRM trends and challenges. 
Prerequisites: BMNG 315, BHRM 303; Semester offered: 2

BHRM 408 employee Relations
This course introduces employment relations issues. These issues include an explanation of the unique features of 
the employment relationship and an exploration of the differing interests of employers, workers and other relevant 
stakeholders. Also, this course describes the economic, sociological and psychological aspects of employment 
relations.
Prerequisites: BHRM 303; Semester offered: 2

Management Major Requirements

BMnG 301 Human Resources Management
The main purpose of this course is to give future human resources managers an understanding of the variety and 
the importance of human resource management functions in today’s business environment, and how it is changing 
in response to the recent trends in the work place. It illustrates how all managers can use HR concepts and 
techniques in their organizations. 
Prerequisite: BMNG 200; Semester offered: 1

BMnG 303 Advanced organizational Behavior
The course focuses on organizational effectiveness in UAE and the development of a continuous improvement 
model. Evaluate roles of culture, power, politics and interpersonal conflict in UAE organizations, leadership behavior 
and current trends in motivation.
Prerequisite: BMNG 200; Semester offered: 1

BMnG 311 Management of service organizations
The main purpose of this course is to focus on decision making in UAE service organizations such as health care, 
hotel care, hotel, banking and finance, transportation, leisure and government. Both conceptual and application of 
management techniques to problems peculiar to service organizations in UAE are covered.
Prerequisite: BMNG 303; Semester offered: 2

BMnG 406 small Business Management
The purpose of this course is to examine small business management, managing the transition from small business 
entrepreneur to manager; growth of the small business and preparing a business plan for growth.
Prerequisite: BFIN 200, BBUS 305; Semester offered: 2

BMnG 416 emerging Issues in Management 
The course deals with the exploration of emerging issues such as problems facing management in multicultural 
and international environments in UAE. The delivery is in the format of a seminar with each student participating in a 
debate related to a specific issue.
Prerequisite: 96 CH; Semester offered: 2
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BMnG 423 Leadership Development
This course covers the different theories and styles of leadership and their effectiveness and ineffectiveness in 
UAE context. Different motivation theories will be studied as to how they relate to effective or ineffective leadership 
practices.  The different types of power and the power centers in UAE organizations will be studied along with the 
restraints and the limits power.
Prerequisite: BMNG 301; Semester offered: 1

BMnG 424 Change Management
This course covers management of change in UAE organizations. Topics include: sources of change, resistance 
to change, coping with change, leading organizational change, models of organizational change, creation and 
change of organizational cultures with specific reference to UAE.
Prerequisite: BMNG 311; Semester offered: 1

BMnG 445 total quality Management & Continuous Improvement
The course focuses on quality and continuous improvement encompassing the entire organization from supplier to 
customer and how organizations achieve it. The coverage includes approaches to quality management, systems 
and procedures for planning, control and continuous improvement of quality, barriers to implementation of TQM, 
quality audit and benchmarking.
Prerequisites: BMNG 310; Semester offered: 1 & 2

Marketing Major Requirements

BMRk 301 Marketing Management
This course focuses on managing the marketing activities in a dynamic and competitive environment. It introduces 
the students to a simulation program, which gives a real life scenario of the strategies for achieving a competitive 
advantage. The course also focuses on developing a marketing plan for a product considering the target market, 
segmentation and the four Ps (product, place, price, and promotion) of marketing. The students are also required to 
present the developed marketing plan.
Prerequisite: BMRK 200; Semester offered: 1

BMRk 303 Marketing Channels
The course focuses on the management and managerial framework of marketing channels.  It provides insights 
into the theory, research and practice of channel decisions. Recent changes in the global, socio-cultural and 
technological areas are covered in the course. The course also covers implementation strategies of the channel 
design.  Students are required to analyze and present a real company’s marketing channel structure and provide 
suggestions for improvements. 
Prerequisite: BMRK 200; Semester offered: 2

BMRk 309 services Marketing
The purpose of this course is to develop advanced knowledge of Services Marketing and their applications in 
different service industries. The course introduces service sectors, service strategy, service delivery process, pricing of 
services, managing service employees and customers, customer satisfaction, service quality and customer retention.
Prerequisite: BMRK 200; Semester offered: 1
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BMRk 321 Consumer Behavior
The purpose of this course is to enable students to develop understanding of customer dynamics, in which 
consumer behavior influences marketing decisions. The course addresses the topics such as perception, 
comprehension, learning and memory, attitude, personality and lifestyle, consumer decision making, cultures and 
sub-culture.
Prerequisite: BBUS 225, BMRK 200; Semester offered: 2

BMRk 412 Marketing Research
The purpose of this course is to enable students to understand research process considering a real life project. 
The students are required to formulate research issue, research objectives, and research questions. Qualitative and 
quantitative research methods are considered.  The data are collected and analyzed through SPSS. A research report 
is developed and presented at the end of the course.
Prerequisite: BMRK 321; Semester offered: 1

BMRk 418 International Marketing strategies 
This course first introduces students to international marketing environments.  Following that it explains different 
tactics for development and implementation of international marketing strategies.   The main purpose of this course 
is to examine the marketing systems and marketing operations in various countries. Appropriate marketing strategies 
for developing global markets including the cultural, political and economic infrastructure of foreign markets will 
be formulated. This course provides the students hands on experience to global marketing through a simulation 
program.
Prerequisite: BMRK 301; Semester offered: 1

BMRk 424 sales Management
This course focuses on applying different sales strategies for various target markets whether individuals or corporate businesses.  
It addresses topics such as the sales functions, ethics in sales, verbal and non-verbal communication, prospective techniques, 
presentation methods, objection handling techniques, closing techniques, and feedback approaches.  
Prerequisite: 96 CH; Semester offered: 2

BMRk 426 Advertising & Promotion Management
This course first introduces students to Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC) and its roles.  Following that it 
analyzes the role of advertising agencies, and introduces the communication process.  Budgeting and program 
development are integral part of this course.  Application and evaluation of creative strategies, media planning 
strategies, and direct marketing methods enhance the students’ knowledge and prepare them for careers in 
advertising.
Prerequisite: BMRK 321; Semester offered: 2
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supply Chain & Logistics Management Major Requirements

BsCL 301 supply Chain operations
The course examines methods to integrate the processes of product distribution and managing the supply channels 
using the power and speed of electronic connectivity. The coverage includes: collaborative demand planning 
(CPFR), lean logistics, lean supply chain operations, customer accommodation, market distribution strategy, 
procurement-manufacturing strategy, operational integration, information networks, ERP, inventory management 
and strategy, demand amplification and volatility (bull whip effects) in supply chain, reducing variability, materials 
management, inventory models and vendor – co/managed inventory.
Prerequisites: BMNG 310, 60 CH; Semester offered: 1

BsCL 304 Warehousing & Materials Handling
The course focuses on the concept of warehousing in supply chain and its relevant terminology methods and 
tools necessary for analysis and management of warehousing. The course offers the methods on how to apply new 
technology, minimize spending, and create efficient, stream-lined operations.
Prerequisites: BMNG 310, 60 CH; Semester offered: 2

BsCL 307 Global supply Chain strategy and Design
The course provides a global perspective to logistics and supply chain management, featuring both practical and 
strategic approach to supply chain design and management in different industries. 
Prerequisites: BMNG 310, 60 CH; Semester offered: 1

BsCL 311 strategic Procurement and sourcing
The course outlines the most current methods in purchasing and supply chain management which help to 
transform purchasing theory into purchasing practices and implementation. Course topics also cover purchasing 
business processes, strategic sourcing relationship and supplier management. 
Prerequisites: BMNG 310, 60 CH; Semester offered: 1 

BsCL 402 transportation and Distribution
This course provides basic concepts of economic analysis with respect to the transportation and distribution sector 
and the tools necessary to undertake transport and distribution project evaluation. The course also applies these 
concepts to evaluate private and public decisions associated with transportation and distribution
Prerequisites: BMNG 310, 60 CH; Semester offered: 2

BsCL 404 sCLM technology and Information systems
The purpose of this course is to illustrate the importance of information technology for SCM. The course provides 
documentation and an overview of E-Business and SCLM technologies such as RFID, tracking systems, ERP concepts, 
WMS warehouse management systems, TMS transportation management systems, and SCM software capabilities. 
Prerequisites: BMNG 310, 60 CH; Semester offered: 2

BsCL 406 Modeling and simulation of supply Chains
This course enables students to understand the complex interactions between stages in the supply chain and how changes 
at one or more stages affect the supply chain performance. Instructor selected software will be used in the course.
Prerequisites: BMNG 310, 60 CH; Semester offered: 2
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BMnG 445 total quality Management & Continuous Improvement
The course focuses on quality and continuous improvement encompassing the entire organization from supplier to 
customer and how organizations achieve it. The coverage includes approaches to quality management, systems 
and procedures for planning, control and continuous improvement of quality, barriers to implementation of TQM, 
quality audit and benchmarking.
Prerequisites: BMNG 310; Semester offered: 1 & 2

BsCL 465 Internship (for non-working students)
This course provides students with practical experience in an organizational setting and helps students to improve 
their skills. This course develops students’ professional attitudes and competence in the application of learned 
theories and concepts. The course requires developing a research report on an identified task and present it at the 
end of the Internship.  
Prerequisites: 117 CH; Semester offered: 2 (2 months)

BsCL 470 Industry Project (for working students)
The purpose of this course is to provide the working students with practical experience in an organization setting 
where learning and doing are the chief objectives. Students will develop competence in the application of theory, 
skills and attitudes, by requiring them to undertake an industry project via research and analysis of an actual 
business problem /opportunity and to propose a solution/development (business case), or develop a business 
plan, resulting in both an oral and a written presentation. 
Prerequisites: 117 CH; Semester offered: 2
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CoLLeGe oF InFoRMAtIon teCHnoLoGy
It Core Requirements

ItGn 215 Introduction to Information systems
The purpose of this course is to introduce students to contemporary information systems and demonstrate how 
these systems are used throughout global organizations. Coverage includes key components of information systems 
and how these components can be integrated and managed to create competitive advantage. The course also 
provides an introduction to systems and development concepts, technology acquisition and various types of 
application software.
Prerequisite: BMNG 200, ITGN 115; Semester offered: 1& 2

ItGn 230 Introduction to Programming
The purpose of this course is to introduce the student to the general principles and concepts of programming. 
Coverage includes problem-solving, structured algorithms, program design and implementation.  The course is 
delivered using an appropriate IT programming language such as Java and Visual Basic.
Prerequisite: ITGN 115; Semester offered: 2

ItGn 235 Principles of networking
The purpose of the course is to provide essential knowledge on networking infrastructure, different types of networks 
and network hardware and software.  Coverage includes data transmission, hubs, switches, routers, topology, wiring 
and physical topology Protocol, layering LAN, WAN and internetworking.
Prerequisite: ITGN 120; Semester offered: 1

ItGn 250 Database Management systems
The purpose of this course is to provide essential knowledge for the design and implementation of relational 
databases. Coverage includes conceptual E-R modeling, logical and physical design of relational databases and 
introduction to SQL language.
Prerequisite: ITGN 215; Semester offered: 1

ItGn 255 operating systems Administration
This course examines the concepts and administrative aspects of operating systems. Topics covered include 
Operating system fundamentals, including history, process and thread management, concurrency with semaphores 
and monitors, deadlocks, storage management, file systems, security management and I/O applications. 
Prerequisites: ITGN 120; Semester offered: 1

ItGn 260 It Project Management
The purpose of this course is to discuss project management principles, methodologies, tools and techniques used 
in developing IT-based projects.  Coverage includes organizational and human factors in IT-project management 
analysis and planning of IT projects.
Prerequisite: ITGN 215 Semester offered: 2
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ItGn 315 object oriented Programming
The purpose of this course is to provide essential knowledge of advanced programming aspects. Coverage includes 
Object Oriented Programming, classes and objects, inheritance, polymorphism, Advanced Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) and the development of comprehensive projects.
Prerequisite: ITGN 230; Semester offered: 2

ItGn 321 object-oriented Analysis & Design
The purpose of this course is to provide a sound understanding of the fundamental concepts of Object Oriented 
Software Engineering. Coverage includes Object Oriented Analysis (OOA), development (OOD) and implementation 
(OOI), Visual Modeling using the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and interactive OOS development.
Prerequisite: ITGN 315, ITGN 260, ITGN 321; Semester offered: 1

ItGn 323 enterprise Architecture
The purpose of this course is to provide students with an understanding of the theoretical and practical issues 
related to the design, selection, implementation and management of enterprise IT applications, systems and 
infrastructures. Coverage includes enterprise architecture frameworks, models, strategies and tools for infrastructure 
management. 
Prerequisites: ITGN 255; Semester offered: 2

ItGn 340 Human Computer Interface
The purpose of this course is to introduce human computer interface. Coverage includes user-centered design 
process, analysis of user needs, user interface models and ergonomics, task analysis, GUI design principles, 
guidelines and patterns, tools for user interface prototyping and user interface testing and evaluation.
Prerequisite: ITGN 315; Semester offered: 1

ItGn 345 Information systems security
The purpose of this course is to provide an overview of methods to assure secure and confidential information 
systems.  Coverage includes basic concepts of main security and privacy issues of the Internet and devices and 
implementation of security methods for the Web.
Prerequisite: ITGN 235; Semester offered: 1

ItGn 350 Web Design & Development
The purpose of this course is to provide essential knowledge for designing and developing client-side browser 
interfaces as well as maintaining a dynamic and interactive website.  Coverage includes advanced HTML, 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), extended Markup Language (XML) and JavaScript.
Prerequisite: ITGN 250; Semester offered: 2

ItGn 414 strategic Issues in Information systems
The purpose of this course is to develop the student’s critical understanding of the problems and opportunities 
faced by organizations with regard to information systems. Coverage includes strategy fundamentals, strategic 
management concepts to ensure IS development supports the business strategy and processes through suitable 
planning methods to implementation.
Prerequisite: ITGN 321 Semester offered: 2
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ItGn 416 It Audit and Control
The purpose of this course is to provide students with an overview of the control and auditing frameworks, methods, 
standards and approaches used in the audit and control of information systems in an organization. Students learn 
the impact of the IT audit and control function on the organization and will know how to create a control structure 
and then audit the IT infrastructure against it.
Prerequisites: ITGN 323, ITGN 345 Semester offered: 2

ItGn 440 Computing & Information systems Project (Capstone)
The purpose of this course is to provide an opportunity to research and develop a specific topic in the area 
of Computing and Information Systems. Coverage includes research methods, utilizing and applying various 
methodologies and techniques to design, implement, test and evaluate a specified project.
Prerequisite: 117, ITGN 340, ITGN 414 CH; Semester offered: 2

ItGn 465 Internship
The purpose of this course is to further develop knowledge and skills within an IT organizational set-up. Coverage 
would provide an opportunity to gain awareness of the workings of organizations, including aspects of social and 
human factors primarily within a student’s subject major.
Prerequisite: 117 CH; Semester offered: 2 (2 months)

ItGn 470 Industry Project (for working students)
The purpose of this course is to provide students with an applied learning experience through an industry project.  
The course requires students to undertake a project via research and analysis of an action IS problem/opportunity 
and to propose a solution/action plan, resulting in both an oral as well as a written presentation.
Prerequisite: 117 CH; Semester offered: 2

Concentration:  Information systems security

Itss 450 Information systems security Management
This course provides students with fundamentals of information systems security from a management perspective, 
as well as a thorough understanding of the administration of information security. Topics covered include security 
planning and policies, risk management, security implementation and maintenance, security and personnel and 
professional issues in IS security.
Prerequisites: ITGN 416; Semester offered: 1

Itss 451 ethical Hacking and network Defense
This course covers penetration-testing tools and techniques that ethical hackers and security testers use to protect 
computer networks. The course provides a structured knowledge base for preparing security professionals and 
Network Administrators to discover vulnerabilities and recommend solutions for tightening network security and 
protecting data from potential attackers.
Prerequisites: ITGN 416; Semester offered: 1
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Itss 455 Computer Forensics and Investigations
This course provides students with a comprehensive understanding of digital forensic principles and the collection, 
preservation, and analysis of digital evidence. Students learn about the importance of forensic principles and 
procedures, legal considerations, digital evidence controls and the documentation of forensic analysis.
Prerequisites: ITGN 345; Semester offered: 1

Itss 456 Database security and Auditing
This course provides students with an understanding of security concepts and practices as applied to database 
systems. Students learn principles of database security and how to develop database applications embedding from 
simple to sophisticated security and auditing models using advanced database systems and software tools.
Prerequisites: ITSS 455, ITGN 350; Semester offered: 2

Itss 458 Disaster Recovery Planning
The goal of this course is to expose students to the essentials of disaster recovery planning. Coverage includes 
disaster recovery process including the process of assessing risks that an organization faces, and then developing, 
documenting, implementing, testing and maintaining procedures that help the organization quickly return to normal 
operations and minimize losses after a disaster.
Prerequisites: ITSS 450; Semester offered: 2
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UD ContACt DIReCtoRy
College / Department name / title telephone 

(Direct) Fax email

Office of the President Dr. Eesa M. Bastaki 2072616 2219334 eesa@ud.ac.ae

Academic Affairs Prof. Ananth Rao, Chief Academic Officer 2072618 2072727 arao@ud.ac.ae 

College of Business 
Administration Prof. Mohamed Ibrahim, Dean 2072605 2242670 mibrahim@ud.ac.ae 

Department of Mangement Dr. Washika Haak Saheem, Chair  2072718 2242670 wsaheem@ud.ac.ae 

Department of Marketing & 
Supply Chain Logistics Prof. Mohamed Youssef 20727664 2242670 myoussef@ud.ac.ae

Department of Finance & 
Banking Dr. Reza Chowdhury, Chair 2072683 2242670 rchowdhury@ud.ac.ae

Department of Accounting Dr. Attiea Marie, Chair 2072608 2242670 amarie@ud.ac.ae

Department of Economics & 
Statistics Geoffrey Gachino, Chair 2072633 2242670 ggachino@ud.ac.ae

MBA Program Office Prof. Farouk Saleh, Program Director 2225411 Ext. 405 2211570 fsaleh@ud.ac.ae

College of Information 
Technology Dr. Hussein Fakhry, Dean 2072648 2232813 hfakhry@ud.ac.ae 

MSc Program Office Dr. Mathew Nicho, Program Director 2072720 2232813 mnicho@ud.ac.ae 

General Undergraduate 
Curriculum Requirements Dr. Ahmed Anwar, Director 2072655 2072727 aanwar@ud.ac.ae 

Center for English as a Second 
Language Dr. Milton Knutson, Head 2072689 2072727 mknutson@ud.ac.ae 

Center for Management & 
Executive Development Usha Kaul, Manager 2211187 Ext. 504 2072727 ukaul@ud.ac.ae 

Admission and Registration 
Department Baha Zabalawi, Assistant Manager 2072621 2219337 bzabalawi@ud.ac.ae

Marketing & Communications Matthew Van Tassel, PR Executive 2072661 2072672 mvantassel@ud.ac.ae

Student Recruitment Loubna Fathani, Assistant Manager 2072606 2340078 lfathani@ud.ac.ae

Student and Alumni Affairs Amina El Marzak, Manager 2072671 2233944 amarzak@ud.ac.ae 

Internship and Career 
Development Center Redempta San Jose, Executive 2072662 2233944 rsanjose@ud.ac.ae

Library & Learning Resources 
Center Ali Amour, Assistant Manager 2072789 2072727 aamour@ud.ac.ae 

Information Technology Services TBA, Manager 2072607 2072727 - - - - - - 

Institutional Effectiveness Justina Cardozo, Assistant Manager 2072644 2072727 jcardozo@ud.ac.ae 

Finance & Administration TBA 2072614 2072700 - - - - - - 

Human Resources Mohamed Fawzi, Executive 2072721 2072700 mfawzi@ud.ac.ae 

Accounts Department Mohamed Farook, 2072627 2072700 mfarook@ud.ac.ae 

Procurement Services Ammar Khalid, Executive 2072777 2219341 akhalid@ud.ac.ae
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ACADeMIC AFFAIRs 
Prof. Ananth Rao | Professor, Chief Academic Officer
Ph.D. (1991) Applied Economics – Banking
University of Minnesota – Twin Cities, USA
Contact: +971 (4) 2072618 | Email: arao@ud.ac.ae 

CoLLeGe oF BUsIness 
ADMInstRAtIon

Prof. Mohamed Ibrahim | Professor and Dean
Ph.D. (1985) - Accounting, CGA (1990)
University of  North Texas Denton, Texas, USA
Contact: +971 (4) 2072605 | Fax: +971 (4) 224-2670
Email: mibrahim@ud.ac.ae

Department of Marketing & supply Chain Logistics
Prof. Mohamed Youssef, Professor and Chair
Ph.D. (1991) Business Operation Management
City University of New York, USA
Contact: +971 (4) 2072664, Email: myoussef@ud.ac.ae

Dr. Rahim Hussain | Assistant Professor 
Ph.D. (2007) Marketing | Griffith University, Australia
Contact: +971 (4) 2072699 | Email: rhussain@ud.ac.ae

Dr. Eappen Thiruvattal | Assistant Professor
Ph.D. (2007) Marketing | University of Kent, UK
Contact: +971 (4) 2072703 | Email: ethiruvattal@ud.ac.ae

Dr. Laurent Tournois | Assistant Professor, Marketing & 
International Business
PhD (2007) Marketing
Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers, France
Contact: +971 (4) 2072653 | Email: ltournois@ud.ac.ae

Department of Management
Dr. Washika Haak-Saheem | Assistant Professor and Chair
Ph.D. (2008) Management & Organizational Behavior, IBM
University of Luneburg, Germany
Contact: +971 (4) 2072718 | Email: wsaheem@ud.ac.ae 

Dr. Harold Koster | Associate Professor, Ethics & Legal Aspects
PhD (2009) Corporate Law
Erasmus University Rotterdam, Netherlands
Contact: +971 (4) 2072637 | Email: hkoster@ud.ac.ae

Department of Accounting
Dr. Attiea Marie | Associate Professor and Chair
Ph.D. (1994) Accounting | Joint Program of: [Alexandria 
University, Egypt & Georgia State University, USA]
Contact: +971 (4) 2072608 |Email: amarie@ud.ac.ae

Department of Finance & Banking
Dr. Reza Haider Chowdhury | Assistant Professor and Chair
Ph.D. (2009) Finance | University of Alberta, Canada
Contact: +971 (4) 2072683 | Email: rchowdhury@ud.ac.ae

Dr. Imen Kouki, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. (2005) Business Finance
University Jean – Moulin 3, France
Contact: +971 (4) 2072658, Email: ikouki@ud.ac.ae

Dr. Imen Tebourbi, Assitant Professor
Ph.D. (2006) Finance
Universite Paris Dauphine (France)
Contact: +971 (4) 2072625, Email: itebourbi@ud.ac.ae

Department of economics & statistics
Dr. Geoffrey G. Gachino | Assistant Professor and Assistant Dean
Ph.D. (2006) Technical Change & Innovation | UNU-MERIT, Maastricht, 
Netherlands
Contact: +971 (4) 2072633 | Email: ggachino@ud.ac.ae

Dr. Amjad Al Nasser | Associate Professor
Ph. D. (2000) Statistics | National University of Malaysia
Contact: +971 (4) 2072656 | Email: anasser@ud.ac.ae

Dr. Genanew Bekele Worku | Assistant Professor
Ph.D. (2008) Economics | Johannes Kepler University of Linz, 
Austria
Contact: +971 (4) 2072623 | Email: gbekele@ud.ac.ae

Dr. Mahmoud Abdelbaky | Assistant Professor
Ph.D. (2006) Economics | Southern Illinois University, USA
Contact: +971 (4) 2072681 | Email: mabdelbaky@ud.ac.ae 

FACULty ContACt InFoRMAtIon
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CoLLeGe oF InFoRMAtIon 
teCHnoLoGy

Dr. Hussein Fakhry | Assistant Professor and Dean
Ph.D. (1994) Intelligent Computer Systems
University of Waterloo, Canada
Contact: +971 4 2072716 | Email: hfakhry@ud.ac.ae

Dr. Mathew Nicho | Assistant Professor
Ph.D. (2009) Information Systems 
Auckland University of Technology, New Zealand
Contact: +971 4 2072 720 | Email:  mnicho@ud.ac.ae 

Shafaq Khan | Assistant Professor
M.Sc. (2002) Computing & Information Systems
University of Hull, UK
 Contact: +971 4 2072 645 | Email: skhan@ud.ac.ae

Dr. Mohanad Ali Halaweh | Assistant Professor
Ph.D. (2009), Information Systems
De Montfort University, UK
Contact: +971 4 2072 647 | Email: mhalaweh@ud.ac.ae

Dr. Sami Miniaoui | Assistant Professor 
Ph.D. (2009) Information Systems
HEC Lausanne, Information System Institute, Switzerland
Contact: +971 4 2072 641 | Email:  sminiaoui@ud.ac.ae 

Mahmoud El Hindy | Teaching Assistant
B.Sc. Internet Computing (2005)
University of Dubai, UAE
Contact: +971 4 2072 650 | Email: mhendy@ud.ac.ae 

GeneRAL UnDeRGRADUAte 
CURRICULUM ReqUIReMents

Dr. Ahmad Anwar | Assistant Professor and Director
Ph.D. (1990), Logic & Critical Thinking | St. Andrews University, UK
Tel: +971 4 2072 655 | Email: aanwar@ud.ac.ae

Tahani Al Taha | Lecturer & Assistant Director
M.A. (1996), English Language & Linguistics | University of 
Baghdad, Iraq
Tel: +971 4 2072 680 | Email: ttaha@ud.ac.ae 

Dr. Ahmad Najim | Assistant Professor and Chair, Mathematics
Ph.D. (2000), Mathematics | IIT Roorkee, India
Tel: +971 4 2072 634 | Email: anajim@ud.ac.ae 

Dr. Milton Knutson, Head
Ph.D. (1993), Modern Languages (French & Spanish)|University 
of Arizona, USA
Tel: +971 4 2072 689 | Email: mknutson@ud.ac.ae

Hatim Khalil | Lecturer
M.A. (1999), English Literature | M.S.R. University of Baroda, India 
Tel: +971 4 2072 696 | Email: hkhalil@ud.ac.ae

sUPPoRt stAFF ContACt 
InFoRMAtIon

Munira Biscuitwala | Executive, CBA & CIT
Contact: +971 (4) 2072615 | Email: mbiscuitwala@ud.ac.ae

Leby Ashok | Administrator, GUCR
Tel: +971 4 2072 715 | Email: lashok@ud.ac.ae
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ACADeMIC CALenDAR 2013 - 2014 
UnDeRGRADUAte PRoGRAMs

FALL (1st ) seMesteR
DayDate  Event

Sun - Thu30/06 – 29/8/2013Admission of New & Transfer Students

Sun - Thu30/06 – 29/8/2013Placement Tests Commencement, & Readmissions

Sun – Thu25/08 – 29/08/2013Registration for Fall Semester

Sun – Thu25/08 – 29/08/2013New Students Orientation

Sat31/08/13Class Commencement

Sat - Thu   31/08 - 19/09/2013Add/Drop Period    

Sat - Thu   31/08 - 05/09/2013Late Registration Period

Thu12/09/13Readmission Deadline 

Sun18/09/2013Add/Drop Deadline(no refund)

Sat26/10/2013Commencements of Midterm Exams

Thu07/11/2013End of Midterm Exams

Thu07/11/2013Deadline to Apply for Makeup for Incomplete Midterm Exams 

Sat - Thu09/11 -14/11/2013Make-up Week for Incomplete Midterm Exams

 Thu21/11/2013 Course Withdrawal Deadline (no academic penalty, no refund - W Grade)

Sun - Thu17/11 - 21/11/2013Selection of Major (45 CH)/Change of Major Application

Sun-Thu08/12 – 12/12/2013Registration for Winter Semester & Early Booking for Spring Semester.

Sat-Thu14/12/2013 - 02/01/2014Mid year recess for students

Sat04/01/2014Commencement of Final Exams

Thu16/01/2014End of Final Exams

Thu16/01/2014Deadline to Apply for Makeup for incomplete Final Exam

Tue - Thu21/01 – 23/01/2014Announcement of Grades for Fall Semester

Sun - Thu19/01 -23/01/2014Makeup Week of Incomplete Final Exams

WInteR (short term)
Sun19/01/2014Class Commencement, Add/Drop, Late registration  

Sun - Mon19/01 – 20/01/2014Add/Drop period (no refund)

Tue –Thu28/01 – 30/01/2014 Midterm Exams Commencement (Winter)

Sun02/02/2014Course Withdrawal (no academic penalty, no refund)

Mon03/02/2014Course Withdrawal Deadline 

Sun - Thu09/02 - 13/02/2014Early Registration for Spring Semester

Mon - Wed10/02 - 12/02/2014Final exams
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 sPRInG (2nD) seMesteR
DayDate  Event
Thu20/02/2014New Student Orientation

Thu20/02/2014Transfer Students Registration

Sat22/02/2014Commencement of Classes

Thu06/03/2014Deadline for Readmission

Sat22/02/2014Add/Drop, Late Registration

Sun09/03/2014Add/Drop Deadline (no refund)

Sun09/03/2014Internships/Industry Project Commencement

Sat-Thu29/03/2014 - 10/04/2014Spring recess for students

Sat12/04/2014Commencements of Midterm Exams

Thu24/04/2014End of Midterm Exams

Thu24/04/2014Deadline to Apply for Make-ups for Incomplete Midterm Exam

Sat - Thu26/04 - 01/05/2014Make-up Week for Incomplete Midterm Exams

Thu01/05/2014End of Internship 

Sat - Thu10/05 - 15/05/2014Selection of Major (45 CH)/Change of Major Application

Sat - Thu03/05 - 08/05/2014Course Withdrawal (no academic penalty, no refund)

Thu08/05/2014Course Withdrawal Deadline

Sun - Thu08/06 – 12/06/2014Registration for Summer1 and Summer2 & Early Booking for Fall 2014

Sat14/06/2014Commencement of Final Exams

Thu26/06/2014End of Final Exams

Thu26/06/2014Deadline to Apply for Makeups for incomplete Final Exam

Sat - Thu28/06 - 03/07/2014Makeup Week of Incomplete Final Exams Spring Semester 

Tue01/07/2014Announcement of Grades for Spring Semester 

sUMMeR I (short term)
Sun06/07/2014Classes Commencement

Sun - Mon06/07 - 07/07/2014Late registration, Add/Drop (no refund)

Tue - Thu15/07 - 17/07/2014Commencement of Midterm Exams

Sun - Wed20/07 - 23/07/2014Course Withdrawal (no academic penalty, no refund)

Mon 21/07/2014Course Withdrawal Deadline

Sun - Tue03/08 - 05/08/2014Final Exam period

Thu07/08/2014 Announcement of Grades, End of Summer I Semester

sUMMeR II (short term)
Sun10/08/14Classes Commencement, Late registration

Sun - Mon10/08 - 11/08/2014Late registration, Add/Drop (no refund)

Tue - Wed19/08 - 20/08/2014Commencement of Midterm Exams

Sun24/08/2014 Course Withdrawal (no academic penalty, no refund)

Mon25/08/2014Course Withdrawal Deadline

Sun - Mon31/08 - 01-09-2014Final Exam period

Thu04/09/2014 Announcement of Grades, End of Summer II Semester
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notes
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